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Soldiers carry the coffin of Spc. Alexander Miller on Sunday during a casualty-return ceremony at Dover Air Force Base in Delaware. The
Department of Defense said Spc. Miller, of Clermont, Fla., died during Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan.
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Afghan insurgents strike
Weekend attacks kill nine foreign soldiers in wake of war’s bloodiest month

Heavy cost

A China killing reflects anger
over corporate overhauls
News in Depth, pages 16-17
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U.K. eyes
complex
assets
in probe

Death of a democrat
Cory Aquino inspired peo-
ple from South Korea to
Eastern Europe. Page 13

Fashion: The fall of Christian Lacroix
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What’s
News

By Matthew Rosenberg

KABUL, Afghanistan—Af-
ghan insurgents killed nine
foreign soldiers—six of
them Americans—on Satur-
day and Sunday, in one of
the deadliest weekends in Af-
ghanistan for the U.S. and its
allies since the fall of the Tal-
iban in 2001.

The bloody opening to Au-
gust came after the most le-
thal month for the coalition

in the nearly eight-year Af-
ghanistan campaign. In July,
75 foreign troops were
killed, more than 40 of them
Americans.

U.S., Afghan and allied of-
ficials say the spike in
deaths is the result of two
colliding factors: a big infu-
sion of U.S. soldiers and Ma-
rines, thousands of whom
are now pressing deep into
Taliban strongholds in the
country’s south; and a push

by insurgents to violently in-
timidate as many ordinary
Afghans as they can ahead
of presidential elections
scheduled for Aug. 20.

“The Taliban and other
enemies of Afghanistan are
fighting hard to maintain
their access to the people,”
said Lt. Cmdr. Christine
Sidenstricker, a U.S. mili-
tary spokeswoman. “We
have a lot of operations that
are disrupting their ability

to control the local popula-
tion and conduct narcotics
operations,” which are a ma-
jor source of funding for the
insurgency.

More operations, she
said, “unfortunately some-
times translates into an in-
crease in casualties.”

The number of U.S. sol-
diers and Marines in Afghan-
istan has more than doubled
in the past year to 62,000;

Please turn to page 31

By Dominic Elliott

And Matt Turner

LONDON—The U.K.’s Seri-
ous Fraud Office is investigat-
ing sales of structured prod-
ucts such as credit-default
swaps and collateralized debt
obligations, amid concern that
some bankers may have know-
ingly sold complex assets
based on flawed valuations be-
fore the global financial crisis
struck two years ago.

“Some of them are incredi-
bly complicated and they are
sold by very, very clever peo-
ple,” Richard Alderman, the
director of the Serious Fraud
Office, said. “The question is
not just were they mis-sold,
because that gives rise to a
number of regulatory issues,
but was there actually fraud.
Or in other words, did those
selling them actually know
they weren’t worth what the
institution said they were?”

Credit-default swaps are
insurance-like contracts de-
signed to protect investors
against losses on bonds or
loans, though in recent years
they have been used more of-
ten to speculate on the health
of companies or countries.
CDOs are packages of differ-
ent slices of debt that are
given a single credit rating,
enabling them to be traded.

The U.K. probe is the lat-
est sign that policy makers
and regulators on both sides
of the Atlantic are scrutiniz-
ing structured products,

Please turn to page 31

By David Crawford

And Matthew

Karnitschnig

BERLIN—A detective at
the center of the Deutsche
Bank spying affair says the
bank’s effort to monitor its
critics was more extensive
than previously disclosed in
that it included a plan to tar-
get as many as 20 people, in-
cluding a number of inves-
tors.

The detective’s state-
ments appear to contradict
the bank’s assertion that the
spying affair was limited in
scope. The affair first came to
light in May when Deutsche
Bank AG said it had discov-
ered efforts involving “ques-
tionable investigative or sur-
veillance activities” directed

by its corporate security de-
partment and outside contrac-
tors. It has so far disclosed
four separate incidents involv-
ing its agents between 2001
and 2007 in which the bank
used the detective, Bernd Büh-
ner, and others to monitor
people affiliated with the
bank.

Mr. Bühner, a contractor
who played a key role in most
of the operations under scru-
tiny, told The Wall Street Jour-
nal in an interview that he re-
ceived a list of names in 2006
at a meeting with Deutsche
Bank representatives that in-
cluded members of the bank’s
legal department.

“They had the names
ready. A paper with the list of
names was prepared by the

Please turn to page 31

Spying affair widens

at Deutsche Bank

Inside

Markets

The U.S. “cash for clunkers”
program could end as early
as Tuesday unless the Sen-
ate approves $2 billion in ad-
ditional funding, as consum-
ers have jumped at the
chance to trade in their ag-
ing gas guzzlers. Page 4

n Ford Motor’s sales rose in
July, the car maker’s first
year-to-year monthly increase
since November 2007. Page 8

n The board of the re-
vamped GM meets for the
first time Monday, putting a
spotlight on its new chairman,
Edward Whitacre. Page 5

n The main conservative
challenger to Ahmadinejad
criticized the Iranian govern-
ment’s prosecution of opposi-
tion supporters. Page 2

n Israeli police searched for
a gunman who killed two
people at a Tel Aviv youth
club in an attack on gays.

n The U.S. economy is
poised to resume growing,
but a recovery hinges greatly
on how businesses behave in
the months ahead. Page 10

n U.S. REITs have soared,
but they face a downdraft in
the form of falling prices for
commercial property. Page 19

n UBS and the Swiss gov-
ernment have reached an ac-
cord that appeared to signal
thousands of U.S. client ac-
counts will be turned over to
U.S. tax authorities. Page 9

n Hedge fund Citadel Invest-
ment is considering applying
to become a primary dealer
in some European govern-
ment bonds. Page 19

n British Airways posted its
first ever first-quarter pretax
loss as a private airline, but its
CEO said traffic may improve
slightly this month. Page 5

n Saudi billionaire Maan al
Sanea’s $9.2 billion in assets
were frozen by a Cayman Is-
lands court. Page 21

n Nigerian authorities ignored
warnings about a violent Is-
lamist sect until attacks last
week that killed over 700
people, Muslim clerics said.

n Troops patrolled the Paki-
stani city of Gorja after eight
Christians died in riots led by
Muslims, police said.

n Thousands were placed un-
der quarantine in northwest
China after two people report-
edly died of pneumonic plague.

n Died: Corazon Aquino, 76,
former president of the Phil-
ippines, of cancer, in Manila.

– fuel for thought –

Energy from algae.
The energy from algae holds potential as an
economically viable, low emissions transportation
fuel. ExxonMobil is partnering with Synthetic
Genomics, Inc.,as part of a major long-term research
and development program aimed at developing algae
as a viable fuel source. And because they consume
CO2, algae could help reduce greenhouse gases.

To learn more, go to www.exxonmobil.com.
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By Max Colchester

PARIS—Christian Lacroix sat on
a beige sofa in his Parisian atelier
nibbling a pink macaroon as a lone
client tried on one of his black
pleated dresses.

The large ochre-colored room in
which he created 22 years worth of

high fashion was
mostly empty. The
seamstresses had

left to go on holiday. They may not
have jobs to return to in September.

“Perhaps I shouldn’t have been
influenced by the idea that my name
could be spread across the entire
world,” the designer said. “You need
ego but mine is not blinding.”

It has been a long fall from grace
for Mr. Lacroix. In 1987 the former
art student stormed Paris’s staid
haute couture scene with his warm
colors and Mediterranean flair. Now
after more than two decades of
losses the brand filed for bank-
ruptcy protection in May. Two po-
tential buyers are being lined up,
but as things stand the 58-year old
once hailed by critics as savior of
haute couture can no longer design
clothes under his own name.

Like many fashion designers be-
fore him, Mr. Lacroix’s desire to be
an artist hampered his brand’s devel-
opment. Of the 11 chief executives
that Mr. Lacroix worked with, not
one managed to reconcile his cre-
ative ambition with a profitable
model. “A dress is not a sculpture, it
is a business,” says Jean-Jacques Pi-

cart, a consultant and Mr. Lacroix’s
former business partner.

In an era of publicly-traded con-
glomerates, the business-end of the
equation has never been more press-
ing. Christian Lacroix was to be the
first and last time powerhouse
LVMH Moet Hen-
nessy Louis Vuitton
S.A. would attempt
to create a fashion
house from scratch.

In the early 1980s
Mr. Picart found Mr.

Lacroix a job as a designer at the
fashion house Jean Patou, which nur-
tured top designers like Karl Lager-
feld and Jean-Paul Gaultier. He
swiftly caught the eye of Bernard Ar-
nault , a then-aspiring tycoon who is
now chief executive of LVMH. Mr. Ar-
nault’s strategy was to harness Mr.
Lacroix’s reputation for making up-
scale clothes to sell more affordable
products. Mr. Lacroix sold the rights

to his name and became the brand’s
creative director.

In 1987 the first Christian Lac-
roix couture show, which featured
bubble dresses and bright colors in-
spired by his native southern
France, received raves. But the

brand lacked world-
wide recognition, and a global per-
fume launch in 1988 was a flop.

The perfume debacle set the tone
for the next decade. Mr. Lacroix had
wanted the perfume bottle to be in
the shape of a flat stone with a
branch of coral; the end result was a
bottle shaped like a heart with what
looked like an artery sticking out of
the top. “It was disgusting,” says Mr.

Lacroix. “The newspapers wrote
that I was a maniac and sadist.”

Mr. Lacroix felt that LVMH was
pushing his image down-market,
picking the wrong people to make
his ready-to-wear clothes and ped-
dling a cheap Christian Lacroix hair

dye. Mr. Picart says Mr. Lacroix
made little effort to translate his vi-
sion to more wearable, sellable
clothing. “He refused to play the
game,” he says. When Mr. Picart ar-
gued that LVMH needed full control
of the house to ensure the business’s
success, Mr. Lacroix felt betrayed. In
1999 Mr. Picart left. LVMH declined
to comment.

In 2005 LVMH sold Christian Lac-
roix to the Falic group, a U.S duty-
free store operator that pledged to
take the brand up market. “I thought
at last my life would start,” says Mr.
Lacroix. Despite the shift, the expen-
sive clothes didn’t sell well, says
Nicolas Topiol, Christian Lacroix’s
current chief executive. Struggling
to make payments, the Falic group
shopped the brand but a buyer
never emerged; by 2008 Christian
Lacroix made a $14.1 million (Œ10
million) loss for $42.5 million (Œ30
million) of sales. The company filed
for bankruptcy the following May,
having invested $57.1 million (Œ40
million) in the brand.

Mr. Lacroix says the Falics
weren’t willing to put enough
money into the company. Mr. Topiol
says the fact that Mr. Lacroix went
through 11 chief executives sug-
gests the designer was a source of
problems. “When a pattern repro-
duces itself at length I think you can
draw your own conclusions,” Mr. To-
piol says.

In July a couture show, a
stripped-down compilation of black
skirts and navy dresses, was cob-
bled together with the help of dona-
tions from friends and admirers. On-
lookers wept as the final couture
gown swept past and his staff un-
furled a banner which read “Lacroix
forever.”

A week later the French Minis-
ter of Culture described the demise
of Christian Lacroix as a “cultural
disaster.” Four bidders have made
offers for the brand. So far the Ital-
ian Borletti Group, which is associ-
ated with the Rinascente depart-
ment store and Mr. Lacroix himself,
is favored by the judicial adminis-
trator. A final decision comes in
September.

Exit strategies are the talk
of China. Investors are trying
to guess when Beijing will
rein in the policy of low inter-
est rates and easy credit it
used to jump-start the econ-
omy.

The even bigger question
is how China will exit an eco-
nomic model that is over-reli-
ant on government-led invest-
ment and exports. So far, the
Chinese model has succeeded
in reigniting the economy
through fiscal stimulus and a
bank lending spree that has
resulted in $1.1 trillion of
new loans in the first half.

The result: Second-quar-
ter economic growth was
just shy of the government’s
8% benchmark. But what hap-
pens next will determine
whether China becomes a vic-
tim of its own success.

While the extra lending
and government spending
has helped compensate for
plunging exports, it isn’t re-
ducing imbalances. Domestic
demand needs to increase as
a portion of the economy, es-
pecially if export markets re-
main weak.

Meanwhile, asset bubbles
in the stock and property
markets could be brewing.
Ben Simpfendorfer, Royal
Bank of Scotland’s China
economist, estimates half the
increased credit has gone
into these markets or com-
modities.

The danger is, buoyed by
recent success, Chinese poli-
cymakers are unable to wean
themselves from this volatile

policy mix and that cycles of
investment- and export-led
expansion are accompanied
by asset bubbles, whose tam-
ing leads to abrupt down-
turns.

Optimists argue that infra-
structure spending is needed
in still-developing China. But
the centralized model is un-
likely to prove efficient at al-
locating capital. Very little of
the recent lending and gov-

ernment spending is believed
to have gone to small and
midsize enterprises.

Already, the burden on
government is rising. Official
government debt as a per-
centage of gross domestic
product is under 20%. Factor
in contingent liabilities such
as local government debt,
and the figure could be
closer to 70%-80%, Standard
Chartered estimates.

Rebalancing the Chinese
economy is a seriously long-
term project and may mean
the government having to ac-
cept lower growth in some
years than has become the
custom.

The temptation to stick
with the old ways will be
strong. And that should
worry investors. They often
believe that money spent by
Washington is misallocated.
In that context, unshakable
faith in Beijing’s planning
powers, when such massive
amounts of money are being
spent so quickly, makes little
sense.
 —Andrew Peaple

More at WSJ.com/Heard

The fall of fashion’s Christian Lacroix
After many clashes
and numerous CEOs,
designer goes bust

Oil reserves lose flavor

Christian Lacroix pictured at his
atelier on July 6. At right are
three of his runway designs, from
1995 to 1999.

Imagine an urn filled
with good, strong coffee.
As you pour cup after cup
from the tap at the bottom,
you simultaneously refill it
at the top with weak, wa-
tery stuff. After a while,
your supply is as full as
ever, but it just doesn’t de-
liver quite the same kick.

The oil majors face a
similar problem, under-
lined by talk of more cost-
cutting from the likes of
Royal Dutch Shell amid
dreadful quarterly earn-
ings.

The sector has strug-
gled over the past decade
to replace oil and natural
gas reserves depleted by
production. Shareholders
were prepared to overlook
this as long as high energy
prices funded big cash dis-
tributions.

The added twist, says
Neil McMahon of Sanford
Bernstein, is that not all
barrels in the ground are
the same. The majors have
been pumping out high-
margin oil from mature

fields in areas like the
North Sea and replacing
those barrels in their port-
folios with expensive,
highly taxed reserves in re-
gions like Russia.

Average cash flow per
barrel divided by finding
and development costs—a
ratio measuring whether
oil companies can cover
the cost of replacing re-
serves organically—has
dropped from around 200%
at the start of the decade
to around 150%. That cash
flow also must fund big div-
idends.

Some companies have
also relied too heavily on
acquisitions, where the risk
of overpaying is high. Less
than one-third of BP’s and
ConocoPhillips’ reserves
added over the past five
years have come from find-
ing new fields themselves,
Mr. McMahon says.

Cutting costs helps. But
weaker reserves portfolios
will leave a bad taste in in-
vestors’ mouths for years
to come.
 —Liam Denning

Kicking China’s stimulus habit

FASHION

Financial Analysis and Commentary
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Amount of new loans made
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7 trillion yuan

Workers at an apparel factory 
in China’s Fuijan province
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Former Iranian Vice President Mohammad Ali Abtahi, dressed in a prison uniform,
speaks at a tribunal session in Tehran on Saturday.

Criticism widens in Iran
Ahmadinejad rival
urges punishment
in protesters’ killings

Germany company withdraws Iran letter
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TEHRAN, Iran—Criticism of
Iran’s mass prosecution of political
activists widened Sunday with the
main conservative challenger to
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
demanding that authorities also
seek punishment for those accused
of killing protesters.

The sharp rebuke by Mohsen
Rezaei—on the eve of Mr. Ahmadine-
jad’s scheduled inauguration for a
second term—also showed the
broad scope of opposition to the
crackdowns after the disputed June
12 elections.

Conservatives such as Mr. Rezaei
have increasingly joined ranks with
liberal factions to denounce the
harsh tactics by Iran’s leadership in-
cluding sweeping arrests, media
blackouts and attacks blamed for at
least 30 deaths.

But Mr. Rezaei brings added
weight as a former commander of
the powerful Revolutionary Guard,
which has led the backlash against
groups claiming widespread fraud
and paved the way for Mr. Ah-
madinejad’s re-election.

In a letter to the head of Iran’s ju-
diciary, which is directly controlled
by the ruling clerics, Mr. Rezaei said
trials must be held for anyone linked
to deadly attacks on the streets or
torture of detainees. Among the
dead is the son of one of Mr. Rezaei’s
top aides. “Otherwise, justice will
not be realized, and it is possible
that unrest will not end,” Mr. Rezaei
said, according to a report posted on
his Web site.

The turmoil has complicated U.S.
President Barack Obama’s efforts to
step up diplomatic engagement
with Iran. The relationship became
even trickier Saturday as Iranian

state TV confirmed that Iran has de-
tained three Americans who alleg-
edly crossed the border from north-
ern Iraq a day earlier.

Kurdish officials said the two
men and a woman were tourists who
had mistakenly crossed into Iranian
territory Friday while hiking in a
mountainous area near the resort
town of Ahmed Awaa. One of the
Americans was identified as Joshua
Fattal, according to Kurdish officials
and a statement from his family in El-
kins Park, Pa. “This case will be re-
viewed based on its natural trend,”
Iran’s official IRNA news agency
quoted the head of the parliament’s
foreign-policy committee, Alaeddin
Boroujerdi, as saying Sunday.

The Swiss Embassy in Tehran is
working to learn more about the
Americans’ fate through its con-
tacts with the Iranian Foreign Minis-
try, Swiss Foreign Ministry spokes-
woman Nadine Olivieri said. Swit-
zerland has represented U.S. inter-
ests in Iran since American diplo-
mats were taken hostage at the em-
bassy in Tehran 30 years ago, and
the U.S. State Department asked the
country to intervene in this case.

The trials of political activists be-
gan Saturday in the Revolutionary

Court system, first used to sentence
officials of the Western-backed mon-
archy that was toppled by the 1979
Islamic Revolution.

The trials’ more than 100 defen-
dants spanned nearly a dozen years
of efforts to challenge Iran’s Islamic
systems—from supporters of oppo-
sition leader Mir Hossein Mousavi
to several top allies of former Presi-
dent Mohammad Khatami, who be-
gan the openings for greater politi-
cal and social freedoms with his elec-
tion in 1997.

The blanket trial on broad
charges of trying to bring down the
nation’s political order appeared
part of an attempt by authorities to
rattle and discredit the core of the re-
form movement in one blow.

Officials say the opposition was
a tool of foreign countries aiming to
topple the Islamic state. State media
quoted Mohammad Ali Abtahi, who
served as Mr. Khatami’s vice presi-
dent, as “confessing” to working to
foment unrest.

But rights groups have said such
confessions are often obtained un-
der duress in Iran. The trial was
closed to all but Iran’s state media.

Mr. Khatami called it a show trial
to deflect attention from the “real

crimes” carried out by authorities
following the election. The former
president, who held office from 1997
to 2005 and is Mr. Mousavi’s close
ally, criticized the court for not al-
lowing defense lawyers access to
the courtroom or the case files.

Mr. Mousavi, in a statement on a
pro-reform Web site, also called the
proceedings a “theater” and de-
manded trials against “inquisitor
and tortures ... who have played with
the life of the reputation” of the coun-

try. “What do they expect to con-
vince people with?” the Web site re-
ported Sunday. “A weak indictment
based on confessions that share the
tones of medieval torture.”

The growing criticism came as
Mr. Ahmadinejad prepared to offi-
cially begin his second four-year
term. Iran’s supreme leader, Ayatol-
lah Ali Khamenei, is scheduled to of-
ficially endorse the president Mon-
day, and he is set to be sworn in be-
fore parliament on Wednesday.
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By Matthew Karnitschnig

Knauf Gips KG, a German build-
ing materials company that last
week told its employees in Iran they
would be fired if they participated in
political demonstrations, withdrew
the threat on Friday after The Wall
Street Journal published an article
about the policy.

“Without question, the formula-
tion of the July 21, 2009 letter from
Knauf Iran P.J.S.C. was unfortunate
and needs to be corrected,” Knauf
Executive Board Chairman Manfred

Grundke said in a statement.
The letter in question, written by

Isabel Knauf, a member of the com-
pany’s founding family who helps
oversee its Iranian business, said:
“If anybody from our company gets
caught demonstrating against the
current government, he or she will
be immediately dismissed.”

Mr. Grundke said in the state-
ment that as a company, Knauf exer-
cises restraint in political matters in
the countries where it operates but
that the policy doesn’t extend to its
employees’ private activities.

“Naturally, our employees can
participate in political demonstra-
tions at any time without having to
worry about work-related sanc-
tions,” he wrote.

The company, which employs a
few hundred people in Iran, is still
trying to clarify the details of why
the letter was written, he said.

The Journal reported on Friday
that Iran’s government pressured
Knauf to issue the order after a se-
nior executive was arrested during
prayer demonstrations two weeks
ago.

The privately held company,
which has 22,000 employees around
the world, was told that such a letter
would be a condition for the execu-
tive’s release, according to people fa-
miliar with the matter.

The arrested executive, a
34-year-old dual national of Ger-

many and Iran who heads Knauf’s
Iran operation, was released four
days after the company agreed to is-
sue the order but still faces trial.

The case drew wide attention in
Germany, a country with a sizeable
Iranian minority and longstanding
ties withthe country. Germany’s For-
eign Ministry reiterated on Friday
that it opposes any retribution
against protestors by companies in
Iran.

Founded in 1932, Knauf, which
has annual revenue of about 5.5 bil-
lion euros, is based in rural Bavaria
and operates in more than 40 coun-
tries around the world.

In addition to drywall, the com-
pany makes fiber board and other
building materials. Knauf’s U.S. op-
eration, located in Shelbyville, Indi-
ana, makes building insulation.
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U.K. probe targets structured products

*As of June Source: KPMG

Getting serious 
The U.K.'s Serious Fraud Office has been taking a closer look at Britain’s 
financial sector 
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Deutsche Bank case widens

Marketplace

Nine soldiers die in Afghan strikes

which many believe were at the
heart of the financial crisis, after
years of taking a mostly hands-off
regulatory approach.

In recent weeks, the U.S. Justice
Department has probed the credit-
default swaps market, including the
dominant role of data provider Mar-
kit Group Holdings Ltd. and its bank
owners. Markit issued a statement
saying it has “been informed of an in-
vestigation by the Department of
Justice into the credit derivatives
and related markets.” Meanwhile, a
key Senate panel, the Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations,
has issued subpoenas to banks like
Goldman Sachs Group Inc. and Deut-
sche Bank AG looking for evidence
of fraud in the selling of mortgage-
related securities. Those banks
didn’t comment. Like the U.K. SFO,
the Senate panel is focused on
whether bankers had doubts that
the mortgage-securities they were
selling were as sound as marketed.

The Obama administration in re-
cent months has moved to regulate
credit-default swaps and make
them safer for the financial sys-
tem, and proposed changes that
would make it less lucrative for
banks to package consumer loans
into asset-backed securities. Last
month, European regulators un-
veiled similar proposals for the
credit-derivatives industry.

In the U.K., the SFO investigates
complex, international fraud cases
and it can press criminal charges
on its own. The Financial Services
Authority, the U.K.’s top financial
regulator, also will look at whether
structured products were mis-
sold, the SFO’s Mr. Alderman said.

The SFO plans further probes of
asset-backed securities, he said.
One case that has already been
made public involves structured
products sold by AIG Financial Prod-
ucts, the unit of American Interna-
tional Group Inc. that is largely re-
sponsible for the parent company’s
collapse. It sold billions of dollars of
guarantees on complicated securi-
ties tied to mortgages, and those
guarantees pushed the company
into the rescuing arms of the U.S.
government. The unit had offices in
London and Wilton, Conn. AIG said
it was unwinding certain busi-
nesses and portfolios of the unit.

“Valuation cases are fraught
with difficulty, but the weight that
certain financial products were
made to bear was untenable,” said
Glyn Powell, joint interim head for
the SFO unit responsible for Lon-
don’s financial district.

As part of its work on struc-
tured products, the SFO has put to-
gether a red-flag system to unearth
risks, as it has done in other areas
such as hedge funds.

In a broader shift, the watchdog

is responding more quickly to evi-
dence of fraud, rather than waiting
for a report to go to police or com-
pany liquidators and then taking
months to decide whether to pursue
it, Mr. Alderman said. In the past, it
“would mean seven to nine years be-
fore it would get to court,” he said.

The office is also doing more to
support whistleblowers when they
come forward and taking a closer
look at accounting matters, he said.

In the past year, the office has
worked on cases including Bernard
Madoff’s Ponzi scheme and the col-
lapse of U.K. hedge fund Weavering
Capital. In June, it obtained an or-
der to freeze about $100 million of
Allen Stanford’s assets held at “cer-
tain London financial institutions.”

Fraud cases that went to court in
the U.K. rose last year, according to
analysis by KPMG. The worst-hit sec-
tor was financial services, which suf-
fered £388 million ($648.2 million)
of fraud in 63 cases, a ten-fold in-
crease on the £37 million via 36
cases recorded in 2007. However,
these figures were partly skewed by
one case: an alleged £220 million at-
tempt to hack into Sumitomo Mit-
sui Banking Corp.’s computer sys-
tems, which went to court in the
first half of the year. Fraud cases to
date this year in the U.K. financial
sector total £111 million, KPMG said.
 —Neil Shah

contributed to this article.
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bank in advance of a meeting with
bank officials,” Mr. Bühner said.

A person close to Deutsche Bank
confirmed the existence of a list but
said that investigators had been un-
able to establish who compiled it.
This person said the names ap-
peared to be linked to a spying inci-
dent against Michael Bohndorf, an
activist investor, that the bank has
already disclosed, and that the peo-
ple on it weren’t separate targets.
Mr. Bühner says that though the list
was conceived as part of the
Bohndorf operation, the plan was to
spy on each of the individuals and
entities on the list.

A spokesman for the bank said
that the list contained names of peo-
ple who might be contacted to pro-
vide information about Mr
Bohndorf’s motives towards the
bank and any connection he had
with Mr Kirch. It wasn’t a list of peo-
ple to be investigated themselves.

The person close to Deutsche
Bank also confirmed that members
of the bank’s legal department par-
ticipated in at least some of the
meetings with Mr. Bühner.

The revelations raise new ques-
tions about the breadth of Deutsche
Bank’s spying program and why its
senior management didn’t know
about it.

In a July 22 press release, Deut-
sche Bank said, “The incidents were
isolated and no systematic misbe-
havior has been found.”

The bank has said the spying was
directed by its corporate security de-
partment but has made no mention
of its legal department’s involve-
ment. “The bank has taken steps to
strengthen controls for the mandat-
ing of external service providers by
its Corporate Security Advisors. All
four incidents originated from man-
dates initiated to achieve legitimate
goals,” the Deutsche Bank state-
ment said.

The bank fired two mid-level ex-
ecutives involved in the affair last
month, but has said there is no evi-
dence that either senior executives
or board members were aware of
the spying. It also hired New York-
based law firm Cleary Gottlieb
Steen & Hamilton LLP to investigate
the affair. Cleary has submitted a re-
port to the bank’s board but the re-
port hasn’t been made public.

Mr. Bühner acknowledges spy-
ing on the bank’s behalf in several in-
stances that have come to light but
denies that he spied on anyone on
the list.

The Cleary investigation found
that one name on the list, that of Mu-
nich law firm Bub, Gauweiler & Part-
ner, had been targeted, according to
a person close to the investigation.
Bub, Gauweiler represents Leo
Kirch, the former German media mo-
gul who is suing Deutsche Bank for
billions in connection with the col-
lapse of his empire.

According to Cleary records re-
viewed by the Journal, Deutsche
Bank agents devised a plan to infil-
trate the firm with a mole posing as
an intern. Bub, Gauweiler offered
the agent a position but Deutsche
Bank’s lawyers halted the plan just
days before she was to begin work,
according to people familiar with
the report.

A spokesman for Deutsche Bank
said its legal department had no
prior knowledge of the plan to infil-
trate Bub, Gauweiler, and that the
bank halted the operation as soon as
it discovered its existence.

“I expect the appropriate author-
ities including state prosecutors
and the bank’s oversight agencies
will conduct a full investigation,”

said Peter Gauweiler, a lawyer for
Mr. Kirch.

Mr. Bühner, a former major in
the German Army, has longstanding
ties with Deutsche Bank, according
to both Mr. Bühner and people close
to Deutsche Bank. In 1997, his then-
employer, London-based Control
Risks Group LLC, was engaged by
Deutsche Bank to advise it on secu-
rity matters. In the ensuing years,
Mr. Bühner worked on a number of
assignments for Deutsche Bank, as
head of Control Risks’ German of-
fice until 2003 and thereafter as an
independent contractor.

From 1999 to 2004, for example,
Mr. Bühner organized “penetration
tests” of Deutsche Bank offices
around Germany, according to Mr.
Bühner and people close to the
bank. The actions were designed to
test the integrity of Deutsche Bank’s
security preparations, a particu-
larly sensitive subject at the bank
ever since the assassination of its
chief executive by left-wing terror-
ists in 1989.

At some point following the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, Deutsche
Bank asked Mr. Bühner to give a pre-
sentation on security to its manage-
ment board, the bank’s top execu-
tive body, according to both Mr. Büh-
ner and a person close to Deutsche
Bank.

It wasn’t until 2006, however,
that Deutsche Bank turned to Mr.
Bühner for assignments of a more
covert nature, according to people
close to the Cleary investigation.

At the bank’s shareholder meet-
ing that June, Mr. Bohndorf, an ac-
tivist shareholder, challenged the le-
gitimacy of the bank’s supervisory
board chairman, Clemens Börsig,
saying that his election hadn’t been
performed according to the letter of
the law.

Following the meeting, Mr. Bör-
sig asked the bank’s head of inves-
tor relations to look into Mr.
Bohndorf’s motives and whether he
was working together with Mr.
Kirch, according to people familiar
the matter.

It was following that conversa-
tion that Mr. Bühner was hired and
given the task of investigating Mr.
Bohndorf, according to both Mr.
Bühner and people close to the
bank. The operation, which in-
volved sending agents to spy on Mr.
Bohndorf at his home in Spain, re-
sulted in a report a few months later
in which Mr. Bühner concluded that
Mr. Bohndorf had acted on his own.

In an interview Mr. Bohndorf
said, “Deutsche Bank has failed in
its effort to collect information that
would damage my reputation.
There was nothing to find,” he said.

Deutsche Bank has acknowl-
edged the spying incident but said
last week that none of its executives
or board members, including Mr.
Börsig, were involved.

Referencing the Cleary report,
Deutsche Bank’s supervisory board
said in a statement: “The question-
able methods used were not autho-
rized by members of the Supervi-
sory Board or the Management
Board. We regret what took place. In-
ternal measures have been initiated
to prevent similar incidents in the
future.”
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there are another 39,000 troops
from North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zation allies.

In July, U.S. and British forces
launched major offensives against
the Taliban in Helmand, a south-
ern province of deserts inter-
sected by river valleys where the
insurgents have long held sway
and where a substantial portion of
Afghanistan’s opium crop is
grown.

Fighting has persisted across
many other parts of Afghanistan
as well. Three of the weekend’s
deaths came Sunday in the coun-
try’s east, when a roadside bomb
planted by militants hit a U.S. con-
voy. The insurgents then am-
bushed the Americans, killing
three, officials said.

The U.S. military still had to in-
form the families of those slain,
and there was no word on where
precisely the incident took place.

Three other U.S. soldiers were
killed Saturday when their patrol
was struck by a pair of roadside
bombs in Kandahar province in
southern Afghanistan, the U.S. mil-
itary said.

Combating roadside bombs has
emerged as one of the major chal-

lenges facing the U.S. and its allies.
Such attacks have spiked this year.
Insurgents now routinely plant
multiple bombs in the same place
and use explosives that have little
metal, making them hard to detect.

Another two soldiers with
NATO’s International Security As-
sistance Force were killed by insur-
gents in Kandahar on Saturday,
ISAF said. It provided few details
of how the soldiers died, and

didn’t release their nationalities.
A French soldier was slain Sat-

urday in a gunbattle with insur-
gents in Kapisa province, north of
Kabul.

Across the border in Pakistan,
authorities charged Sufi Moham-
med, the radical pro-Taliban cleric
who negotiated a failed peace deal
between the government and a mil-
itant faction in the Swat Valley,
with aiding terrorism, sedition
and conspiring against the govern-
ment, police said, according to the
Associated Press.

The February peace deal effec-
tively handed Swat, 100 miles
north of Islamabad, the capital, to
the Taliban. That deal collapsed in
late April when the militants
pushed into neighboring districts,
prompting a broad offensive from
the Pakistani military, which now
controls much of the valley.

Mr. Mohammed was arrested in
Peshawar, in western Pakistan, in
July. The charges were lodged Sun-
day at a police station in Swat, and
Mr. Mohammed will be presented
in court in coming days, the AP
said.

There was no immediate com-
ment from Mr. Mohammed’s
spokesman.

Continued from first page
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Rising toll
Coalition deaths in Afghanistan
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China complains to WTO on trade barriers

China gains more ground in manufacturing
As U.S. lead shrinks,
economists debate
what should be done

Hum in the scrum
South Africa’s rugby
players maul their way to
the top > Page 30

By Timothy Aeppel

China is on its way to surpassing
the U.S. as the world’s largest manu-
facturer far sooner than expected.
The question is, Does that matter?

In terms of actual size, the an-
swer is, no. But if size is a proxy for
relative health of each nation’s sec-
tor, the answer is, yes.

Anyone who walks the aisles of a
U.S. retailer might think China al-

ready is the world’s
largest manufac-
turer. But, in fact,
the U.S. retains
that distinction by

a wide margin. In 2007, the latest
year for which data are available,
the U.S. accounted for 20% of global
manufacturing; China was 12%.

The gap, though, is closing rap-
idly. According to IHS/Global In-
sight, an economic-forecasting firm
in Lexington, Mass., China will pro-
duce more in terms of real value-
added by 2015. Using value-added as
a measure avoids the problem of
double-counting by tallying the
value created at each step of an ex-
tended production process.

As recently as two years ago, Glo-
bal Insight’s estimate was that
China would surpass the U.S. as the
world’s top manufacturer by 2020.
Last year, it pulled the date forward
to 2016 or 2017.

“The recent deep recession in
U.S. manufacturing does mean that
China’s catch-up is occurring a few
years earlier than would have been
the case if there had been no reces-
sion,” says Nariman Behravesh, the
group’s chief economist.

U.S. manufacturing is shrinking,
shedding jobs and, in the wake of
this deep recession, producing and
exporting far fewer goods, while Chi-
na’s factories keep expanding. If
manufacturers on both sides of the
Pacific were thriving, there would
be little reason to butt heads. But
given the massive trade gap be-
tween the two nations and uncer-
tainty in the U.S. over when and to
what degree manufacturing will re-
cover, China’s ascent has become a
point of growing friction.

Chinese manufacturing activity
continued to tick up in July from the
previous month, data from the
China Federation of Logistics and
Purchasing showed Saturday. The
Purchasing Managers Index edged
up to 53.3 in July, from 53.2 in June
and 53.1 in May.

Many economists argue that the
shrinking of U.S. manufacturing—

both in terms of jobs and share of
gross domestic product—is a nor-
mal economic evolution that started
long before China emerged as a man-
ufacturing powerhouse. From their
point of view, the shrinking would
happen regardless and is actually a
sign of health that the sector
doesn’t need to be big to be produc-
tive and is shedding low-skill jobs
and creating select higher-skill
ones.

Global Insight’s Mr. Behravesh is
one of those who views China’s rise
as normal, even healthy. “In the natu-
ral course, countries go from agricul-
ture to manufacturing to services,”
he says. “To subsidize manufactur-
ing pushes [the U.S.] backwards
down that curve.”

But another school of thought—
one known by the somewhat back-
handed label of “manufacturing fun-
damentalists”—contends the U.S.
decline isn’t natural and must be re-
versed to retain America’s eco-
nomic power. From their perspec-
tive, that necessitates fighting Chi-
nese policies that fuel low-cost ex-
ports, swamping a variety of indus-
tries from textiles to tires.

“The notion that we can be a non-
manufacturing society is folly,” says
Peter Morici, an economist at the
University of Maryland. “It’s pseudo-
science that gives rise to the col-
lapse of civilizations.”

The Obama administration is
stepping carefully through this min-

efield. At a two-day conference last
week, the first meeting of a new fo-
rum designed to foster closer coop-
eration between the two countries,
China’s tightly managed currency
policy was barely discussed even
though it is a hot-button issue for
many U.S.-based producers and or-
ganized labor. They argue that
China undervalues its currency to
gain a competitive advantage for its
exports, which sell at a lower price
in the U.S.

The U.S. Business and Industry
Council, which represents
U.S.-based manufacturers, accused

the Obama administration of
“panda-hugging.” The administra-
tion earlier this year softened its
stance on the issue when it declined
to label China a currency manipula-
tor.

John Engler, president of the Na-
tional Association of Manufactur-
ers, says he doesn’t expect China to
surpass the U.S. before 2020. “It
may or may not continue to grow so
rapidly,” he says. “The importance
of the China challenge to the U.S. de-
pends on how we respond to it,”
such as implementing tax and invest-
ment policies that encourage domes-

tic producers to expand.
Mr. Engler’s group faces a deli-

cate issue of its own regarding
China: Many of its powerful mem-
bers produce in China and are eager
to avoid controversy on trade is-
sues, while the group’s large roster
of smaller members are often out-
spoken critics of China.

Even in its weakened state, manu-
facturing remains a surprisingly
large part of the U.S. economy. The
sector generates more than 13% of
the nation’s GDP, making it a bigger
contributor to the economy than re-
tail trade, finance or the health-care
industry. In China, manufacturing
represents 34% of GDP.

Still, the concern remains that
U.S. manufacturers now being hit by
the economic downturn will never
recover. J.B. Brown, president of
Bremen Castings Inc., a family-
owned foundry in Bremen, Ind., says
the downturn has halted what had
been a hopeful trend that emerged
last year of work returning to the
U.S. from China.

“I see a lot of people starting to
look at going overseas again,” he
says, in part because costs are rising
in the U.S. even in the depth of this
recession. He notes, for instance,
that Bremen’s electricity rates
jumped 17% this year—and the com-
pany has been warned they could in-
crease even more next year. Found-
ries like Bremen use large amounts
of electricity to heat metal.

Sports

By John W. Miller

BRUSSELS—China launched for-
mal complaints at the World Trade
Organization in a bid to take down
trade barriers set up by the Euro-
pean Union and U.S., a sign Beijing
is fighting more aggressively to
keep foreign markets open for its
exports.

The targets of its two com-
plaints are high EU import tariffs
on Chinese screws and a U.S. ban
on the import of Chinese poultry.
Beijing had already announced the
suit against the U.S.

China insists it is countering
protectionism and fears about job
losses at home in a slumbering glo-
bal economy. Brussels and Wash-
ington say the sanctions are justi-
fied by lax business and health
rules in China. The EU and the U.S.,
the two biggest buyers of Chinese
goods, combined had $610 billion
of imports from China last year.

In both cases, the WTO could
dismiss the complaints or give
China the right to reduce imports
by as much as it lost in trade by im-
posing higher import tariffs on
some EU and U.S. goods by the end
of 2010.

The two suits are signs of Chi-
na’s coming-of-age in global trade
politics, say trade experts. When
China joined the WTO in 2001, its
exports took off so fast that minor
impediments to trade weren’t
even noticed.

“It took them a few years to
care about and understand the pro-
cess,” says Simon Lester, chief ad-
ministrator at WorldTradeLaw.net
LLC, a Washington-based consul-
tancy.

At a multilateral trade summit
in Geneva in July 2008, China
played a leading role for the first
time, says Mr. Lester. China has re-
cently built a sparkling trade mis-

sion down the street from WTO
headquarters in Geneva. It has
started spending more money on
legal advice, say lawyers for major
trade-law firms.

On Friday, Chinese trade offi-
cials accused the EU of failing to
follow WTO procedure when it
raised tariffs on the import of steel
fasteners, the technical word for
screws and similar parts, earlier

this year.
The EU said Chinese companies

were benefiting from tax breaks
and bargain raw-material costs,
then illegally “dumping,” or selling
below cost, fasteners on the EU
market. Chinese prices were 30%
to 50% lower, the EU said.

Under WTO law, if domestic
companies are losing substantial
sales, countries can fight dumping

with increases in import tariffs.
That is what the EU did in January,
hitting Chinese fastener imports
with duties of 26.5% to 85% for the
next five years. Sales—almost a bil-
lion dollars a year—fell off dramati-
cally.

The suit on Friday is the first
time China has challenged a Euro-
pean antidumping duty at the WTO.
Brussels has levied more than 140
antidumping duties against China
since 1979. China filed a similar com-
plaint against the U.S. last year over
paper products.

China said it had tried to warn
the EU. The government “and the
industry on many occasions have
expressed their positions and reg-
istered serious concerns with
grave dissatisfaction, which how-
ever have not led to any solutions,”
the Chinese mission to the WTO
said in a statement.

EU officials defended the du-
ties. “Antidumping measures are
not about protectionism, they are
about unfair trade,” said Lutz
Guellner, a spokesman for the Euro-
pean Commission. “The EU’s deci-
sion to impose measures was taken
on the basis of clear evidence that
unfair dumping of Chinese prod-
ucts has taken place with state dis-
tortion of raw material prices.’

China also petitioned the WTO
to launch an investigation of a U.S.
ban on chicken imports. Beijing
had already announced its inten-
tion to launch the suit a month ago.
The U.S. has banned the import of
Chinese poultry products on
health grounds since 2007.

In its suit, Beijing complained
Washington was imposing “naked
discriminative measures.” U.S. offi-
cials say they are still studying
whether Chinese chicken is safe to
eat. China still imports U.S. poul-
try, mostly feet and other prod-
ucts.

LEADING THE NEWS

Source: Global Trade Information Services
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China filed two WTO complaints, trying to keep its markets open to exports. 
Above, a laborer at a steel plant in Shenyang.
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Is this the world’s toughest sports team?
Prowess and aggressive mindset: South Africa’s rugby players maul their way to the top. A punch in the scrum

WSJ.com

By Nicolas Brulliard

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa—
Just before a recent game, South Af-
rican rugby player Schalk Burger
stated his belief that a rugby match
isn’t a rugby match unless it “starts
with a bang.” After less than a
minute of play, Mr. Burger was sin-
binned, or penalized, for what
looked like an attempt to gouge an
opponent’s eyeballs.

Far from condemning the act
that earned Mr. Burger an eight-
week ban, South Africa’s head coach
Peter de Villiers suggested that the
offended parties “go to the nearest
ballet shop, get some nice tutus and
get a great dancing show going.”

South Africa’s Springboks,
named after the graceful and rather
docile springbok gazelle, have run
afoul of rugby laws more often than
most. But this team’s physical prow-
ess and aggressive mindset have
helped put them at the pinnacle of
the sport. The reigning World Cup-
champion Springboks have just van-
quished some of the best British and
Irish players in the game, and last
month beat New Zealand 28-19 in
their first match of the Tri-Nations,
an annual rugby competition for
southern hemisphere teams. A vic-
tory in this tournament, which con-
tinues through Sept. 19, would ce-
ment their place as the undisputed
kings of rugby.

The Springboks have demon-
strated their toughness throughout
the last century—sometimes play-
ing with broken bones or honing
their skills by tackling large animals—
but the origins of their physical dom-
inance can be traced back much far-
ther.

In rugby, size matters, especially
when it comes to a team’s pack of for-
wards. Weight is an undeniable ad-
vantage in a scrum, a fearsome tan-
gle in which players fight for posses-
sion of the ball. Height is a distinct
plus in a lineout—where players
leap high in the air to receive a ball
thrown back onto the field. South Af-
rican rugby has long been domi-
nated by Afrikaners, a population
group that has a seemingly endless
supply of large people.

“They’ve got some big old dudes,
and it’s always physical,” said Lee
Mears, an English player, after a re-
cent match. “The South Africans
pride themselves in the scrum, so
they’re never going to disappoint
you in that area.”

Most observers explain Afrikan-
ers’ oversized proportions with ge-
netics. After all, they say, the first
Europeans to colonize the southern
tip of the continent came from Hol-
land, and the Dutch are among the
tallest people in the world.

Raj Ramesar, professor of human
genetics at the University of Cape
Town, said there is little scientific
evidence available, but he said ge-
netic selection likely played a role as
only the fittest and strongest speci-
mens made the grueling boat trip
and later thrived in an environment
plagued by disease and angry Zulu
warriors. A “sissy” would not have
survived the hardships, Mr. Rame-
sar said.

Locals also credit arduous farm
work for enhancing their inherent
physical attributes, and rarely did it
get more arduous than for Tiaan
Strauss,whohasrepresentedboththe
Springboks and Australia. Mr.
Strauss, who played much of his ca-
reer before the game turned profes-

sionalinthemid-1990s,saidheusedto
makeextramoneybycapturingwilde-
beests and other large antelopes.

“Sometimes you tackle them, but
mainly you sort of catch them by the
horn and wrestle them to the
ground,” Mr. Strauss said matter-of-
factly.

Mr. Strauss said the activity,
while earning him cuts, bruises and
the occasional shoulder injury and
twisted ankle, also helped condition
him for the game.

Mr. Strauss’ feat was topped by
that of Andy MacDonald, who wore
the Springbok jersey in the
mid-1960s. Mr. MacDonald was
tracking a livestock-killing lion
when the predator leapt on him, and
he was left fighting off the feline
with his bare hands.

“The lion bit off part of Andy’s
ear and clawed his legs and lower
body,” wrote South African rugby

historian Paul Dobson in an email.
“Andy put one hand into the lion’s
jaws and eventually the lion left
him.” Mr. MacDonald received more
than 400 stitches, Mr. Dobson said.

While some display their tough-
ness by manhandling large beasts,
others show their courage by stay-
ing on the field after sustaining seri-
ous injuries. Andre Joubert broke
his hand in a tackle during the quar-
terfinals of the 1995 World Cup, yet
went on to play two more matches—
this without taking any painkiller.
Mr. Joubert said he suffered few
long-term consequences other than
a shortened finger. “I had to change
my golf grip a bit,” he said.

Rugby union, the most popular
form of the game, was popularized in
the early 19th century. Played on a
field roughly the size of an American
football field, 15 players on each side
try to score by carrying an oblong

ball over the goal line or kicking it
through the goalposts. South Africa
is one of about 100 national teams
ranked by the International Rubgy
Board. Every four years the top
teams come together to play in the
World Cup, which South Africa has
so far won twice, in 1995 and 2007.

As soon as the sport was im-
ported to South Africa by the Eng-
lish in the late 1800s, the Afrikaners
quickly adopted it as their own.
They first saw it as a way to get back
at the British for humiliations suf-
fered during the Boer War, but the
game became synonymous with Afri-
kaner nationalism during the apart-
heid era, said John Nauright, direc-
tor of the International Academy of
Sport at George Mason University.

As recently as 15 years ago, mem-
ories of the Boer War’s internment
camps still loomed large in the
psyche of Afrikaner rugby players,

said Mark Andrews, a former Spring-
bok forward. “Whenever you played
against England, it was brought up
almost as a motivational war cry
that we have to avenge what the Eng-
lish did to our forefathers,” said Mr.
Andrews, who is of English descent.
The historical reason was lost on ad-
versaries: “One guy actually said to
me, ‘You guys play rugby like you’re
angry,’” he said.

The Springboks have harvested
more than their share of yellow and
red cards, reflecting the difficulty
for players to walk the thin line be-
tween legal aggressiveness and
rogue behavior. Since 2000, the
Springboks have received 60 yellow
cards and six red cards, while their
direct opponents collected only 25
yellow cards and three red ones, ac-
cording to the South African Rugby
Union. Cards sanction both foul play
and technical offenses.

Some misdeeds are hard to de-
fend. In a game shortly after the
team’s 1995 World Cup title,1.98
meter Kobus Wiese knocked out his
2.08 meter Welsh opponent, Der-
wyn Jones, with a single punch.
When asked about the incident, Mr.
Wiese first denied it ever took place
before explaining that he just retali-
ated after being hit. Mr. Jones re-
members it quite differently: His
team was leading then, and Mr.
Wiese saw an opportunity to desta-
bilize the opposition.

“It’s pathetic because it’s quite
clear that it was a punch from be-
hind, and it was a cowardly punch,”
said Mr. Jones, who noted that he
and Mr. Wiese now get along well.
“He was a coward for doing that.”

To be sure, the Springboks are
not always the guilty party. When
they toured South Africa in 1974, the
British and Irish Lions’ captain had a
secret call for his players to punch
the nearest Springbok. A 1993 game
against an Argentinean side degen-
erated into a 30-man brawl after a
punch was thrown in a scrum.

“We were sort of ready for it, so
all hell broke lose and we had a big
fight for about five minutes,” said
Mr. Strauss, captain of the Spring-
boks at the time.

With youngsters starting to play
rugby while in primary school or ear-
lier and a network of schools and
academies preparing them for the
professional level, South Africa is as-
sured of a steady flow of talent in
coming years, said Eric Sauls, who
has coached several junior Spring-
bok squads.

For now, though, the task at hand
for the Springboks is to succeed in
the Tri-Nations, which includes Aus-
tralia and its strong defensive play
and New Zealand, which favors run-
ning the ball from all parts of the
field. South Africa has won the gruel-
ing competition only twice in 13
years, but it believes it is now ready
to take the trophy home.

Last month, by beating New
Zealand, the Springboks snatched
the No. 1 ranking back from the All
Blacks. The two teams will play each
other again Saturday.

“With the team that we’ve got,
we’d be naive to think that we
shouldn’t aim to take the Tri-Na-
tions and win it,” said Springbok cap-
tain John Smit recently.

Bismarck du Plessis of South Africa charges during a Tri-Nations match against New Zealand in July in South Africa.

Johann Muller, left, and other South African Springboks vie for the ball in a match against the British and Irish Lions in June.
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Road rules | How the cash for clunkers’ program works

Sources: Edmunds.com; R.L. Polk (chart)

n 18 mpg or less, built less 
than 25 years before trade-
in month, drivable condition 

n Must be registered in 
buyer’s name and insured 
consistently for one year

Requirements for 
trade-in vehicle

Requirements for new vehicles bought with the trade-ins

n at least 22 mpg 

n $3,500 credit for
car with 4–9 mpg 
improvement

n $4,500 for 10 mpg
or more improvement

New car

n at least 15 mpg 

n $3,500 credit for 
1 mpg improvement

n $4,500 for 2 mpg or 
more improvement

Large light trucks

n at least 18 mpg

n $3,500 credit for 
2–4 mpg 
improvement 

n $4,500 for 5 mpg or 
more improvement

Small light trucks

>20 10–20
age range in years

6–9 3–5 <3
0

10

20

30

40%

Share of registered vehicles
in the U.S. by vehicle age

By Corey Boles

WASHINGTON—U.S. Transpor-
tation Secretary Ray LaHood said
Sunday that unless the Senate ap-
proves $2 billion in additional fund-
ing this week, the Obama adminis-
tration could pull the plug as early
as Tuesday on the “cash for clunk-
ers” program.

Mr. LaHood said the administra-
tion would honor cash-for-clunkers
deals made through Tuesday. “What
I’m committed to saying this morn-
ing is that any deal that is made to-
morrow or the next day and is in the
pipeline will be reimbursed,” Mr. La-
Hood said in an interview on
C-SPAN’s “The Newsmakers” Sun-
day morning.

Senate Democratic leaders said
Sunday that they hoped to bring the
$2 billion extension to the Senate
floor this week.

“We are waiting to see what kind
of cooperation we can get from Re-
publicans,” said Jim Manley, a
spokesman for Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid of Nevada.

Separately, Chrysler Group LLC
said it is dropping an offer to double
the government’s “cash for clunk-
ers” rebates as Chrysler dealers say
they are running short of vehicles
following the jump in demand.

The government’s offer of up to
$4,500 to consumers who agree to
scrap aging gas guzzlers has de-
pleted stocks of unsold vehicles at
many dealerships to their lowest lev-
els in years. That could set the stage
for Chrysler and other car makers to
boost production and rehire laid-off
workers. It could also encourage
auto makers to raise prices—as
Chrysler is effectively announcing it
will do by ending its offer to match
the government vouchers.

But the uncertainty over whether
the government’s pump-priming

will continue has thrown a cloud
over the program’s apparent success
in stimulating consumer demand.

Mr. LaHood seemed unsure Sun-
day how much of the program’s origi-
nal $1 billion budget has already been
claimed by customers who traded in
gas guzzlers for new vehicles. Ini-
tially, Mr. LaHood said the entire $1
billion hadn’t been spent. Later in the
interview he said repeatedly that the
money was exhausted but that deal-
ers would get reimbursed for deals
they have already done.

Auto makers and dealers are
pressing to keep the program roll-
ing. Despite administrative difficul-
ties, the clunkers program excited
consumers and provided a quick jolt
to the U.S. economy after 19 months
of recession. Car dealers reported
their highest weekly sales volumes
in nearly two years as consumers ap-
pear to have used the program to
buy as many as 250,000 new cars.

Across the country, dealers said
consumers continued to stream into
showrooms in pursuit of clunker re-
bates, despite the uncertainty about
the program.

In Warren, Mich., Carl Galeana
said a bigger issue was his inven-
tory, which is running low after the
program sparked a surge is sales.

“If we had more inventory, we’d
be selling more cars,” he said. “De-
mand is huge.”

Mr. LaHood expressed confi-
dence that the Senate would act to
approve the $2 billion extension be-

fore its scheduled recess starts at
the end of this week. But he made
clear if it failed to do so, the adminis-
tration would end the clunkers pro-
gram. The House started its recess
Friday after passing the $2 billion
cash-for-clunkers extension.

Some senators have said the pro-
gram doesn’t do enough to ensure
that consumers buy efficient vehi-
cles in place of the cars and trucks
they scrap. Mr. LaHood said the ad-
ministration believed the program
was working fine. But at least two
senators, Susan Collins (R., Maine)
and Dianne Feinstein (D., Calif.),
have said they will oppose extension
of the clunkers program it is made
more environmentally rigorous.

The U.S. program officially
kicked off July 1, but the Department
of Transportation needed nearly a
month to put rules in place and set
up an elaborate computer and bank-
ing system to register dealers and
handle transactions. Not until July
24 were dealers able to register and
process claims. Days after the pro-
gram launched, it became apparent
to DOT officials that they didn’t
know how much of the $1 billion allo-
cated to the plan had been spent.

Concern spread to the White
House and its Office of Management
and Budget, where officials began to
comb through the federal budget for
money they might draw on to pay
dealers should the program bust its
budget. Early Thursday evening,
OMB sent out word that there was

none to be had.
Mr. Ray LaHood began briefing

lawmakers Thursday afternoon, in-
forming them that the fund was de-
pleting rapidly. Around 4 p.m., Mr. La-
Hood called National Automotive
Dealers Association President Phillip
Brady and told him the department
was “terminating” the program at
midnight that night, according to
NADA spokesman Bailey Wood.

Late Thursday, the White House
scurried to announce that the pro-
gram hadn’t been suspended. Aides
to President Barack Obama issued
the same message to a group of law-
makers Friday morning at a hastily
called meeting.

Dealers have expressed growing
concern that the money would run
out before they got paid. Some
larger dealerships say they have
hundreds of thousands of dollars of
clunker claims outstanding.

Mr. LaHood pledged Sunday to re-
solve the backlog of several thou-
sand applications immediately. “We
are fixing this today,” he said.

 —Matthew Dolan, Sharon Terlep,
Neil King Jr., Andrew Grossman

and Kate Linebaugh
contributed to this article.

Rick Serra of Paragon Honda in Queens, N.Y., inspects a 1992 Chevy 1500 pickup. If
the vehicle qualifies, it can be traded in as part of the ‘cash for clunkers’ program.

U.S. ‘cash for clunkers’ low on funding
Program set to end Tuesday unless Senate passes $2 billion extension; consumers jump at deal to trade in autos

WSJ.com

Malaysia detains dozens following antigovernment rally
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Online today
Reporters comment on the

success and challenges of the
“clunkers” program at
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By James Hookway

and Celine Fernandez

Malaysia detained dozens of anti-
government protesters on Sunday,
following a massive weekend dem-
onstration in Kuala Lumpur that
raised the stakes in a long-running
struggle for political power in the
country.

On Saturday, riot police fired
tear gas and water cannons during
clashes with thousands of demon-
strators who were protesting a long-
standing law allowing detention
without trial. The law—known as
the Internal Security Act—enables
Malaysian authorities to detain in-
definitely individuals they consider
to be security risks. In the past, al
Qaeda-linked terrorists have been
held under the provision.

Opposition leader Anwar Ibra-
him and human-rights activists say
the law also is used to stifle dissent
in Malaysia, where the National
Front coalition has ruled the coun-

try without interruption since inde-
pendence from Britain in 1957. The
law represents a “powerful threat to
anybody criticizing the govern-
ment,” Mr. Anwar said in a phone in-
terview.

Last year, the law was used to de-
tain a blogger, a journalist and mem-
bers of a Hindu-rights activist
group.

On Saturday afternoon, as many
as 10,000 protesters converged in
the center of Malaysia’s main city, in-
tending to march to the national pal-
ace, where they planned to submit a
petition to repeal the security law.
Police fired tear gas to break up the
protesters before the march began.

Analysts said the showdown
could buoy Mr. Anwar’s opposition
alliance in its effort to win enough
support to form a new government.

Inspector General of Police Musa
Haji Hassan said in a statement Sat-
urday that police arrested 310 pro-
testers because the rally hadn’t
been granted a permit.

“Because of their defiance, po-
lice were left no choice but to dis-
perse them by spraying tear gas and
throwing water at the demonstra-
tors,” Mr. Musa said. The number of
detainees was revised up to 438.

By late Sunday, 39 protesters re-
mained in custody, an opposition
lawyer told the Associated Press.

Mr. Anwar, the opposition
leader, said the police response to
the demonstration indicated that
the government is trying to clamp
down on growing distrust in the
way Malaysia’s political leaders use
colonial-era laws such as the Inter-
nal Security Act.

“The way the police acted re-
flects the government’s fear. Even
people who were dispersing after
the protest was broken up were
fired on with tear gas,” said Mr. An-
war, who attended the rally.

State media reported that Prime
Minister Najib Razak said the pro-
testers had been warned not to as-
semble, and said he had received

many complaints about traffic dis-
ruptions in the area. Mr. Najib said
he would leave it to the police to de-
termine what to do with the people
detained during the protest. In the
past, he has pledged to consider
amending the Internal Security Act.

Other government officials and
political activists have said the inter-
nal security law is needed to combat
terrorism and maintain social order
in this nation, which is home to
large ethnic-Chinese and -Indian mi-
norities, as well as the majority Mus-
lim Malay population.

After a series of electoral re-
verses over the past year, the ruling
National Front saw its margin of
loss narrow in the most recent pro-
vincial election last month. James
Chin, a political-science professor
at the Malaysian campus of Austra-
lia’s Monash University, said de-
spite those gains, the rally was in-
tended to “send a strong signal to
the rest of the world that nothing
has changed in Malaysia” in terms

of human rights in recent years.
A number of political analysts

say Malaysia’s tension seems in
many ways to be a retread of events
a decade ago, when Mr. Anwar, then
a deputy prime minister, was fired
from the government for question-
ing its economic policies. Mr. Anwar
then was convicted of allegedly sod-
omizing two male aides—a crime in
this mostly Muslim country.

Mr. Anwar’s conviction was over-
turned after a successful appeal in
2004, enabling him to return to poli-
tics. Last year, as the opposition
made its largest-ever election gains,
Mr. Anwar was charged with sodom-
izing a man who once worked in his
office.

Mr. Anwar says he is not guilty in
both cases, saying the charges were
fabricated by political enemies,
whom he didn’t identify, to destroy
his political career.

Mr. Najib, the prime minister,
has denied playing any role in insti-
gating the case against Mr. Anwar.
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Palomares wants to cash in on nuclear past
Spanish village hopes
Disney film brings
much-needed jolt

By Thomas Catan

PALOMARES, Spain—The peo-
ple of Palomares have spent four de-
cades trying to forget the day the
U.S. dropped four hydrogen bombs
on their tiny coastal village.

Ever since the torpedo-shaped
bombs landed in the fields of this
southeastern town in 1966, spread-
ing radioactive plutonium, Palomar-
eans say they’ve had trouble selling
their watermelons and tomatoes.
And they are fed up with jokes about
people glowing in the dark.

But thelegacy of oneof theworld’s
worst nuclear-weapons accidents is
proving hard to forget, and some
townspeople have decided to cash in.

“History is history—you can’t
erase it,” says Jesús Caicedo, mayor
of Cuevas del Almanzora, whose dis-
trict includes Palomares. “So we may
as well get something out of it.”

Mr. Caicedo is lobbying his fellow
politicians to build a nuclear-accident
theme park on the site where one of
the bombs landed—“ground zero,” as
he calls it. He says he has asked U.S.
government officials to declassify
films, photos and documents on the
accident so he can show off the stuff

in a museum. He would also like to ob-
tain the fuselage of a B-52 bomber “G”
model like the one that exploded over-
head 43 years ago.

The Walt Disney Co.’s Miramax
Films is working on a movie, tenta-
tivelycalled “Muchas Gracias, Bob Op-
penheimer,” about an American ser-
viceman who falls in love with a girl
from Palomares in the aftermath of
the accident. Villagers say they hope
Miramax will film the movie on loca-
tion, bringing much-needed jobs and
business to the town.

“I don’t think that’s too much to
ask,”JuanJoséPérez,themayorofPal-
omares, said over lunch recently.
“We’ll welcome them with open arms,
especially if they cast Penelope Cruz.”
AMiramaxspokespersonsaidlocation
andcastinghadnotyetbeendiscussed.

The accident occurred on Jan. 17,
1966, when a U.S. B-52 collided with a
tanker during a refueling in air. Flam-
ing chunks of aircraft rained down on
Palomares, a village of just 600 people
thatdidn’tevenappearonmanymaps.
The bomber’s landing gear fell next to
a school where 50 children were.

Seven of the 11 men on the two
planes died in the collision. No one on
the ground was hurt.

In the accident, four H-bombs
weighing two tons apiece were flung
from the plane. The conventional
TNT triggers in two bombs exploded
on impact, scattering plutonium and
uranium over the fields. The nuclear
charges, thought to have collectively

held the destructive power of hun-
dreds of Hiroshima bombs, didn’t
detonate.

The U.S. quickly recovered three
of the bombs and led a cleanup of the
site, shipping about 5,000 barrels of
contaminated soil to a burial site in
South Carolina. It took the U.S. nearly
three months to find and retrieve the
fourth bomb from the ocean floor.

Ever since, Palomareans have trav-
eled to Madrid for regular health
checks, partly paid for by the U.S. No
adverse health effects have ever been
detected, U.S. and Spanish officials
say, though detailed results have
never been made public. Residents
seem to live as long as Spaniards typi-
cally do—around 80 years.

At the start of this decade, how-
ever, Spanish government research-
ers detected much higher levels of ra-
diation than originally estimated and
said the situation was evolving in
alarming ways.

Plutonium emits alpha particles,
which travel less than an inch and can-
not penetrate unbroken skin. As long
as the plutonium lay undisturbed, the
scientists believed, the problem was
contained. But this once-remote
stretch of Spanish coast—not far
from where Spaghetti Westerns like
“A Fistful of Dollars” were filmed—
has over the past decade developed
into a magnet for sun-starved north-
ern Europeans.

A nudist colony has sprung up near
the beach where the U.S. ambassador

and Spanish tourism minister fa-
mously bathed in 1966 for the world
press,toshowthatitwassafe.Afewki-
lometersfromPalomaresisanemerald-
green, 18-hole golf course in a gated
community called Desert Springs.

The frantic pace of construction,
combined with new farming tech-
niques made scientists worry that ra-
dioactive particles would be stirred
up into the air, where they could be in-
haled. At the same
time, the plutonium
was degenerating
into other radioac-
tive components like
americium, which
emits gamma rays
that travel further
and cannot be easily
blocked. And last
year, researchers
found two trenches where the Ameri-
cans had left radioactive material af-
ter the 1966 cleanup.

Government officials seized and
fenced off about 10 hectares of land.
They also designated 30 additional
hectares as “control zones,” where
building and farming are banned.
Spanish authorities say the public
hasn’t been exposed to dangerous
amounts of radiation, but insist they
were right to act.

“If nothing had been done, there
were some evident risks of [radioac-
tive] exposure,” says Juan Carlos Len-
tijo, director of radiological protec-
tion at Spain’s NuclearSafety Council.

“Until now, that risk has not material-
ized.” The Spanish government has
asked for talks with the U.S. on a fresh
cleanup of the affected areas, Mr. Len-
tijosaid. A spokesman forthe U.S. Em-
bassy in Madrid said the U.S. govern-
ment was reviewing the request.

The new scientific concerns
aren’tkeeping thetouristsor expatri-
ates away. Brian Lorimer, a tattooed,
49-year-old Scotsman who owns La

Dulce Casa café in
Palomares, says he
wasn’t reluctant to
move here five
years ago. But then
M r. L o r i m e r
worked for many
years detecting
leaks in British nu-
clear installations.

“I’ve probably
got more radiation in my body than
anyone in this village,” he says.

Steve Longbottom, 59, was also
quite happy to move here from York-
shire, England, earlier this year.
“Something’s got to kill you eventu-
ally, doesn’t it?” he says with a shrug.

Before anymuseum or local theme-
park can be built, the Palomarean au-
thorities will need permission from
Spain’s Nuclear Safety Council, Mr.
Lentijo, the Council official says.

Still, Mr. Caicedo and others are al-
ready making plans. “It could create
jobs. People will visit Palomares,
they’ll go to restaurants. There could
be merchandise,” he says, brightly.

By Robert Lee Hotz

LOS ANGELES—To conservator
Sue Ann Chui at the Getty Museum,
the 518-year-old wooden panel
painting on her easel is a study in
the subtle science of art.

Under scrutiny at her studio here,
the15thcenturymasterworkdepicting
Madonna and Child is yielding its se-
cretstoX-rayprobes,ultravioletscans,
infrared reflectograms and molecular
spectroscopy. The panel painting, like
manythousandsofothersworld-wide,
was severely damaged by earlier ef-
forts to preserve it. Ms. Chui is repair-
ing the ravages of time and good inten-
tions, while helping to turn a dying
craft of panel conservation into mate-
rial science.

“This specialization is a real rar-
ity,” says George Bisacca, a leading
painting conservator at the Metro-
politan Museum of Art in New York.
“It is in a curious spot between sci-
ence, artisan skills and artistry, re-
quiring very complicated judgment
and knowledge from lots of differ-
ent fields. That’s why there are so
few experts.”

No more than half a dozen or so
restoration specialists world-wide
have the expertise for such sophisti-
cated work, and most of them are
nearing retirement. The only special-
ist training program for panel paint-
ing conservation, located in Flo-
rence, Italy, recently shut down. “It
has created this vacuum in exper-
tise,” says Getty Conservation Insti-
tute scientist Alan Phenix.

This art specialty is a microcosm
ofthe crisisin lostexpertisethat faces
many technical endeavors today,
from nuclear weapons maintenance
to manned space flight. Critical sci-
ence and engineering skills that can
begainedonlythroughhands-onexpe-
rience are disappearing as a genera-

tion of experts retire. “People talk
about the learning curve,” says Cali-
fornia Institute of Technology physi-
cist Paul Dimotakis. “Nobody talks
about the forgetting curve.”

Earlier this year, for instance, the
Government Accountability Office re-
ported that the U.S. National Nuclear
Security Administration no longer re-
members how to make a classified
component crucial to refurbishing nu-
clear warheads. Few records of the
process were kept, and almost every-
one involved in its production 30
years ago has retired or died.

Similarly, half of NASA’s work
force is now eligible for retirement,
according to one estimate. Reams of
data they gathered in decades of
space flight have been discarded for
lack of storage space or archived in
electronic file formats for comput-
ers no longer in use.

Through mentoring efforts and
knowledge-transfer programs,
though, many national laboratories

and technical organizations are try-
ing to stave off amnesia by passing on
the knowledge of their aging experts
before it is too late. To that end, the
Getty Foundation, in conjunction
with the Getty Conservation Institute
and the Getty Museum, has launched
a global program to train a new gener-
ation of panel conservators.

In recent decades, the Getty has
helped protect some of the world’s
most fragile cultural monuments. Its
field projects include the tomb of
Queen Nefertari in Egypt, the wall
paintings of the Mogao Grottoes in
China,theRomancityofHerculaneum,
and a 3.6 million-year-old trackway of
hominid footprints in Tanzania.

By seeking to preserve the exper-
tise of panel conservators, Getty ex-
perts hope to protect the cultural
memory embodied in paintings on
wood, such as the Mona Lisa.

In this way, Ms. Chui—part mas-
ter carpenter, part art scholar, part
chemist and a dash of applied physi-

cist —is in the vanguard of this next
generation of conservators. The por-
trait of the Madonna that she has
been restoring for the past 14 months
offers an object lesson in the prob-
lems that conservators confront.

An Italian artist named Giovanni
Boltraffio,whostudiedwithLeonardo
da Vinci, painted the picture on a slab
of poplar around 1491. It hasn’t been
cleaned or repaired since 1844. She is
restoring it at the request of the Szep-
muveszeti Muzeum in Budapest,
where it is one of the most important
works in the museum’s collection.
“They have thousands of panel paint-
ings and they are all in various states
of deterioration,” says Ms. Chui.

Until the 16th century, almost ev-
ery moveable painting in Europe
had been painted on a durable
wooden panel. Left undisturbed,
such works can survive the centu-
ries unscathed, Dr. Bisacca says. Not
so Boltraffio’s Madonna and Child.
Like many other vintage artworks, it

is cracking and warping from prior
restoration remedies.

In a once common practice, a 19th
century conservator had shaved away
the back of the sturdy wood panel un-
til it was barely three millimeters
thick—too thin to support its own
weight—and then attached a stiff
framework to keep the painting flat.
Unable to flex, shrink or swell in re-
sponse to changing humidity, the
panel has been slowly pulling itself
apart ever since.

To fix it, Ms. Chui and her Getty
colleagues must weigh their artistic
sensibility against the technical re-
quirements of aging and damaged
materials. “We are trying to balance
the state of the painting with the art-
ist’soriginal intention, accommodat-
ingthe passage of time andthe paint-
er’s vision,” Mr. Phenix says. “There
is competition between the two.”

Before making any decisions,
they probed the artwork layer by
layer with an array of sensors.

An X-ray of the Madonnarevealed
cracks running from left to right
across the center of the portrait. It
also showed a wide under-layer of
lead-based white pigment that had
been spread by hand. Those swirls of
paint retained the imprint of fingers.
“We think those are the actual finger
marks of the artist,” says Ms. Chui.

By itself, so much scientific data
are still no substitute for the wis-
dom a conservator gains through ex-
perience, Dr. Bisacca says. “You de-
velop a sensitivity that helps enor-
mously in understanding the differ-
ence between what you can do and
what you should do.”

See some of the technology used to
restore Giovanni Boltraffio’s “Ma-
donna and Child” at WSJ.com/Cur-
rents. Email to sciencejour-
nal@wsj.com.

As art ages, so do the conservation skills to preserve it

A drawing of the B-52 bomber

Art conservationist Sue Ann Chui at Getty Museum surveys the damage, revealed in X-ray images, to a 15th century masterwork.
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By Kaveri

Niththyananthan

LONDON—British Airways PLC,
citing declining passenger numbers
and cargo volumes, reported its first
pretax loss for the fiscal first quar-
ter since its shares were listed 22
years ago.

Chief Executive Willie Walsh
said traffic has stabilized and may
improve slightly during the peak
summer month but, like its rivals,
the British flag carrier warned that
those still flying are spending less
and yields are volatile.

British Airways posted a pretax
loss for the quarter ended June 30 of
£148 million ($247.2 million), com-
pared with a profit of £37 million a

year earlier. Its
loss after tax was
£106 million,
compared with a
profit of £27 mil-
lion a year ear-
lier, as revenue
f e l l 1 2 % t o
£1.98 billion.

The airline’s
revenue decline
wasn’t as steep
as those of Euro-
pean rivals Air

France-KLM and Deutsche
Lufthansa AG. The Franco-Dutch
carrier said Thursday that first-
quarter revenue fell about 21%,
while the German carrier posted a
19% revenue decline for the same pe-
riod.

British Airways said it was hit
mainly by falling numbers of passen-
gers flying business and first class
during the economic downturn,
lower average revenue per passenger
and lower fuel surcharges. Business-
class traffic across the Atlantic has
been the airline’s main profit driver.

Average passenger revenue per
filled seat for each kilometer flown,
or yield, fell 9.7% in the quarter to
6.06 pence compared with 6.71
pence a year earlier. The pound’s
weakness, particularly against the
dollar, helped cushion the fall. At
constant currency rates, average
revenue per passenger was down
13% on the year.

Mr. Walsh told reporters he ex-
pected second-quarter yields to
show a year-to-year decline and
weaken by a greater proportion
than seen during the first quarter.
The airline said it will park 22 air-
craft over the winter, more than the
16 it had originally planned. It ex-
pects to cut capacity by 5% this win-
ter, and 3.5% this summer.

With revenue down, the airline
has been forced to become more effi-
cient and drive costs lower. It has up-
graded its Web site to increase sales
of nonflight items such as hotel and
car rentals. Operating costs fell
6.6%, with unit costs down 3%.

British Airways now has hedged
70% of its fiscal-year fuel needs at
an average of $71 a barrel, Mr. Walsh
said. Based on current fuel prices
and exchange rates, the carrier ex-
pects its current-fiscal-year fuel bill
to be £450 million to £500 million
lower than the £3 billion it paid last
year.

The airline said it is on track to
cut 3,700 jobs in the current finan-
cial year and has shed 1,450 jobs
since March 31. Over the past 12
months, British Airways has re-
duced its staff by 4,000 workers to
39,175.

Total, Eni expect output gains as profits fall

The U.S. government is counting on GM Chairman Edward E. Whitacre Jr., shown
last month, to make its $50 billion bailout of the auto maker pay off.

Willie Walsh

By John D. Stoll

And Kevin Helliker

The board of the new General Mo-
tors Co. meets for the first time Mon-
day, putting a spotlight on Edward
E. Whitacre Jr., the former telecom-
munications executive the U.S. gov-
ernment is counting on to make its
$50 billion bailout of the auto maker
pay off.

Aschairman ofa company nowma-
jority-owned by Uncle Sam, Mr. Whi-
tacre will have to engage in an un-
usual, two-front battle: While work-
ing with GM Chief Executive Freder-
ick “Fritz” Henderson to turn around
a company that spent 40 days in bank-
ruptcy reorganization, the lanky
Texan will also have to fend off politi-
cal meddling from Washington.

“Whitacre needs to provide
cover for Fritz so that [Mr. Hender-
son] doesn’t spend all his time deal-
ing with issues that have nothing to
do with profitability,” said Bill
George, the former chairman and
chief executive of Medtronic Inc.,
who was approached about the GM
chairman job and turned it down,
saying he was too busy.

The two-day board meeting will
be the first for Mr. Whitacre as well as
six other directors who have been ap-
pointed since GM’s exit from bank-
ruptcy July 10.

As part of proceedings, the
13-member board will tour GM’s tech-
nical center in Warren, Mich., and
drive some current and future GM
models at the company’s proving
grounds in Milford, Mich. They also
will discuss critical issues facing GM,
such as the sale of its Opel unit in Eu-
rope, how to halt its market-share
losses in the U.S. and what course will
bring GM back to profitability.

Mr. Whitacre, 67years old, who de-
clined to be interviewed for this arti-
cle, turned Southwestern Bell into a
telecommunications powerhouse
that eventually acquired former par-
ent AT&T Inc. He retired as AT&T
chairman and chief executive in 2007.

He goes into the GM job with no au-
tomotive background, but for more
than a month he has been working to
get a handle on GM’s internal chal-
lenges and its future relations with
the government.

On the GM side, he has been talk-
ing to Mr. Henderson three or four
times a week since agreeing to be-

come chairman, said people familiar
with the situation.

Mr. Whitacre embarked on 10-day
vacation earlier in July but remarked
to associates that he got only three
days of rest due to the demands of the
GM job, said informed people. Last
week, Mr. Henderson also flew to Mr.
Whitacre’s home in San Antonio,
these people said.

In a sign Mr. Whitacre plans to
maintain a hands-on role, he has told
associates that he is considering
spending atleast one daya week in De-
troit and renting an apartment in a
nearby suburb, according to a person
briefed on his plans.

“He is impatient, and that’s a good
thing,” said Robert Lutz, GM’s market-
ing chief, who said he has met with
Mr. Whitacre three times and accom-
panied Mr. Henderson on the trip to
San Antonio.

Mr. Lutz said Mr. Whitacre be-
lieves GM has good enough cars and
trucks to compete but has to turn
around consumer perceptions about
the company. “He absolutely believes
in the power of well-done advertis-
ing,” Mr. Lutz said.

At some point Mr. Whitacre and
the new board will also have to decide
whether Mr. Henderson, a GM lifer
who was in the executive suite while
the company incurred tens of billions
of dollars in losses and ran out of
money, is the right person to head the
company over the long term.

In a July 10 interview, Mr. Whita-
cre said Mr. Henderson will be judged
“by how much money he makes.”

The new chairman will be doing all
this while trying to keep the U.S. gov-
ernment at arm’s length. While being
interviewed for the GM job, he said he
wouldtake it only if the Obama admin-

istration’s automotive task force es-
sentially were to dissolve, said people
familiar with the matter.

His concern was that the task
force—which had ushered GM into
bankruptcy, played a big role in re-
structuring it and in the end ap-
proved Mr. Whitacre as chairman—
could become a kind of second board
of directors.

“Ed wanted to be clear on what
the role of the government was go-
ing to be at the company,” said
Steven Rattner, who headed the task
force until he resigned in late July.
Two other task-force members who
have worked closely with GM, Henry
Wilson and Matthew Feldman, are
expected to resign by the middle of
August, said people familiar with
the matter.

While shrunken, the task force re-
mains in place, headed by Ron
Bloom, a former investment banker
and adviser to the United Steelwork-
ers of America union.

In an interview, Mr. Bloom said
his job is to “monitor” the govern-
ment’s investment. “We in govern-
ment need to give these companies
the maximum opportunities to suc-
ceed,” he said. “The way to do that is
to let them run their business.”

GM aims to sell stock to the pub-
lic in 2010, and Mr. Bloom warned
that any tampering from Washing-
ton could make the stock unattrac-
tive to investors.

Another group Mr. Whitacre will
have to work with is the United Auto
Workers union and its president,
Ron Gettelfinger. The union’s trust
that provides health care for retired
workers now is GM’s second-largest
shareholder with a 17.5% stake, after
the U.S. government, which has a
60% stake.

At SBC Communications, which
later became AT&T, Mr. Whitacre cul-
tivated cordial relations with the
unionized work force, to the point
where front-line workers felt comfort-
able calling him at home.

James Kobler, a wire splicer in Kan-
sas, once called Mr. Whitacre at his St.
Louis home to report a problem,
which Mr. Whitacre referred to the
company’s top executive in Kansas. “I
interrupted him cleaning his garage,
and he couldn’t have been more gra-
cious about taking my call and hear-
ing me out,” Mr. Kobler said.
 —Sharon Terlep

contributed to this article.

Focus turns to GM’s Whitacre
Auto maker’s chairman will strive to turn around company, fend off political meddling

By Adam Mitchell

European oil companies Total SA
and Eni SpA on Friday posted de-
clines in second-quarter profit as out-
put fell, but said they expect to boost
their production during the second
half of the year.

The companies share some pro-
duction challenges. Lower demand
for oil and natural gas has taken its
toll, encouraging them to produce
less gas and prompting the Organiza-
tion of Petroleum Exporting Coun-
tries to cut output quotas several
times late last year to defend prices.

Security issues in Nigeria also cut
output for both Total and Eni. Eni was
able to offer investors reassurance on
production, saying average daily hy-
drocarbon production is likely to in-
crease by between 0.5% and 1% on the

year. Oil and gas output fell 2.2% from
a year earlier in the second quarter.
The Italian company said it plans to
boost output in places such as Congo
and the U.S. to offset the factors hin-
dering its output.

Total, meanwhile, said that ramp-
ing up new fields in offshore Nigeria,
the Gulf of Mexico and Norway, and
starting up liquefied-natural-gas
projects in Yemen, Qatar and the An-
golan Tombua Landana oil field will
help it improve volumes over the re-
maining months of the year.

The French oil company’s produc-
tion performance cast a cloud over
the stock, with analysts expressing
concern that the company is now
likely to post lower output in 2009 for
the second year in a row. Total posted
a 7.3% drop in volumes in the second
quarter compared with a year earlier.

Even though demand and prices
have weakened amid the economic
slump, large oil companies are confi-
dent that supply will become tighter
as the downturn eases.

Other big energy companies also
are having trouble sustaining oil and
gas production rates, as both Exxon
Mobil Corp. and Royal Dutch Shell
PLC showed Thursday in their earn-
ings reports. A drop in European de-
mand for gas led Exxon to pare back
output by 12% in the region. With
most of the world’s conventional oil
resources controlled by state-owned
companies, international energy com-
panies increasingly face the chal-
lenge of making do with harder-to-ac-
cess reserves. Maintaining produc-
tion growth is tough for all.

While Eni was able to say it will
raise output volumes over the full

year, its strategy of buying smaller en-
ergy companies to boost growth has
contributed to widening its net debt
to Œ18.4 billion ($26.2 billion) at the
end of June from Œ16.5 billion at the
end of March.

Eni surprised investors Friday by
slashing its interim dividend to 50 Eu-
ropean cents a share from 65 cents a
share a year earlier, aiming to pre-
serve the strength of the company’s
credit rating and have sufficient
funds to finance capital spending. By
contrast, Total confirmed an interim
dividend of Œ1.14 a share, to be paid in
November, the same amount as the in-
terim payment last year.

Total’s second-quarter net profit
slid 54% to Œ2.17 billion while Eni’s
fell 76% to Œ832 million, with prices
and demand for crude and petroleum
products far lower than a year earlier.
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DJIA component stocks
Volume, CHANGE

Stock Symbol in millions Latest Points Percentage

AT&T T 23.30 $26.23 –0.11 –0.42%
Alcoa AA 25.40 11.76 0.30 2.62%
AmExpress AXP 10.00 28.33 0.10 0.35%
BankAm BAC 297.00 14.79 0.82 5.87%
Boeing BA 5.40 42.91 –0.33 –0.76%
Caterpillar CAT 11.10 44.06 0.65 1.50%
Chevron CVX 14.30 69.47 1.77 2.61%
CiscoSys CSCO 36.90 22.01 0.03 0.14%
CocaCola KO 6.80 49.84 0.17 0.34%
Disney DIS 23.10 25.12 –1.10 –4.20%
DuPont DD 5.70 30.93 0.12 0.39%
ExxonMobil XOM 22.90 70.39 –0.33 –0.47%
GenElec GE 99.70 13.40 0.29 2.21%
HewlettPk HPQ 18.80 43.30 0.59 1.38%
HomeDpt HD 10.60 25.94 0.09 0.35%
Intel INTC 40.40 19.25 –0.08 –0.41%
IBM IBM 4.40 117.93 0.07 0.06%
JPMorgChas JPM 32.70 38.65 0.18 0.47%
JohnsJohns JNJ 11.40 60.89 –0.90 –1.46%
KftFoods KFT 7.90 28.34 –0.23 –0.81%
McDonalds MCD 12.40 55.06 –0.53 –0.95%
Merck MRK 13.50 30.01 0.07 0.23%
Microsoft MSFT 46.90 23.52 –0.29 –1.22%
Pfizer PFE 37.70 15.93 –0.01 –0.06%
ProctGamb PG 10.10 55.51 –0.72 –1.28%
3M MMM 4.10 70.52 0.62 0.89%
TravelersCos TRV 3.50 43.07 1.13 2.69%
UnitedTech UTX 5.10 54.47 0.24 0.44%
Verizon VZ 11.80 32.07 –0.24 –0.74%
WalMart WMT 13.00 49.88 –0.10 –0.20%

Dow Jones Industrial Average P/E: 15
LAST: 9171.61 s 17.15, or 0.19%

YEAR TO DATE: s 395.22, or 4.5%

OVER 52 WEEKS t 2,154.71, or 19.0%

 Note: Price-to-earnings ratios are for trailing 12 months
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dealmakers

Follow the markets throughout
the day, with updated stock
quotes, news and commentary
at WSJ.com/Europe.
Also, receive email alerts that
summarize the day’s trading in
Europe and Asia.
To sign up, go to
WSJ.com/Online Today

Credit-default swaps: European companies
At its most basic, the pricing of credit-default swaps measures how much a buyer has to pay to purchase-and
how much a seller demands to sell-protection from default on an issuer's debt. The snapshot below gives a
sense which way the market was moving yesterday.

Showing the biggest improvement... And the most deterioration
CHANGE, in basis points CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

Grohe Hldg "1,922" –93 –157 –245 Sanofi Aventis 41 ... –6 –19

TUI "1,706" –82 43 186 J Sainsbury  74 ... ... –15

Rhodia 673 –64 –125 –285 BP  36 ... 1 1

ArcelorMittal Fin 337 –45 –33 –68 Deutsche Lufthansa  169 ... –7 –20

Xstrata  204 –43 –74 –126 Transocean  83 ... –2 –16

Glencore Intl 362 –43 –84 –174 StatoilHydro  75 ... –4 –7

HeidelbergCement 811 –43 –8 –152 Compass Gp  36 ... ... –6

Alcatel Lucent 695 –40 –44 –97 Nokia Oyj 36 ... 5 –11

Rallye 948 –35 –160 –363 TNT  75 1 –2 –10

AB Volvo 294 –33 –40 –113 PPR 226 3 2 –41

Source: Markit Group

Dow Jones Stoxx 50: Friday’s best and worst…
Market value, Previous

in billions close, in STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company Country Industry of US$ local currency Previous session 52-week Three-year

UBS Switzerland Banks $46.8 15.61 3.93% –23.4% –73.5%

BASF Germany Commodity Chemicals 45.8 35.16 2.81 –12.5 12.4

Banco Bilbao Viz Spain Banks 61.2 11.52 1.77 1.6 –31.0

BNP Paribas S.A. France Banks 75.8 51.15 1.69 –16.9 –36.1

Daimler Germany Automobiles 48.8 32.47 1.66 –11.4 –18.3

ENI Italy Integrated Oil & Gas $92.7 16.33 –7.74% –23.3 –32.0

BG Grp U.K. Integrated Oil & Gas 59.3 9.99 –4.49 –10.0 36.9

Deutsche Bk Germany Banks 40.0 45.39 –2.78 –22.8 –48.3

Total S.A. France Integrated Oil & Gas 130.8 38.91 –2.70 –20.3 –25.7

GDF Suez France Multiutilities 85.9 26.81 –2.53 –30.8 –1.0

...And the rest of Europe’s blue chips
Latest, Latest,

Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year

HSBC Hldgs 172.8 6.06 1.64% –17.0% –27.3%
U.K. (Banks)
Banco Santander 117.5 10.16 1.50 –9.6 –8.1
Spain (Banks)
Anglo Amer 42.9 19.30 1.29 –30.5 –18.3
U.K. (General Mining)
L.M. Ericsson Tel B 29.0 70.80 1.14 10.1 –35.9
Sweden (Telecommunications Equipment)
Rio Tinto 63.2 24.89 1.10 –40.3 7.4
U.K. (General Mining)
Credit Suisse Grp 55.6 50.50 0.80 –4.3 –24.0
Switzerland (Banks)
Koninklijke Phlps 22.1 16.00 0.79 –23.6 –38.8
Netherlands (Consumer Electronics)
ING Groep 26.5 9.00 0.67 –57.4 –72.4
Netherlands (Life Insurance)
Vodafone Grp 118.4 1.23 0.45 –10.9 4.9
U.K. (Mobile Telecommunications)
Roche Hldg Part. Cert. 110.0 168.50 0.42 –13.3 –22.9
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Soc. Generale 37.1 45.05 0.36 –25.0 –60.0
France (Banks)
SAP 57.3 33.00 0.24 –11.3 –7.4
Germany (Software)
Diageo 42.9 9.38 0.21 6.8 1.4
U.K. (Distillers & Vintners)
Novartis 120.2 48.94 0.04 –21.6 –28.8
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
ABB 42.1 19.52 –0.15 –28.1 28.6
Switzerland (Industrial Machinery)
Intesa Sanpaolo 43.9 2.61 –0.19 –28.3 –42.2
Italy (Banks)
Iberdrola S.A. 42.6 6.02 –0.25 –28.4 –14.4
Spain (Conventional Electricity)
British Amer Tob 62.4 18.58 –0.27 2.5 30.2
U.K. (Tobacco)
France Telecom 64.9 17.51 –0.28 –13.3 6.0
France (Fixed Line Telecommunications)
Nokia 49.6 9.34 –0.32 –46.2 –39.7
Finland (Telecommunications Equipment)

AXA S.A. 43.9 14.83 –0.40% –21.2% –47.1%
France (Full Line Insurance)
Unilever 46.6 19.17 –0.78 10.6 5.2
Netherlands (Food Products)
Nestle S.A. 156.5 43.98 –0.86 –4.6 8.5
Switzerland (Food Products)
Barclays 55.2 3.02 –0.89 –11.5 –51.2
U.K. (Banks)
UniCredit 48.8 2.06 –0.96 –36.5 –60.2
Italy (Banks)
Bayer 50.5 43.06 –1.01 –21.6 12.8
Germany (Specialty Chemicals)
Astrazeneca 67.5 28.03 –1.04 15.0 –12.9
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)
BHP Billiton 57.8 15.63 –1.04 –2.6 51.8
U.K. (General Mining)
Allianz SE 44.4 69.20 –1.14 –36.3 –45.9
Germany (Full Line Insurance)
Deutsche Telekom 55.6 8.99 –1.15 –18.2 –26.6
Germany (Mobile Telecommunications)
Royal Dutch Shell A 92.7 18.44 –1.55 –18.3 –33.4
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Assicurazioni Gen 32.0 15.99 –1.66 –26.3 –35.6
Italy (Full Line Insurance)
E.ON 75.3 26.56 –1.67 –34.3 –17.4
Germany (Multiutilities)
BP 170.4 4.97 –1.78 –4.6 –21.8
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Tesco 47.9 3.68 –2.00 1.7 0.9
U.K. (Food Retailers & Wholesalers)
ArcelorMittal 55.9 25.25 –2.15 –54.2 –2.6
Luxembourg (Iron & Steel)
Telefonica S.A. 116.4 17.46 –2.16 5.5 30.4
Spain (Fixed Line Telecommunications)
Siemens 72.6 56.00 –2.18 –27.4 –11.7
Germany (Diversified Industrials)
GlaxoSmithKline 108.9 11.49 –2.21 –2.0 –20.0
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)
Sanofi-Aventis S.A. 85.7 45.96 –2.31 0.8 –35.3
France (Pharmaceuticals)

Sources: Dow Jones Indexes; WSJ Market Data Group
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Hedge funds
Dow Jones TOTAL RETURN for rolling periods, net of fees*
Hedge Benchmark One week One month One quarter Year to date One year

Merger Arbitrage 1.01% 0.49% 2.6% 5.0% -3.6%
Event Driven 1.04% 1.43% 4.6% 7.8% -20.4%
Equity Market Neutral -0.34% -0.05% -0.7% -3.4% -12.2%
Equity Long/Short 0.04% 1.13% 3.0% 2.0% -15.3%

*Estimates as of 07/30/09, after fees; Source: www.djhedgefundindexes.com

Credit derivatives
Spreads on credit derivatives are one way the market rates
creditworthiness. Regions that are treading in rough waters can
see spreads swing toward the maximum—and vice versa. Indexes
below are for five-year swaps.

Markit iTraxx Indexes SPREAD RANGE, in pct. pts.
Mid-spread, since most recent roll

Index: series/version in pct. pts. Mid-price Coupon Maximum Minimum Average
Europe: 11/1 0.87 104.47% 0.02% 1.87 0.87 1.30

Eur. High Volatility: 11/1 1.63 109.39 0.04 3.89 1.63 2.59

Europe Crossover: 11/1 6.16 113.34 0.10 9.71 6.14 7.79

Asia ex-Japan IG: 11/1 1.33 109.70 0.04 3.84 1.33 2.31

Japan: 11/1 1.64 115.54 0.05 4.33 1.41 2.38

 Note: Data as of July 30

Spreads
Spreads on five-
year swaps for 
corporate debt; 
based on Markit 
iTraxx indexes.   

In percentage points
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BLUE CHIPS & BONDS

Major players & benchmarks
Below, a look at the Dow Jones Stoxx 50, the
biggest and best known companies in Europe,
including the U.K.

Europe: Bank revenues from equity capital markets

Behind every IPO, 
follow-on or 
convertible equity 
offering is one or 
more investment 
banks. At right, 
investment banks 
historical and year-
to-date revenues 
from global equity-
capital-market 
(ECM) deals

Source: Dealogic
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SABMiller’s MillerCoors joint venture reported a 0.8% sales drop for distributors in
the quarter through June. Above, a driver in Texas delivered Miller beer in May.
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By Michael Carolan

And Lilly Vitorovich

Brewer SABMiller PLC reported
flat sales for its fiscal first quarter
as the economic downturn
weighed on demand, particularly
in Eastern Europe.

SABMiller said Friday that its
core lager volume, which tracks un-
derlying sales trends and strips out
the effects of acquisitions and dis-
posals, was unchanged in the quar-
ter ended June 30 from a year ear-

lier. That compares with a 1% de-
cline in the fiscal fourth quarter.

“The global economic slow-
down has continued to dampen con-
sumer demand, although the im-
pact on volumes has varied be-
tween our markets,” Chief Execu-
tive Graham Mackay said in a pre-
pared statement.

Core lager volume fell 7% in Eu-
rope. SABMiller, the world’s sec-
ond-biggest brewer by volume, af-
ter Anheuser-Busch Inbev NV, said
“household debts, tighter credit
controls and rising unemployment
continued to depress consumer
spending,” resulting in beer-mar-
ket contraction across the region.
In Poland and Russia, core lager vol-
ume fell 8% and 9%, respectively.

In the U.S., the company’s Mill-

erCoors LLC venture with Molson
Coors Brewing Co. reported a
0.8% fall in sales from distributors
to retailers.

Core lager volume in Africa and
Asia rose 11% amid weak year-ear-
lier volume for China because of
the Sichuan earthquake.

SABMiller volume is flat
as Europe demand drops
Poland and Russia
bear heavy declines;
Chinese sales recover

CORPORATE NEWS

MGM Mirage
to face review
over Macau deal

By Mimosa Spencer

PARIS—French luxury-to-retail
company PPR SA said first-half
net profit fell 76% from a year ear-
lier but that revenue declined less
than expected.

Profit dropped to Œ188.8 million
($269 million) from Œ777.1 million a
year earlier, when results were
boosted by the sale of YSL Beaute to
L’Oreal SA. Revenue was down 3.5%
at Œ9.24 billion amid an ongoing de-
cline in sales from PPR’s furniture-re-
tail and catalog businesses.

Both earnings and sales were bet-
ter than expected, with a good level of
profitability at the Gucci brand, Citi-
group said in a research note. PPR said
that its luxury division posted a slight
increase in recurring operating profit
to Œ305 million from Œ303 million.
The division also raised its proportion
of total operating profit to 42% from
40% from a year earlier.

PPR, whose activities range from
its mass-market catalog business to
high-endfashion,hasbeendoggedby
lingering talk it will eventually hive
off some of its extensive retail opera-
tions and focuson the higher-margin
luxury business. Chairman and Chief
Executive François-Henri Pinault
tried Friday to dispel such talk, re-
peatingcomments he made in Febru-
ary that the company had no plans to
sell or buy any businesses this year.

Mr. Pinault also said the com-
pany was confident any improve-
ment in the overall economy would
significantly help its results, but
added that it was too early to predict
when markets will improve. PPR
didn’t provide a full-year outlook.

However, when stripping out cur-
rency fluctuations, acquisitions and
disposals, PPR’s total sales fell at a
faster pace in the second quarter
than in the first quarter, PPR said.
The only area of growth was Italian
fashion brand Bottega Veneta, known
for its woven leather goods, on which
the company has been focusing.

PPR has cut costs in an attempt
to buffer the impact of the global
downturn, which has hit its furni-
ture retailer Conforama and Red-
cats catalog business especially
hard. First-half sales from the divi-
sions fell 11% and 7% respectively.
 —Natascha Divac

and Natali Schwab in Frankfurt
contributed to this article.

PPR profit falls,
but revenue
beats forecasts

By Jonathan Cheng

HONG KONG—New Jersey’s gam-
bling commission reopened MGM Mi-
rage’s license to run a casino in Atlan-
tic City for review, citing an ongoing
investigation into its relationship
with Pansy Ho, its business partner in
the Chinese enclave of Macau.

The move by the New Jersey Ca-
sino Control Commission, which was
expected, underscores the regulatory
challenges that the Las Vegas casino
operator faces.

MGM Mirage owns the Borgata
Hotel Casino and Spa in Atlantic City
through a 50-50 joint venture with
Boyd Gaming Corp., which disclosed
the New Jersey authorities’ reopen-
ing of the Borgata gaming license in a
regulatory filing Friday.
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Dow Jones and Dow Jones Stoxx Indexes
Price-to- Price-to-

Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S. dollars) Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S. dollars)
yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk. yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

2.51% 14 DJ Global Index -a % % 200.96 0.68% –21.8% 4.40% 12 U.S. Select Dividend -b % % 561.24 –0.25% –19.9%

2.21% 14 Global Dow 1178.00 –0.23% –18.7% 1773.69 0.59% –26.0% 4.36% 16 Infrastructure 1298.70 –0.46% –13.5% 1755.43 0.36% –21.2%

3.37% 26 Stoxx 600 224.90 –0.15% –19.7% 238.14 0.66% –26.9% 1.64% 8 Luxury 780.00 0.90% –6.7% 937.55 1.72% –15.0%

3.53% 17 Stoxx Large 200 241.40 –0.30% –20.2% 254.21 0.51% –27.3% 6.23% 5 BRIC 50 370.80 0.27% –13.8% 498.60 0.56% –21.9%

2.54% -17 Stoxx Mid 200 206.40 0.41% –16.8% 217.37 1.24% –24.2% 4.27% 12 Africa 50 720.40 –0.33% –24.4% 644.83 –0.05% –31.5%

2.74% -28 Stoxx Small 200 129.00 0.94% –17.4% 135.74 1.76% –24.8% 3.52% 7 GCC % % 1394.87 0.02% –50.9%

3.35% 19 Euro Stoxx 243.90 –0.25% –21.5% 258.28 0.57% –28.5% 3.12% 13 Sustainability 744.60 –0.12% –16.1% 891.31 0.70% –23.6%

3.51% 14 Euro Stoxx Large 200 260.10 –0.40% –22.1% 273.73 0.41% –29.0% 2.41% 13 Islamic Market -a % % 1738.22 0.45% –19.3%

2.58% -12 Euro Stoxx Mid 200 228.00 0.31% –19.2% 239.87 1.13% –26.4% 2.70% 12 Islamic Market 100 1563.50 –0.70% –9.0% 1896.99 0.11% –17.1%

2.82% 16 Euro Stoxx Small 200 138.80 0.94% –18.0% 145.93 1.77% –25.3% 2.70% 12 Islamic Turkey -c % % % %

5.96% 8 Stoxx Select Dividend 30 1246.90 0.39% –26.0% 1512.87 1.21% –32.5% 2.01% 13 DJ U.S. TSM % % 10147.02 0.05% –21.3%

5.19% 9 Euro Stoxx Select Div 30 1475.30 0.58% –31.0% 1796.87 1.41% –37.2% % DJ-UBS Commodity 122.80 1.04% –32.1% 126.48 1.87% –38.1%

*Fundamentals are based on data in U.S. dollar. Footnotes: a-in US dollar. b-dividends reinvested. c-in local currency. Note: All data as of 5 p.m. ET. Source: Dow Jones Indexes

Cross rates U.S.-dollar and euro foreign-exchange rates in global trading

USD GBP CHF SEK RUB NOK JPY ILS EUR DKK CDN AUD

Australia 1.2028 1.9940 1.1178 0.1650 0.0381 0.1954 0.0126 0.3184 1.7051 0.2290 1.1125 ...

 Canada 1.0812 1.7924 1.0048 0.1483 0.0343 0.1756 0.0114 0.2862 1.5326 0.2058 ... 0.8989

 Denmark 5.2526 8.7080 4.8816 0.7207 0.1664 0.8531 0.0552 1.3905 7.4461 ... 4.8583 4.3670

 Euro 0.7054 1.1695 0.6556 0.0968 0.0224 0.1146 0.0074 0.1867 ... 0.1343 0.6525 0.5865

 Israel 3.7776 6.2626 3.5107 0.5183 0.1197 0.6136 0.0397 ... 5.3551 0.7192 3.4940 3.1407

 Japan 95.1850 157.8025 88.4619 13.0596 3.0160 15.4601 ... 25.1975 134.9343 18.1215 88.0405 79.1368

 Norway 6.1568 10.2071 5.7219 0.8447 0.1951 ... 0.0647 1.6298 8.7279 1.1721 5.6947 5.1188

 Russia 31.5605 52.3226 29.3313 4.3302 ... 5.1261 0.3316 8.3548 44.7402 6.0085 29.1916 26.2394

 Sweden 7.2885 12.0832 6.7737 ... 0.2309 1.1838 0.0766 1.9294 10.3322 1.3876 6.7414 6.0597

 Switzerland 1.0760 1.7838 ... 0.1476 0.0341 0.1748 0.0113 0.2848 1.5253 0.2049 0.9952 0.8946

 U.K. 0.6032 ... 0.5606 0.0828 0.0191 0.0980 0.0063 0.1597 0.8551 0.1148 0.5579 0.5015

 U.S. ... 1.6578 0.9294 0.1372 0.0317 0.1624 0.0105 0.2647 1.4176 0.1904 0.9249 0.8314

Source: Thomson Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group

Reuters Group PLC is the primary data provider for several statistical tables in The Wall Street Journal, including foreign stock quotations, futures and futures
options prices, and foreign exchange tables. Reuters real-time data feeds are used to calculate various Dow Jones Indexes.

WSJ.com

Commodities Prices of futures contracts with the most open interest
EXCHANGE LEGEND: CBOT: Chicago Board of Trade; CME: Chicago Mercantile Exchange; ICE-US: ICE Futures U.S.MDEX: Bursa Malaysia
Derivatives Berhad; LIFFE: London International Financial Futures Exchange; COMEX: Commodity Exchange; LME: London Metals Exchange;
NYMEX: New York Mercantile Exchange;ICE-EU: ICE Futures Europe

ONE-DAY CHANGE Contract Contract
Commodity Exchange Last price Net Percentage high low

Corn (cents/bu.) CBOT 349.50 7.25 2.12% 707.00 302.00
Soybeans (cents/bu.) CBOT 982.00 11.00 1.13 1,557.50 670.00
Wheat (cents/bu.) CBOT 528.25 12.00 2.32 1,072.00 505.00
Live cattle (cents/lb.) CME 90.200 0.350 0.39 118.500 81.250
Cocoa ($/ton) ICE-US 2,892 –6 –0.21% 3,237 1,950
Coffee (cents/lb.) ICE-US 127.85 2.90 2.32 183.30 109.00
Sugar (cents/lb.) ICE-US 18.61 –0.14 –0.75 18.91 11.05
Cotton (cents/lb.) ICE-US 60.02 –0.09 –0.15 101.50 45.25
Crude palm oil (ringgit/ton) MDEX 2,189.00 44 2.05 2,685 1,965
Cocoa (pounds/ton) LIFFE 1,810 –21 –1.15 1,985 1,177
Robusta coffee ($/ton) LIFFE 1,504 14 0.94 2,324 1,250

Copper (cents/lb.) COMEX 262.35 5.95 2.32 375.35 129.55
Gold ($/troy oz.) COMEX 955.80 18.50 1.97 1,060.00 494.00
Silver (cents/troy oz.) COMEX 1394.00 45.50 3.37 2,009.00 886.00
Aluminum ($/ton) LME 1,886.50 42.00 2.28 2,922.00 1,288.00
Tin ($/ton) LME 14,650.00 250.00 1.74 21,700.00 9,750.00
Copper ($/ton) LME 5,705.00 205.00 3.73 7,900.00 2,815.00
Lead ($/ton) LME 1,861.50 67.50 3.76 2,135.00 870.00
Zinc ($/ton) LME 1,752.00 59.50 3.52 1,860.00 1,065.00
Nickel ($/ton) LME 17,725 825 4.88 21,195 9,000

Crude oil ($/bbl.) NYMEX 69.45 2.51 3.75 142.60 44.28
Heating oil ($/gal.) NYMEX 1.8325 0.0426 2.38 4.0400 1.2589
RBOB gasoline ($/gal.) NYMEX 2.0126 0.0612 3.14 3.0875 1.1450
Natural gas ($/mmBtu) NYMEX 3.653 –0.090 –2.40 12.059 3.366
Brent crude ($/bbl.) ICE-EU 72.21 1.73 2.45 116.93 44.75
Gas oil ($/ton) ICE-EU 577.25 5.75 1.01 1,086.00 411.50

Source: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

Currencies London close on July 31
Per In

AMERICAS Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Argentina peso-a 5.4312 0.1841 3.8313 0.2610

Brazil real 2.6586 0.3761 1.8755 0.5332

Canada dollar 1.5326 0.6525 1.0812 0.9249
1-mo. forward 1.5325 0.6525 1.0810 0.9251

3-mos. forward 1.5321 0.6527 1.0808 0.9253
6-mos. forward 1.5318 0.6528 1.0806 0.9254

Chile peso 767.28 0.001303 541.25 0.001848
Colombia peso 2890.84 0.0003459 2039.25 0.0004904

Ecuador US dollar-f 1.4176 0.7054 1 1
Mexico peso-a 18.7449 0.0533 13.2230 0.0756

Peru sol 4.2330 0.2362 2.9860 0.3349
Uruguay peso-e 33.101 0.0302 23.350 0.0428

U.S. dollar 1.4176 0.7054 1 1
Venezuela bolivar 3.04 0.328514 2.15 0.465701

ASIA-PACIFIC
Australia dollar 1.7051 0.5865 1.2028 0.8314
China yuan 9.6851 0.1033 6.8321 0.1464

Hong Kong dollar 10.9862 0.0910 7.7499 0.1290
India rupee 67.8463 0.0147 47.8600 0.0209

Indonesia rupiah 14070 0.0000711 9925 0.0001008
Japan yen 134.93 0.007411 95.19 0.010506

1-mo. forward 134.90 0.007413 95.16 0.010509
3-mos. forward 134.81 0.007418 95.10 0.010515

6-mos. forward 134.64 0.007427 94.98 0.010529
Malaysia ringgit-c 4.9935 0.2003 3.5225 0.2839

New Zealand dollar 2.1534 0.4644 1.5191 0.6583
Pakistan rupee 118.015 0.0085 83.250 0.0120

Philippines peso 68.073 0.0147 48.020 0.0208
Singapore dollar 2.0443 0.4892 1.4421 0.6934

South Korea won 1733.30 0.0005769 1222.70 0.0008179
Taiwan dollar 46.511 0.02150 32.810 0.03048
Thailand baht 48.248 0.02073 34.035 0.02938

Per In
EUROPE Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Euro zone euro 1 1 0.7054 1.4176

1-mo. forward 0.9999 1.0001 0.7054 1.4177

3-mos. forward 0.9999 1.0001 0.7054 1.4177

6-mos. forward 0.9998 1.0002 0.7053 1.4178

Czech Rep. koruna-b 25.602 0.0391 18.060 0.0554

Denmark krone 7.4461 0.1343 5.2526 0.1904

Hungary forint 266.79 0.003748 188.20 0.005314

Norway krone 8.7279 0.1146 6.1568 0.1624

Poland zloty 4.1427 0.2414 2.9224 0.3422

Russia ruble-d 44.740 0.02235 31.561 0.03169

Sweden krona 10.3322 0.0968 7.2885 0.1372

Switzerland franc 1.5253 0.6556 1.0760 0.9294

1-mo. forward 1.5249 0.6558 1.0757 0.9296

3-mos. forward 1.5239 0.6562 1.0750 0.9302

6-mos. forward 1.5217 0.6572 1.0734 0.9316

Turkey lira 2.0966 0.4770 1.4790 0.6762

U.K. pound 0.8551 1.1695 0.6032 1.6579

1-mo. forward 0.8551 1.1694 0.6032 1.6577

3-mos. forward 0.8553 1.1692 0.6033 1.6575

6-mos. forward 0.8553 1.1692 0.6033 1.6575

MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA
Bahrain dinar 0.5344 1.8712 0.3770 2.6526

Egypt pound-a 7.8648 0.1271 5.5480 0.1802

Israel shekel 5.3551 0.1867 3.7776 0.2647

Jordan dinar 1.0040 0.9960 0.7083 1.4119

Kuwait dinar 0.4074 2.4547 0.2874 3.4798

Lebanon pound 2129.94 0.0004695 1502.50 0.0006656

Saudi Arabia riyal 5.3161 0.1881 3.7501 0.2667

South Africa rand 11.1316 0.0898 7.8524 0.1273

United Arab dirham 5.2068 0.1921 3.6730 0.2723

SDR -f 0.9126 1.0957 0.6438 1.5533

a-floating rate b-commercial rate c-government rate c-commercial rate d-Russian Central Bank rate f-Special Drawing Rights from the Inter-
national Monetary Fund ; based on exchange rates for U.S., British and Japanese currencies.
Note: Based on trading among banks in amounts of $1 million and more, as quoted by Thomson Reuters.

Major stock market indexes Stock indexes from around the world, grouped by region. Shown in local-currency terms.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE

earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE

earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

 26 EUROPE DJ Stoxx 600 224.91 –0.34 –0.15% 14.2% –19.7%

 14 DJ Stoxx 50 2291.39 –15.26 –0.66 10.9% –19.7%

 19 Euro Zone DJ Euro Stoxx 243.92 –0.61 –0.25 9.5% –21.5%

 16 DJ Euro Stoxx 50 2638.13 –16.61 –0.63 7.6% –20.5%

 9 Austria ATX 2250.19 2.09 0.09% 28.5% –37.5%

 13 Belgium Bel-20 2169.14 14.05 0.65 13.6% –27.3%

 10 Czech Republic PX 1065.8 35.6 3.46 24.2% –26.3%

 16 Denmark OMX Copenhagen 293.26 0.76 0.26 29.7% –23.4%

 13 Finland OMX Helsinki 5751.47 –20.00 –0.35 6.4% –31.0%

 13 France CAC-40 3426.27 –9.22 –0.27 6.5% –20.6%

 23 Germany DAX 5332.14 –28.52 –0.53 10.9% –16.6%

 … Hungary BUX 17280.05 157.95 0.92 41.2% –20.4%

 10 Ireland ISEQ 2791.10 –7.81 –0.28 19.1% –31.8%

 10 Italy FTSE MIB 20575.52 –243.08 –1.17 5.7% –26.9%

 9 Netherlands AEX 283.17 –0.65 –0.23 15.1% –28.2%

 10 Norway All-Shares 347.61 1.57 0.45 28.6% –27.5%

 17 Poland WIG 35261.90 86.31 0.25 29.5% –16.1%

 13 Portugal PSI 20 7292.99 –53.81 –0.73 15.0% –13.0%

 … Russia RTSI 1017.47 16.17 1.61% 61.0% –47.6%

 10 Spain IBEX 35 10855.1 –19.3 –0.18% 18.0% –6.2%

 15 Sweden OMX Stockholm 269.56 0.72 0.27 32.0% –1.4%

 12 Switzerland SMI 5950.69 18.07 0.30 7.5% –16.7%

 … Turkey ISE National 100 42641.26 459.15 1.09 58.7% –0.8%

 12 U.K. FTSE 100 4608.36 –23.25 –0.50 3.9% –13.9%

 22 ASIA-PACIFIC DJ Asia-Pacific 114.24 2.00 1.78 22.1% –14.7%

 … Australia SPX/ASX 200 4244.0 53.5 1.28 14.0% –13.5%

 36 China CBN 600 29409.49 782.96 2.74 99.2% 28.4%

 17 Hong Kong Hang Seng 20573.33 339.25 1.68 43.0% –10.0%

 18 India Sensex 15670.31 282.35 1.83 62.4% 6.9%

 … Japan Nikkei Stock Average 10356.83 191.62 1.89 16.9% –20.9%

 … Singapore Straits Times 2659.20 23.01 0.87 51.0% –8.5%

 11 South Korea Kospi 1557.29 22.55 1.47 38.5% –1.0%

 15 AMERICAS DJ Americas 259.58 0.53 0.20 14.8% –21.7%

 … Brazil Bovespa 54765.72 287.29 0.53 45.8% –5.0%

 17 Mexico IPC 27043.50 233.23 0.87 20.8% 0.3%

*P/E ratios use trailing 12-months, as-reported earnings
Note: Americas index data are as of 5:00 p.m. ET. Sources: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

GLOBAL MARKETS LINEUP

MSCI indexes
Developed and emerging-market regional and country indexes
from MSCI Barra as of July 31, 2009

Price-to- LOCAL-CURRENCY
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE

yield ratio Morgan Stanley Index Last Daily YTD 52-wk.

3.00% 16 ALL COUNTRY (AC) WORLD* 264.40 1.48% 16.1% –25.6%

3.00% 17 World (Developed Markets) 1,038.79 1.50% 12.9% –25.9%

2.70% 18 World ex-EMU 121.85 1.41% 13.2% –24.6%

2.80% 19 World ex-UK 1,036.00 1.41% 12.1% –25.3%

3.80% 16 EAFE 1,410.91 1.72% 14.0% –28.3%

2.90% 14 Emerging Markets (EM) 833.54 1.35% 47.0% –23.3%

4.40% 11 EUROPE 78.56 2.19% 13.2% –22.4%

4.60% 12 EMU 157.77 2.02% 11.0% –32.3%

4.10% 13 Europe ex-UK 85.92 2.11% 10.7% –21.9%

5.50% 9 Europe Value 88.30 2.33% 13.9% –22.8%

3.30% 15 Europe Growth 67.94 2.03% 12.4% –21.9%

3.50% 12 Europe Small Cap 134.09 2.19% 32.8% –23.6%

2.70% 7 EM Europe 225.68 5.92% 42.1% –44.9%

5.00% 8 UK 1,376.51 1.84% 4.7% –17.4%

3.10% 13 Nordic Countries 122.25 3.01% 24.7% –25.7%

2.00% 6 Russia 588.89 6.23% 42.9% –59.3%

4.20% 10 South Africa 633.79 1.29% 9.5% –11.5%

3.40% 17 AC ASIA PACIFIC EX-JAPAN 356.65 0.97% 44.2% –17.1%

1.70%-117 Japan 580.34 0.88% 9.5% –30.5%

2.40% 16 China 60.20 –0.18% 47.6% –3.0%

1.10% 18 India 609.05 1.29% 65.0% 11.8%

1.30% 20 Korea 430.48 0.84% 40.2% –6.0%

4.40% 29 Taiwan 255.94 –0.83% 47.6% –12.8%

2.20% 22 US BROAD MARKET 1,090.17 1.24% 11.0% –22.6%

1.60% -40 US Small Cap 1,453.13 1.65% 16.5% –19.7%

3.50% 13 EM LATIN AMERICA 3,210.97 2.01% 54.5% –32.4%

*Twenty-three developed and 26 emerging markets Source: MSCI Barra

Follow the markets throughout the day, with updated stock quotes, news and commentary at
WSJ.com/Europe. Also, receive email alerts that summarize the day’s trading in Europe and Asia.
To sign up, go to WSJ.com/Online Today
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Anglo crafts its defense
Miner touts progress,
calls Xstrata advance
a ‘distraction’

EU plans to clear Lufthansa
in deal for Austrian Airlines

Asset sales boost Enel profit 29%

By Carolyn Henson

BRUSSELS—European Union an-
titrust chief Neelie Kroes said Fri-
day she intends to clear Deutsche
Lufthansa AG’s takeover of Aus-
trian Airlines AG, though with con-
ditions attached.

After talks earlier Friday, the Ger-
man carrier offered further mea-
sures to allay competition
concerns, the European
Commission said.

Lufthansa is proposing
to pay Œ4.49 ($6.40) a
share for Austrian Air-
lines’ outstanding shares.
The takeover also will re-
ceive help from the Aus-
trian government in the
form of Œ500 million in re-
structuring aid.

The airline already was
offering to give up slots on
five city routes flying out of Vienna
to ensure that it passes the Euro-
pean Commission’s competition
scrutiny, according to a document

seen by Dow Jones Newswires.
“Commissioner Kroes has in-

structed her services to draft a con-
ditional clearance decision,” accord-
ing to the commission’s statement.

The draft decision will be con-
sidered by EU member countries
and a final proposal will be pre-
sented for adoption by the commis-
sion “as soon as possible,” the

statement added.
The commission sent

out a questionnaire to
Lufthansa’s competitors
and other interested par-
ties to see whether they
think the offer made by
Lufthansa was enough to re-
move competition bottle-
necks identified in the com-
mission’s investigation
into the takeover.

The deadline for compa-
nies to reply to the commis-

sion’s questionnaire was Thursday.
Lufthansa’s latest offer was in re-
sponse to the concerns raised by
competitors, the commission said.

China defends arrests of Rio staff

UBS, Swiss reach pact
with U.S. on tax probe

Anglo American Chief Executive Cynthia Carroll, shown in January, called the
company’s cost and efficiency initiatives a ‘major achievement.’
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Neelie Kroes

CORPORATE NEWS

UBS AG and the Swiss govern-
ment, rocked by months of embar-
rassing details about bank secrecy
and guilty pleas for UBS clients,
agreed with U.S. authorities to set-
tle a tax-evasion inquiry.

The agreement appears to signal
that thousands of U.S. client ac-
counts will be turned over to U.S.
revenue agents.

The settlement, announced during
a teleconference with a federal court
judge Friday ahead of a scheduled
hearing in Miami on Monday, closes
one chapter in the long-running case
that centered on the Internal Revenue
Service’s demand that the bank turn
over the identities of 52,000 UBS ac-
counts belonging to U.S. citizens.

Details of the settlement weren’t
provided during the call, with the
U.S. Justice Department simply re-
porting that the parties had reached
an agreement in principle and
would work to resolve remaining is-
sues in the coming week. Another
conference that could shed more
light on the deal is set for Friday.

But lawyers involved in the case
said one likely scenario is that UBS
will turn over the identities of some,
but not all, of the 52,000 accounts.

“I think it’s possibly going to
push north of 10,000,” said William
M. Sharp Sr., a Tampa, Fla., lawyer
who is representing UBS clients.

An official transfer of account-
holder identities might not happen
until Sept. 23, the deadline for an IRS
process that allows Americans to try
to pay taxes and reduced fines in
hopes of avoiding criminal prosecu-
tion and heavy fines. Once the names
are handed over, the IRS’s criminal
team is expected to review them and
decide whether to prosecute those of-
fenders or pursue lesser civil punish-
ment that is still costly for offenders.

“We have never before seen so
many U.S. citizens and residents po-
tentially subject to criminal tax prose-
cution on the same basic issue,” said

Bryan Skarlatos, a partner at New
York law firm Kostelanetz & Fink
LLP who is representing UBS clients.

In a statement, UBS acknowl-
edged Friday’s conference call and
declined to comment. The Swiss Jus-
tice Ministry and the U.S. Justice De-
partment also declined to comment.

The U.S. probe, which has led to
guilty pleas for three UBS clients
this year, is expected to expand to
outside consultants that may have
helped steer business to UBS or
other Swiss banks.

UBS and the Swiss government
argued in the tax-evasion case that
Swiss bank-privacy law meant the
bank couldn’t hand over the account
identities. It now appears that UBS
and the Swiss government have
combed through the files and identi-
fied enough potential fraud to make
them willing to hand over informa-
tion about certain accounts.

Swiss laws don’t provide confi-
dentiality if people engage in fraudu-
lent activities such as setting up ac-
counts with shell companies that
lack any real business substance.

“I think that eventually the U.S.
will get all the names it wants,” said
Charles Falk, a criminal tax lawyer
in Mendham, N.J., who is represent-
ing UBS clients. “The U.S. and Swiss
want to find a way to disengage, and
giving over the names is a way to do
it. They’ll find a way that won’t tech-
nically compromise the law but at
the same time release names.”

For UBS, news of a settlement at
least means the financial firm is
closer to ending the probe, which
had cut into the bank’s prized pri-
vate bank and helped contribute to
outflows of billions of Swiss francs
of client money.

The U.S. inquiry also hit other
Swiss banks that counted on Ameri-
can clients. “In principle, an agree-
ment like this always reduces uncer-
tainty,” said Jan Bielinski, a spokes-
man for Bank Julius Baer & Co.

UBS announces second-quarter
results Tuesday, and analysts ex-
pect UBS to report a pretax quar-
terly loss of 1.03 billion Swiss francs
($946.5 million) compared with a
loss of 4.13 billion a year ago.

By Guy Chazan

Mining giant Anglo American
PLC sought Friday to bolster its de-
fenses against rival Xstrata PLC’s un-
welcome advance by disclosing
progress on cutting costs and opera-
tional goals across the group.

But some analysts said Anglo has
more to do to convince shareholders
it is better off alone than combined
with Xstrata, whose proposal for a
merger of equals was roundly re-
jected by Anglo’s board in June.

Anglo executives batted away
questions about Xstrata on its earn-
ings call Friday, but the subtext in
presentations on its first-half re-
sults was clear: It is determined to
stay independent and is on track to
deliver more value to shareholders.

It introduced its new chairman,
Sir John Parker; disclosed progress
on three massive mining projects in
South America; and unveiled a re-
structuring at troubled subsidiaries
Anglo Platinum and diamond pro-
ducer De Beers.

Cynthia Carroll, Anglo’s chief ex-
ecutive, in an interview called the
company’s cost and efficiency initi-
atives a “major achievement.” The
programs produced cost savings of
more than $450 million in the first
half and should deliver more than
$1 billion by the end of 2009, she
said. Anglo has reduced headcount
by 15,000, putting it in sight of its
target of 19,000 by year’s end, and
its pipeline of new projects should
increase the company’s production

by a third by 2013, she said.
She declined to comment on the

Xstrata approach, calling it a “dis-
traction” for management. “We’re
focused on delivering our strategy,
and if someone’s coming your way
and suggesting they could do things
differently, of course it’s a distrac-
tion,” said Ms. Carroll.

Anglo said profit fell 31% in the
first half to $3 billion. Operating
profit of $2.1 billion, however, ex-
ceeded analysts’ consensus forecast
of $1.94 billion.

“It was a finely crafted defense,”
Des Kilalea, a mining analyst at RBC
Capital Markets, said of Ms. Car-
roll’s presentation. But he noted
that Xstrata would probably have an
“equally finely crafted response” at
its earnings presentation next week.

Xstrata’s proposal for a merger
of equals, revealed in June, would
create the world’s third-largest
miner by market value after Mel-
bourne-based BHP Billiton Ltd. and
Brazil’s Vale SA. Xstrata has said a
merger would result in $1 billion in
cost savings beyond Anglo’s own ef-
ficiency drive.

Anglo has been hit hard by the
badly depressed demand for com-
modities such as platinum, used to
make catalytic converters for cars.
Shareholders have also accused
management of sitting out a wave of
mergers and acquisitions during the
commodities boom, then overpay-
ing for a big Brazilian iron-ore
project at the top of the cycle. There
was also anger when it suspended
its dividend in February.

By Liam Moloney

ROME—Asset sales and other
gains pushed Enel SpA’s first-half
profit up 29%, and the Italian utility
said Friday it will sell as much as
Œ10 billion ($14 billion) in bonds to
slice away at its large debt pile.

Profit rose to Œ3.52 billion from a
year earlier, while revenue declined
3% to Œ28.46 billion.

Stripping out gains, including
Œ308 million from the sale of Enel’s
Italian high-voltage power lines to
Terna SpA and more than Œ900 mil-

lion from an accounting gain related
to the acquisition of a 25% stake in
Endesa SA, profit was up 3%, helped
by the company’s international as-
sets and Italian power generation.

Enel also said its board approved
the sale of as much as Œ10 billion in
bonds by June 30, 2010. At the end of
June, Enel’s net debt stood at
Œ55.8 billion, up from Œ50.8 billion
three months earlier, after buying
the Endesa stake.

The Italian state-controlled util-
ity expects net debt to fall to less
than Œ50 billion by the end of the

year, if it manages to cash in the
proceeds from the planned sale of
a minority stake in its renewables
unit, Chief Executive Fulvio Conti
said Friday.

In March, Enel, Europe’s most-in-
debted utility, announced a capital
increase of as much as Œ8 billion and
other multibillion-euro measures
such as asset disposals and a change
in its dividend policy.

Enel said it expects full year earn-
ings to be higher than last year
thanks to forward sales of electric-
ity and cost-cutting measures.

By Lyndal McFarland

MELBOURNE, Australia—A se-
nior Chinese official said China’s
government believes that crimes al-
legedly committed by detained Rio
Tinto executive Stern Hu would
have breached Australian laws if
they occurred in Australia.

“The facts of the case would con-
stitute a violation of Australian laws
were the facts [to] happen here,”
China’s vice foreign minister, Liu
Jieyu, said to Australian Broadcast-
ing Corp. television while in Austra-
lia on Sunday.

Mr. Hu and three other Chinese
Rio Tinto employees have been held
in Shanghai without charges since
early July on suspicion of stealing
state secrets while negotiating an-

nual iron-ore deals. Iron ore, an in-
gredient for making steel, is a vital
resource for China, which has
sought to take the lead in negotia-
tions between steel consumers and
mining giants.

Details of the alleged crimes
have been scant, and Rio Tinto has
said it has no evidence that Mr. Hu
or the other detained employees
were involved in wrongdoing. Mr.
Liu indicated the Chinese govern-
ment believes the case against Mr.
Hu, an Australian citizen, is strong,
and the decision to prosecute him is
in the interests of foreign busi-
nesses working in China. “I’m sure a
sound rule-based commercial envi-
ronment would serve the benefits of
all countries,” Mr. Liu said.

So far, Australian consular ac-

cess to Mr. Hu has been limited, and
Australian lawmakers, including
Prime Minister Kevin Rudd, have
pushed for more access and have
cautioned China that the world
would watch the situation closely.

Mr. Liu urged Australia to re-
spect his country’s right to prose-
cute Mr. Hu. “Mutual respect be-
tween countries means that we re-
spect each other, including the inde-
pendence of judiciary,” he said.

Australia’s foreign minister,
Stephen Smith, said he had met with
Mr. Liu during his visit to Australia,
and had discussed the matter of Mr.
Hu’s detention with the Chinese offi-
cial. Mr. Smith told Sky News he reit-
erated to Mr. Liu the matter should be
“managed carefully so that it doesn’t
detract from the relationship.”

By Carrick Mollenkamp and
Laura Saunders in New York
and Stephen Fidler in London
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EFG-Hermes Saudi Arabia Equity EA EQ SAU 07/28 SAR 5.60 18.1 –41.6 NS
EFG-Hermes Telecom OT EQ BMU 05/29 USD 28.96 12.9 –18.6 –8.2

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
Sel Emerg Mkt Debt GL BD GGY 07/30 USD 310.14 26.3 0.8 2.5
Sel Emerg Mkt Equity GL EQ GGY 07/30 USD 183.15 39.8 –21.0 –13.5
Sel Euro Equity EUR US EQ GGY 07/30 EUR 86.35 13.4 –24.4 –25.7
Sel European Equity EU EQ GGY 07/30 USD 160.85 17.0 –31.6 –24.0
Sel Glob Equity GL EQ GGY 07/30 USD 170.06 18.4 –25.6 –21.9
Sel Glob Fxd Inc GL BD GGY 07/30 USD 133.94 3.9 –8.3 –2.5
Sel Pacific Equity AS EQ GGY 07/30 USD 125.83 39.2 –16.3 –11.3
Sel US Equity US EQ GGY 07/30 USD 111.93 11.1 –24.8 –19.0
Sel US Sm Cap Eq US EQ GGY 07/30 USD 153.76 17.6 –25.5 –21.6

n SEB Sicav 2
Nordic Small Cap -C- OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 107.77 NS NS NS

n MP ASSET MANAGEMENT INC.
Tel: + 386 1 587 47 77
MP-BALKAN.SI OT OT SVN 07/30 EUR 23.49 –10.4 –52.9 –48.1
MP-TURKEY.SI OT OT SVN 07/30 EUR 29.51 51.1 –20.0 –23.9

n PAREX ASSET MANAGEMENT IPAS
Basteja Blvd. 14, Riga, LV-1050, Latvia
www.parexgroup.com Tel: +371 67010810
Parex Caspian Sea Eq EU EQ LVA 07/30 EUR 3.02 43.8 –60.9 –44.9
Parex Eastern Europ Bal OT OT LVA 07/30 EUR 11.89 38.6 –14.2 –7.9
Parex Eastern Europ Bd EU BD LVA 07/30 USD 12.81 46.9 –9.7 –2.4
Parex Russian Eq EE EQ LVA 07/30 USD 15.22 75.8 –41.7 –22.7

n PICTET & CIE, ROUTE DES ACACIAS 60, CH-1211 GENEVA 73
Tel: + 41 (58) 323 3000 Web: www.pictetfunds.com
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Ica AS EQ LUX 07/31 USD 155.32 40.1 –15.4 –15.9
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Pca AS EQ LUX 07/31 USD 148.34 39.4 –16.1 –16.6
PF (LUX)-Biotech-Pca OT EQ LUX 07/30 USD 294.82 3.4 –20.9 –1.7
PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pca CH MM LUX 07/30 CHF 124.19 0.2 0.5 1.3
PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pdi CH MM LUX 07/30 CHF 93.74 0.2 0.5 1.3
PF (LUX)-Digital Comm-Pca OT EQ LUX 07/30 USD 101.71 25.1 –6.5 –8.3
PF (LUX)-East Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 07/30 EUR 242.03 81.3 –35.5 –28.2
PF (LUX)-Emg Mkts-Pca GL EQ LUX 07/31 USD 447.62 47.1 –25.1 –17.3
PF (LUX)-Eu Indx-Pca EU EQ LUX 07/30 EUR 89.58 17.2 –17.8 –19.5
PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pca EU BD LUX 07/30 EUR 376.92 0.9 5.3 2.0
PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pdi EU BD LUX 07/30 EUR 286.83 0.9 5.3 2.0
PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pca EU BD LUX 07/30 EUR 140.69 12.7 8.6 3.5
PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pdi EU BD LUX 07/30 EUR 98.91 12.7 8.6 3.5
PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pca EU BD LUX 07/30 EUR 125.29 38.9 –4.4 –6.4
PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pdi EU BD LUX 07/30 EUR 72.63 38.9 –4.4 –6.4
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pca EU MM LUX 07/30 EUR 135.76 0.8 2.2 2.9
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pdi EU MM LUX 07/30 EUR 97.84 0.8 2.2 2.9
PF (LUX)-EUR Sov Liq-Pca OT OT LUX 07/30 EUR 102.37 0.5 1.9 NS
PF (LUX)-EUR Sov Liq-Pdi OT OT LUX 07/30 EUR 101.00 0.5 1.9 NS
PF (LUX)-Europ Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 07/30 EUR 358.88 17.3 –21.4 –24.8
PF (LUX)-EuSust Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 07/30 EUR 117.65 16.3 –17.7 –22.4
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pca GL BD LUX 07/30 USD 223.55 18.0 11.6 8.7
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pdi GL BD LUX 07/30 USD 152.08 18.0 11.6 8.7
PF (LUX)-Gr China-Pca AS EQ LUX 07/31 USD 320.94 50.9 –3.0 –7.9
PF (LUX)-Indian Eq-Pca EA EQ LUX 07/31 USD 307.43 60.4 –5.5 –10.9
PF (LUX)-Jap Index-Pca JP EQ LUX 07/31 JPY 9152.86 12.4 –26.9 –25.0
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Ica JP EQ LUX 07/31 JPY 7993.90 9.5 –31.7 –30.0
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Pca JP EQ LUX 07/31 JPY 7774.18 9.1 –32.1 –30.4
PF (LUX)-JpEq130/30-Pca JP EQ LUX 07/31 JPY 4492.51 14.4 –26.2 –25.5
PF (LUX)-MidEast&NorAfr-Pca OT OT LUX 07/23 USD 45.27 9.1 –53.3 NS
PF (LUX)-Pacif Idx-Pca AS EQ LUX 07/31 USD 227.44 43.7 –15.3 –11.2
PF (LUX)-Piclife-Pca CH BA LUX 07/30 CHF 753.54 9.3 –3.9 –6.7
PF (LUX)-PremBrnds-Pca OT EQ LUX 07/30 EUR 54.93 24.4 –7.5 –18.7
PF (LUX)-Rus Eq-Pca OT OT LUX 07/30 USD 45.23 98.0 –44.3 NS
PF (LUX)-Security-Pca GL EQ LUX 07/30 USD 87.05 21.8 –8.0 –12.9
PF (LUX)-Sm Cap Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 07/30 EUR 392.00 20.1 –23.1 –24.9
PF (LUX)-US Eq-Ica US EQ LUX 07/30 USD 90.65 11.0 –23.5 –14.8
PF (LUX)-USA Index-Pca US EQ LUX 07/30 USD 79.83 10.1 –21.9 –17.0
PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pca US BD LUX 07/30 USD 502.91 –5.2 5.2 5.8
PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pdi US BD LUX 07/30 USD 369.02 –5.2 5.2 5.8

PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pca US MM LUX 07/30 USD 130.90 0.6 1.3 2.3
PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pdi US MM LUX 07/30 USD 85.47 0.5 1.3 2.3
PF (LUX)-USD Sov Liq-Pca OT OT LUX 07/30 USD 101.56 0.3 1.4 NS
PF (LUX)-USD Sov Liq-Pdi OT OT LUX 07/30 USD 100.85 0.3 1.4 NS
PF (LUX)-Water-Pca GL EQ LUX 07/30 EUR 113.03 9.7 –14.1 –14.8
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pca GL BD LUX 07/31 USD 160.27 –2.8 4.2 8.1
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pdi GL BD LUX 07/31 USD 132.66 –2.8 4.2 8.1

n POLAR CAPITAL PARTNERS LIMITED
International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited PH - 353 1 670 660 Fax - 353 1 670 1185
Global Technology OT EQ IRL 07/30 USD 11.31 44.3 –7.4 –12.7
Japan Fund USD JP EQ IRL 07/31 USD 16.06 9.3 3.7 –7.3
Polar Healthcare Class I USD OT OT IRL 07/30 USD 11.56 NS NS NS
Polar Healthcare Class R USD OT OT IRL 07/30 USD 11.57 NS NS NS

n Hemisphere Management (Ireland) Limited
Discovery USD A OT OT CYM 06/30 USD 123.19 10.8 12.5 12.2
Elbrus USD A GL EQ CYM 05/29 USD 8.36 23.9 –48.7 –17.6
Europn Conviction USD B EU EQ CYM 06/30 USD 132.65 5.0 17.6 11.1
Europn Forager USD B OT OT CYM 06/30 USD 199.88 11.7 0.4 –2.7
Latin America USD A GL EQ CYM 06/30 USD 14.25 2.2 –4.7 14.7
Paragon Limited USD A OT OT CYM 12/31 USD 309.60 12.7 12.7 14.2
UK Fund USD A OT OT CYM 06/30 USD 171.84 3.6 5.7 1.6

n PT CIPTADANA ASSET MANAGEMENT
Tel: 521-3479 Fax: 521-3478 Website: www.ciptadana-asset.com
Indonesian Grth Fund EA EQ CYM 07/29 USD 102.61 69.0 –14.6 –8.7

n RUSSELL INVESTMENT GROUP
Multi-Style, Multi-Manager Funds www.russell.com
Actions France A EU EQ IRL 07/30 EUR 618.00 9.7 –22.1 NS
Core Eurozone Eq B EU EQ IRL 07/30 EUR 739.80 12.5 –18.3 NS
Euro Fixed Income A EU BD IRL 07/30 EUR 1180.51 4.3 –1.8 –3.4
Euro Fixed Income B EU BD IRL 07/30 EUR 1257.11 4.6 –1.2 –2.8
Euro Small Cap A EU EQ IRL 07/30 EUR 1034.24 22.0 –23.8 –29.5
Euro Small Cap B EU EQ IRL 07/30 EUR 1105.06 22.4 –23.4 –29.0
Eurozone Agg Eq A EU EQ IRL 07/30 EUR 570.54 14.8 –21.9 –24.1
Eurozone Agg Eq B EU EQ IRL 07/30 EUR 817.87 15.2 –21.5 –23.6
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) A GL BD IRL 07/30 EUR 1304.95 9.0 3.5 1.0
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) B GL BD IRL 07/30 EUR 1381.64 9.4 4.2 1.6
Glbl Bd A EU BD IRL 07/30 EUR 1053.49 7.4 10.8 0.9
Glbl Bd B EU BD IRL 07/30 EUR 1119.14 7.9 11.5 1.5
Glbl Real Estate A OT EQ IRL 07/30 USD 744.83 11.7 –34.2 –24.1
Glbl Real Estate B OT EQ IRL 07/30 USD 765.94 12.1 –33.8 –23.6
Glbl Real Estate EH-A OT EQ IRL 07/30 EUR 681.45 8.6 –33.7 –25.3
Glbl Real Estate SH-B OT EQ IRL 07/30 GBP 63.75 7.5 –34.5 –25.0
Glbl Strategic Yield A EU BD IRL 07/30 EUR 1402.61 24.1 –3.3 –1.9
Glbl Strategic Yield B EU BD IRL 07/30 EUR 1497.26 24.5 –2.8 –1.3
Japan Equity A JP EQ IRL 07/30 JPY 12042.00 16.5 –25.5 –25.8
Japan Equity B JP EQ IRL 07/30 JPY 12802.00 16.9 –25.1 –25.3
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq A AS EQ IRL 07/30 USD 1938.27 50.7 –8.5 –10.8
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq B AS EQ IRL 07/30 USD 2063.32 51.2 –7.9 –10.2
Pan European Eq A EU EQ IRL 07/30 EUR 841.81 17.1 –21.0 –22.7
Pan European Eq B EU EQ IRL 07/30 EUR 895.12 17.5 –20.6 –22.3
US Equity A US EQ IRL 07/30 USD 767.48 14.7 –23.9 –17.3
US Equity B US EQ IRL 07/30 USD 819.65 15.1 –23.4 –16.8
US Small Cap A US EQ IRL 07/30 USD 1138.68 13.2 –25.0 –18.9
US Small Cap B US EQ IRL 07/30 USD 1216.82 13.6 –24.6 –18.4

n SEB ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A.
www.seb.se

n SEB Fund 1
Asset Sele C EUR OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 13.51 –4.4 15.7 11.0
Asset Sele C H-CHF OT OT LUX 07/31 CHF 93.93 NS NS NS
Asset Sele C H-GBP OT OT LUX 07/31 GBP 94.60 NS NS NS
Asset Sele C H-JPY OT OT LUX 07/31 JPY 9425.16 NS NS NS
Asset Sele C H-NOK OT OT LUX 07/31 NOK 108.30 –3.8 NS NS
Asset Sele C H-SEK OT OT LUX 07/31 SEK 135.65 –4.9 16.6 11.3
Asset Sele C H-USD OT OT LUX 07/31 USD 94.64 NS NS NS
Asset Sele D H-SEK OT OT LUX 07/31 SEK 127.30 –4.9 NS NS
Choice Global Value -C- GL EQ LUX 07/31 SEK 67.49 12.1 –25.0 –27.5
Choice Global Value -D- OT OT LUX 07/31 SEK 64.66 12.1 –25.0 NS
Choice Global Value -I- OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 5.81 19.5 –30.5 –30.9
Choice Japan Fd -C- OT OT LUX 07/31 JPY 49.93 11.0 –27.2 –26.8
Choice Japan Fd -D- OT OT LUX 07/31 JPY 44.89 11.1 –27.2 –26.8
Choice Jpn Chance/Risk JP EQ LUX 07/31 JPY 52.20 16.5 –30.9 –29.1
Choice NthAmChance/Risk US EQ LUX 07/31 USD 3.49 24.5 –28.4 –17.0
Ethical Europe Fd OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 1.73 16.0 –25.1 –27.0
Europe 1 Fd OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 2.49 19.4 –24.1 –26.9
Europe 3 Fd EU EQ LUX 07/31 EUR 3.59 17.7 –25.0 –27.3
Global Chance/Risk Fd GL EQ LUX 07/31 EUR 0.53 13.5 –18.9 –21.7
Global Fd -C- OT OT LUX 07/31 USD 1.89 13.4 –27.5 –20.5
Global Fd -D- OT OT LUX 07/31 USD 1.18 13.4 NS NS
Nordic Fd OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 4.96 23.9 –12.0 –16.3

n SEB Fund 2
Choice Asia ex. Japan -C- OT OT LUX 07/31 USD 6.64 46.6 –8.1 –12.0
Choice Asia ex. Japan -D- OT OT LUX 07/31 USD 1.17 46.6 NS NS

Currency Alpha EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 10.55 –3.4 –1.6 1.5
Currency Alpha EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 10.46 –3.7 –2.0 1.0
Currency Alpha SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 07/31 SEK 98.06 –7.2 –5.6 NS
Currency Alpha SEK -RC- OT OT LUX 07/31 SEK 108.01 –3.7 –2.0 1.0
Generation Fd 80 OT OT LUX 07/31 SEK 7.21 13.0 –10.2 NS
Nordic Focus EUR NO EQ LUX 07/31 EUR 67.56 35.4 –16.8 NS
Nordic Focus NOK NO EQ LUX 07/31 NOK 73.63 35.4 –16.8 NS
Nordic Focus SEK NO EQ LUX 07/31 SEK 74.28 35.4 –16.8 NS
Russia Fd OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 6.34 90.0 –36.3 –24.4

n SEB Fund 3
Choice North America Eq. Fd US EQ LUX 07/31 USD 1.60 15.0 –22.6 –18.5
Ethical Glbl Fd -C- OT OT LUX 07/31 USD 0.73 14.4 NS NS
Ethical Glbl Fd -D- OT OT LUX 07/31 USD 0.71 19.1 –22.9 –19.6
Ethical Sweden Fd NO EQ LUX 07/31 SEK 37.31 35.3 3.9 –11.7
Index Linked Bd Fd SEK OT BD LUX 07/31 SEK 12.86 1.0 2.5 4.6
Medical Fd OT EQ LUX 07/31 USD 2.97 3.5 –16.9 –9.3
Short Medium Bd Fd SEK NO MM LUX 07/31 SEK 8.80 1.1 1.9 2.8
Technology Fd -C- OT OT LUX 07/31 USD 0.18 NS NS NS
Technology Fd -D- OT OT LUX 07/31 USD 2.18 39.7 –9.8 –10.2
World Fd -C- OT OT LUX 07/31 USD 25.77 NS NS NS
World Fd -D- OT OT LUX 07/31 USD 1.95 22.0 –17.9 –13.6

n SEB Fund 4
Short Bond Fd EUR -C- OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 1.27 0.1 0.4 1.4
Short Bond Fd EUR -D- OT OT LUX 07/31 NA 0.50 NS NS NS
Short Bond Fd SEK NO MM LUX 07/31 SEK 21.92 1.7 2.1 2.9
Short Bond Fd USD US MM LUX 07/31 USD 2.49 –0.2 0.5 1.7

n SEB Fund 5
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -A- NO BD LUX 07/31 SEK 10.17 1.0 –0.9 0.4
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -B- NO BD LUX 07/31 SEK 8.80 1.0 –0.9 0.4
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 07/31 SEK 25.45 1.0 –1.0 0.3
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 07/31 SEK 7.92 1.0 –1.0 0.3
Alpha Short Bd SEK -A- NO MM LUX 07/31 SEK 11.07 2.4 2.9 3.4
Alpha Short Bd SEK -B- NO MM LUX 07/31 SEK 10.12 2.4 2.9 3.4
Alpha Short Bd SEK -C- NO MM LUX 07/31 SEK 21.65 2.4 2.8 3.2
Alpha Short Bd SEK -D- NO MM LUX 07/31 SEK 8.19 2.4 2.8 3.2
Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 07/31 SEK 42.25 1.7 10.8 6.5
Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 07/31 SEK 12.27 1.7 10.8 5.9
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -C- EU BD LUX 07/31 EUR 1.20 10.3 3.2 1.0
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -D- EU BD LUX 07/31 EUR 0.92 10.4 3.3 0.8
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 07/31 SEK 11.88 10.6 –0.7 –0.3
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 07/31 SEK 8.98 10.6 –0.7 –0.2
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -ID- NO BD LUX 07/31 EUR 102.52 –1.3 5.3 NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -RC- NO BD LUX 07/31 EUR 106.94 3.3 9.9 NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 12/17 SEK 121.91 NS NS NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -RC- NO BD LUX 07/31 SEK 1103.96 3.3 9.9 NS
Flexible Bond Fd -C- NO BD LUX 07/31 SEK 21.33 2.2 6.2 4.6
Flexible Bond Fd -D- NO BD LUX 07/31 SEK 11.67 2.2 6.2 4.6

n SEB Sicav 1
Choice Emerging Mkts Fd GL EQ LUX 07/31 USD 2.26 47.0 –17.7 –11.3
Eastern Europe Fd OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 2.11 24.0 –32.2 –25.5

n SEB Sicav 2
Choice Asia SmCap exJpn AS EQ LUX 07/31 SEK 27.42 63.3 10.6 –15.8
Eastern Europe SmCap Fd OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 1.95 49.7 –32.6 –31.3
Europe Chance/Risk Fd EU EQ LUX 07/31 EUR 915.52 20.1 –27.3 –29.2
Listed Private Equity -C- OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 106.42 29.2 NS NS
Listed Private Equity -IC- OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 60.50 46.5 NS NS
Listed Private Equity -ID- OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 58.75 42.4 NS NS
Nordic Small Cap -IC- OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 107.92 NS NS NS

n SEB Sicav 3
Asset Sele Defensive Acc -A- OT OT LUX 07/31 SEK 77.43 –3.3 –23.0 –15.0
Asset Sele Defensive Acc EUR -C- OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 98.93 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Defensive Acc SEK -C- OT OT LUX 07/31 SEK 99.01 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Defensive Acc USD -C- OT OT LUX 07/31 USD 100.17 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Defensive Inc -D- OT OT LUX 07/31 SEK 70.73 –3.3 –23.0 –16.2
Asset Sele Opp C H NOK OT OT LUX 07/31 NOK 97.94 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Opp C H SEK OT OT LUX 07/31 SEK 97.03 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Opp IC EUR OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 97.73 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Opp ID H GBP OT OT LUX 07/31 GBP 97.60 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Opp ID H SEK OT OT LUX 07/31 SEK 97.74 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Original C EUR OT OT LUX 07/31 EUR 99.39 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Original D GBP OT OT LUX 07/31 GBP 99.48 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Original ID GBP OT OT LUX 07/31 GBP 99.36 NS NS NS

n THE NATIONAL INVESTOR
PO Box 47435, Abu Dhabi, UAE Web:www.tni.ae
MENA Real Estate Fund OT OT BMU 07/23 USD 949.80 1.0 NS NS
MENA Special Sits Fund OT OT BMU 06/30 USD 1028.16 5.9 NS NS

UAE Blue Chip Fund OT OT ARE 07/23 AED 5.32 16.0 –55.4 –22.5

n WWW.SGAM.COM
SGAM FUND
Bonds ConvEurope A OT OT LUX 07/30 EUR 28.98 2.2 –6.5 1.7
Bonds Eur Corp A OT OT LUX 07/29 EUR 22.41 8.1 5.2 0.7
Bonds Eur Hi Yld A OT OT LUX 07/29 EUR 18.35 38.0 –3.6 –7.3
Bonds EURO A OT OT LUX 07/29 EUR 40.40 2.3 9.8 5.2
Bonds Europe A OT OT LUX 07/29 EUR 38.68 2.1 9.0 4.3
Bonds US MtgBkSec A OT OT LUX 04/29 USD 24.41 –4.7 11.9 0.0
Bonds US OppsCoreplus A OT OT LUX 07/30 USD 35.08 11.2 12.0 8.1
Bonds World A OT OT LUX 07/30 USD 40.75 2.3 4.8 8.4
Eq. China A OT OT LUX 07/30 USD 22.07 47.7 –0.5 –10.6
Eq. ConcentratedEuropeA OT OT LUX 07/30 EUR 23.81 15.6 –23.8 –24.0
Eq. Eastern Europe A OT OT LUX 07/30 EUR 18.68 41.4 –43.5 –33.0
Eq. Equities Global Energy OT OT LUX 07/30 USD 15.85 11.2 –36.8 –15.2
Eq. Euroland A OT OT LUX 07/30 EUR 9.56 4.3 –26.9 –25.8
Eq. Euroland MidCapA OT OT LUX 04/30 EUR 14.61 1.4 –45.7 –33.8
Eq. EurolandCyclclsA OT OT LUX 07/29 EUR 15.73 14.5 –22.1 –20.4
Eq. EurolandFinancialA OT OT LUX 07/29 EUR 10.02 19.0 –26.0 –28.7
Eq. Glbl Emg Cty A OT OT LUX 07/30 USD 8.51 42.3 –22.8 –15.1
Eq. Global A OT OT LUX 07/30 USD 24.29 15.4 –22.2 –20.5
Eq. Global Technol A OT OT LUX 04/24 USD 4.46 22.1 –29.7 –21.6
Eq. Gold Mines A OT OT LUX 07/30 USD 24.82 18.7 –9.6 –1.2
Eq. Japan Sm Cap A OT OT LUX 07/30 JPY 1097.66 21.2 –15.9 –26.5
Eq. Japan Target A OT OT LUX 07/31 JPY 1788.94 14.3 –7.7 –13.7
Eq. Pacific A OT OT LUX 07/30 USD 8.84 38.5 –15.6 –14.1
Eq. US ConcenCore A OT OT LUX 07/30 USD 19.75 21.6 –16.1 –12.6
Eq. US Lg Cap Gr A OT OT LUX 07/30 USD 13.58 26.0 –29.4 –16.1
Eq. US Mid Cap A OT OT LUX 07/29 USD 25.00 24.8 –23.9 –15.3
Eq. US Multi Strg A OT OT LUX 07/30 USD 18.94 18.6 –27.9 –19.4
Eq. US Rel Val A OT OT LUX 07/30 USD 18.27 17.6 –26.0 –23.6
Eq. US Sm Cap Val A OT OT LUX 07/30 USD 14.49 12.0 –34.4 –27.2
Eq. US Value Opp A OT OT LUX 07/30 USD 14.50 11.9 –36.0 –27.9
Money Market EURO A OT OT LUX 07/29 EUR 27.35 0.8 2.7 3.5
Money Market USD A OT OT LUX 07/29 USD 15.82 0.5 1.5 2.7

n YUKI INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Tel +44-207-269-0203 www.yukifunds.com

n YMR-N Series
YMR-N Growth Fund OT OT IRL 07/31 JPY 9316.00 8.3 –28.9 –33.4
YMR-N Japan Fund OT OT IRL 07/31 JPY 10351.00 9.7 –28.2 –30.6
YMR-N Small Cap Fund OT OT IRL 07/31 JPY 7132.00 11.1 –22.0 –33.2

n Yuki 77 Series
Yuki 77 General JP EQ IRL 07/31 JPY 6414.00 8.7 –30.7 –31.9
Yuki 77 Growth JP EQ IRL 07/31 JPY 5981.00 1.1 –35.9 –36.8

n Yuki Chugoku Series
Yuki Chugoku Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 07/31 JPY 6762.00 8.4 –29.7 –32.8
Yuki Chugoku JpnLowP JP EQ IRL 07/31 JPY 8414.00 2.7 –25.3 –27.7

n Yuki Daishi Series
Yuki Daishi General JP EQ IRL 07/31 JPY 7236.00 6.9 –31.4 –33.0

n Yuki Hokuyo Japan Series
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 07/31 JPY 4774.00 4.9 –35.2 –33.2
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 07/31 JPY 5456.00 3.4 –28.9 –27.9
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Sm Cap JP EQ IRL 07/31 JPY 5239.00 11.3 –20.9 NS

n Yuki Mizuho Series
Yuki Mizuho Gen Jpn III OT OT IRL 07/31 JPY 4543.00 6.9 –37.4 –36.0
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Dyn Gro OT OT IRL 07/31 JPY 4837.00 7.7 –37.6 –36.7
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Exc 100 OT OT IRL 07/31 JPY 6920.00 13.4 –30.9 –31.9
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gen OT OT IRL 07/31 JPY 8772.00 9.4 –28.2 –32.5
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gro OT OT IRL 07/31 JPY 6674.00 6.7 –27.7 –33.7
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Inc OT OT IRL 07/31 JPY 7926.00 –0.3 –32.3 –30.3
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Lg Cap OT OT IRL 07/31 JPY 5311.00 6.6 –30.1 –31.1
Yuki Mizuho Jpn LowP OT OT IRL 07/31 JPY 12241.00 8.0 –20.9 –25.3
Yuki Mizuho Jpn PGth OT OT IRL 07/31 JPY 8344.00 9.2 –32.5 –33.5
Yuki Mizuho Jpn SmCp OT OT IRL 07/31 JPY 7165.00 16.8 –21.0 –32.7
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Val Sel OT OT IRL 07/31 JPY 5948.00 14.5 –25.2 –27.4
Yuki Mizuho Jpn YoungCo OT OT IRL 07/31 JPY 2928.00 22.7 –25.9 –39.2

n Yuki Nishi Nippon City Japan Series
Yuki Nishi-Nippon Cty General JP EQ IRL 07/31 JPY 5087.00 13.0 –34.4 –34.2

n Yuki Shizuoka Japan Series
Yuki Shizuoka General Japan JP EQ IRL 07/31 JPY 5533.00 8.5 –30.0 –34.2

Continued from previous page

n ALEXANDRA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Alexandra Convertible Bond Fund I, Ltd. (Class A) OT OT VGB 06/30 USD 1300.11 34.2 NS NS

n CAPITAL MANAGEMENT ADVISORS
Phone Number: +1 441 295 59 29
CMA Dynamic OT OT BHS 06/30 USD 1354.00 0.5 4.1 5.9
CMA MultHdge Arbtrge OT OT CYM 05/29 USD 1752.69 0.7 –8.8 –4.4
CMA MultHdge Balncd OT OT CYM 05/29 USD 1246.22 0.4 4.8 5.8
CMA MultHdge Growth OT OT CYM 06/30 USD 1691.59 2.7 7.0 6.4
CMA MultiHdge Lvrgd OT OT CYM 06/30 USD 952.17 –0.3 1.6 6.7

n D'AURIOL FUNDS WWW.DAURIOL.BIZ
2 FUNDS OF FUNDS OF HEDGE FUNDS
D'Auriol Alt Non-Lev A EU OT CYM 06/30 EUR 99.06 0.7 –22.7 –11.5
D'Auriol Opp F3 EUR EU MM CYM 05/29 EUR 989.59 –0.7 –25.0 –15.0

n HERMITAGE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
Tel: +7501 258 3160 www.hermitagefund.com
The Hermitage Fund GL EQ JEY 07/17 USD 686.32 52.2 –58.3 –34.8

n HORSEMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
T: +44(0)20 7838 7580, F: +44(0) 20 7838 7590, www.horsemancapital.com
Horseman EmMkt Opp EUR GL EQ GBR 06/30 EUR 183.32 –14.6 –4.6 11.2
Horseman EmMkt Opp USD GL EQ USA 06/30 USD 184.82 –15.8 –6.8 10.5
Horseman EurSelLtd EUR EU EQ GBR 06/30 EUR 176.67 –15.5 –18.2 2.7
Horseman EurSelLtd USD EU EQ GBR 06/30 USD 183.41 –15.7 –18.7 2.5
Horseman Glbl Ltd EUR GL EQ CYM 06/30 USD 412.16 –16.3 –3.1 8.8
Horseman Glbl Ltd USD GL EQ CYM 06/30 USD 412.16 –16.3 –3.1 8.8

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com
HSBC Absolute Companies
Global Absolute OT OT GGY 07/17 GBP 0.99 5.3 NS NS
Global Absolute EUR OT OT NA 07/10 EUR 1.46 5.5 NS NS
Global Absolute USD OT OT GGY 07/17 USD 1.86 5.6 NS NS

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY FUND
Special Opp EUR OT OT CYM 07/17 EUR 80.18 5.1 NS NS
Special Opp Inst EUR OT OT CYM 07/17 EUR 75.55 5.2 NS NS
Special Opp Inst USD OT OT CYM 07/17 USD 85.56 6.0 NS NS

Special Opp USD OT OT CYM 07/17 USD 84.06 5.6 NS NS

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
GH Fund AP OT OT JEY 05/22 EUR 123.47 3.5 –13.4 –3.8
GH Fund CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 07/17 CHF 104.70 4.9 NS NS
GH Fund EUR Hdg (Non-V) OT OT JEY 05/22 EUR 111.63 2.9 –15.9 –5.9
GH Fund GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 07/17 GBP 124.28 5.5 NS NS
GH Fund Inst EUR OT OT JEY 05/29 EUR 91.86 10.0 –10.4 NS
GH Fund Inst USD OT OT JEY 07/17 USD 104.96 6.4 NS NS
GH FUND S EUR OT OT CYM 07/17 EUR 120.04 6.2 NS NS
GH FUND S GBP OT OT JEY 07/17 GBP 124.35 5.7 NS NS
GH Fund S USD OT OT CYM 07/17 USD 140.67 6.6 NS NS
GH Fund USD OT OT GGY 07/17 USD 257.89 5.8 NS NS
Hedge Investments OT OT JEY 07/17 USD 131.48 6.1 NS NS
Leverage GH USD OT OT GGY 07/17 USD 107.91 10.6 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 07/17 CHF 89.41 6.4 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb EUR Hdg OT OT JEY 07/17 EUR 96.80 7.1 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 07/17 GBP 104.15 7.5 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb S EUR OT OT CYM 07/17 EUR 102.95 7.6 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb S GBP OT OT CYM 07/17 GBP 107.60 7.9 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb S USD OT OT CYM 07/17 USD 117.56 8.5 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb USD OT OT GGY 06/30 USD 181.37 7.5 –17.9 –10.2

n HSBC Uni-folio
Alpha AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 06/30 USD 111.58 4.2 –14.9 –7.1
Asian AdbantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 07/17 EUR 95.59 7.8 NS NS
Asian AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 07/17 USD 175.11 8.1 NS NS
Emerg AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 07/17 USD 157.52 12.2 NS NS
Emerg AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 07/17 EUR 87.77 11.7 NS NS
Europ AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 07/17 EUR 122.79 6.5 NS NS
Europ AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 07/17 USD 130.08 6.6 NS NS
Japan AdvantEdge JPY OT OT JEY 06/30 JPY 7913.02 –2.1 –10.8 –8.6
Japan AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 06/30 USD 92.51 –1.7 –9.6 –6.5
Lvgd Alpha AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 06/30 USD 91.87 7.0 –33.1 –19.2
Real AdvantEdge EUR OT OT NA 07/17 EUR 103.21 4.4 NS NS
Real AdvantEdge USD OT OT NA 07/17 USD 103.24 4.6 NS NS
Trading Adv JPY OT OT NA 07/17 JPY 9336.76 NS NS NS
Trading AdvantEdge OT OT GGY 07/17 USD 141.68 –6.6 NS NS
Trading AdvantEdge EUR OT OT GGY 07/17 EUR 128.90 –6.3 NS NS
Trading AdvantEdge GBP OT OT GGY 07/17 GBP 135.81 –6.7 NS NS
US AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 06/30 USD 105.30 2.9 –19.3 –7.5

n INTEGRATED ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS, TEL: +44 (0)20 75149200
Email: contact@integratedai.com - Website: www.integratedai.com
Altipro OT OT FRA 06/30 EUR 190.43 NS NS NS
Integrated Dir Trading USD OT OT CYM 06/30 USD 94.58 3.5 –4.4 5.3
Integrated Emg Markets EUR OT OT CYM 06/30 EUR 76.09 6.9 –21.7 –12.8
Integrated European EUR OT OT CYM 06/30 EUR 151.17 1.4 –4.1 –1.0
Integrated Event Driven USD OT OT CYM 06/30 USD 82.54 0.3 –22.8 –11.0
Integrated Lg/Sh Sel A USD OT OT CYM 06/30 USD 85.01 –1.6 –14.8 –6.9
Integrated MultSt B USD OT OT VGB 06/30 USD 119.05 3.3 –16.3 –6.8
Integrated Relative Value USD OT OT CYM 06/30 EUR 94.14 3.1 –5.3 –3.0

n INVENTUM ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A.
info@inventumcapital.com
Tel. +7 495 792 5595 www.inventumcapital.com
Inv Absolute Return Fund OT OT BMU 06/30 USD 123.48 22.0 NS NS

n MERIDEN GROUP
Tel: + 376 741 175 Fax: + 376 741 183 Email: meriden@meriden-ipm.com
Antanta Combined Fund EE EQ AND 07/24 USD 260.57 NS NS NS
Antanta MidCap Fund EE EQ AND 07/24 USD 425.95 47.0 –73.1 –45.9
Meriden Opps Fund GL OT AND 07/22 EUR 74.42 –14.5 –28.2 NS
Meriden Protective Div OT OT AND 11/24 EUR 78.88 –2.8 NS NS

n OTHER FUNDS
For information about these funds, please contact us on Tel: +44 (0) 207 842 9694/9633
Medinvest Plc Dublin OT OT IRL 05/29 USD 1278.44 NS –13.8 –5.3

n SEB ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT
SEB KEY Europe Equity Long Short

Key Europe Long/Short EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 06/30 EUR 86.74 2.2 –13.3 NS
Key Europe Long/Short EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 06/30 EUR 86.22 1.9 –13.8 NS

n SEB KEY Hedge

Key Hedge EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 06/30 EUR 97.46 7.5 –2.9 NS
Key Hedge EUR-RC- OT OT LUX 06/30 EUR 96.90 7.2 –3.4 NS

n SEB KEY Market Independent II
Key Market Independent II EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 06/30 EUR 91.98 8.5 –6.1 NS
Key Market Independent II SEK -I- OT OT LUX 06/30 SEK 89.48 9.0 –6.2 NS

n SEB KEY Recovery
Key Recovery -IC- OT OT LUX 06/30 EUR 83.89 5.4 –15.7 NS
Key Recovery -RC- OT OT LUX 06/30 EUR 83.40 5.1 –16.2 NS

n SUPERFUND ASSET MANAGEMENT GMBH
For information about open funds, please contact us on Tel: +43 1 24700
www.superfund.com *Closed for New Investments
Superfund Cayman* OT OT CYM 07/28 USD 42.76 –48.6 –35.8 –13.9
Superfund GCT USD* OT OT LUX 07/28 USD 2186.00 –40.1 –28.1 –13.1
Superfund Gold A (SPC) OT OT CYM 07/28 USD 864.56 –25.6 –26.6 3.4
Superfund Gold B (SPC) OT OT CYM 07/28 USD 846.40 –37.2 –35.8 –3.3
Superfund Q-AG* OT OT AUT 07/28 EUR 6403.00 –26.9 –19.9 –5.1

n WINTON CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD
Tel: +44 (0)20 7610 5350 Fax: +44 (0)20 7610 5301
Winton Evolution EUR GL OT VGB 06/30 EUR 1202.78 –7.1 –12.8 1.9
Winton Evolution GBP GL OT VGB 06/30 GBP 1183.94 –7.2 –12.5 2.9
Winton Evolution JPY OT OT VGB 02/27 JPY 115254.95 0.7 –3.8 7.1
Winton Evolution USD GL OT CYM 06/30 USD 1171.62 –7.3 –13.2 1.9
Winton Futures EUR GL OT VGB 06/30 EUR 192.43 –6.5 –4.0 11.4
Winton Futures GBP GL OT VGB 06/30 GBP 207.39 –6.6 –3.4 12.8
Winton Futures JPY Lead Series 2 GL OT VGB 06/30 JPY 13617.90 –7.7 –7.1 8.1
Winton Futures USD GL OT VGB 06/30 USD 682.01 –7.1 –4.8 11.4
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For information about listing your funds, please contact: Peter Jennings, tel: +44-20-7842-9674; email: peter.jennings@dowjones.com or Carson Wong tel: +852 2831-6481; email: carson.wong@dowjones.com

Advertisement [ ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUNDS www.wsj.com/funddata ] Advertisement

n ARIX ABSOLUTE RETURN INVESTABLE INDEX
Feri Institutional Advisors, www.feri.de
ARIX Composite Gross USD OT 06/30 USD 1328.84 3.2 3.2 2.6 –18.0 –7.1

Advertisement [ INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT FUNDS www.WSJ.com ] Advertisement

INDICES
12-month and 2-year returns may be calculated over 11- and 23-month
periods pending receipt and publication of the last month end price.
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Lafarge SA

French cement maker Lafarge SA
reported a 49% drop in second-quar-
ter net profit Friday, and said it will
continue to cut costs as the economic
downturn hurts its volumes and

prices in some regions. Net profit fell
to Œ387 million ($551.6 million) from
Œ761 million a year earlier, as revenue
declined 14% to Œ4.36 billion and fall-
ing volumes pressured margins. La-
farge has achieved slightly more than
half of the targeted Œ400 million cost
savings forthis year,saidChiefFinan-
cial Officer Jean-Jacques Gauthier.
The company also has sold about
Œ750 million in assets so far this year,
out of a Œ1 billion objective. Compa-
nies like Lafarge have high fixed costs
linked to their plants, increasing the
pressure of falling volumes on mar-
gins. Lafarge, which operates across
the world and competes with Mexi-
co’s Cemex SAB and Switzerland’s
Holcim Ltd., said it now expects vol-
umes to decline between 4% and 8%
this year, compared with a previous
forecast of a 3% to 5% decline.

JCDecaux SA

JCDecaux SA reported a 96%
drop in first-half net profit, but also
became the latest advertising com-
pany to say the slump may be over,
echoing comments from chief execu-
tives of Omnicom Group Inc. and
Paris-based Publicis Groupe SA. JC-
Decaux’s co-Chief Executive Jean-
Francois Decaux Friday said “We
are not expecting a rebound of the
advertising market in the second
half of the year, but a stabilization.
We have the impression that we’ve
hit bottom, especially in those mar-

kets that have proven most difficult
like the U.K. and Spain,” he said. JC-
Decaux said first half earnings be-
fore interest, taxes, depreciation,
and amortization fell 40% to Œ166.4
million ($234 million). Net profit
fell 96% to Œ4.4 million.Chief Finan-
cial Officer Gerard Degonse said
costs were cut by Œ31.1 million in the
first half. Revenue fell to Œ925.4 mil-
lion from Œ1.07 billion.

J.P. Morgan Chase & Co.

J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. ap-
pointed Frank Gong, its chief China
economist and head of China re-
search, to the newly created role of
vice chairman of China investment
banking. Mr. Gong will report to
Fang Fang, chief executive of J.P.
Morgan China, which recently un-
derwrote the $884 million Hong
Kong initial public offering of BBMG
Corp. The bank also appointed Mr.
Gong as chairman of China diversi-
fied industry clients. J.P. Morgan
said Mr. Gong will focus on expand-
ing the coverage of the firm’s corpo-
rate clients in China and work on the
Wall Street bank’s long-term
growth strategy in the country. Qian
Wang, a member of the bank’s
Greater China research team, will
take on Mr. Gong’s responsibilities
in economic research, and become
senior China economist. Frank Li,
head of Asian-Pacific auto and auto-
parts research, will be head of China
stock research.

Audi AG

Audi AG stayed in the black in the
first half, although profit dropped
26% amid declining demand for its
luxury cars. Net profit fell to Œ671
million ($956 million) from a year
earlier, as sales slipped 16% to
Œ14.53 billion. Second-half operat-
ing profit at Volkswagen AG’s pre-
mium division is likely to decline
from the Œ823 million it posted for
the first half, Chief Financial Officer
Axel Strotbek said in a conference
call. Audi came through the indus-
try gloom better than its rivals
thanks to its lower exposure to the
U.S. market, a large presence in
China and the launch of several new
or updated models. “We’re maintain-
ing our targets of selling 900,000 ve-
hicles by the end of the year,” said
Mr. Strotbek. In the first half, Audi
sold 466,000 cars. In 2008 it sold
about one million cars.

Bank of America Corp.

A former senior banker at Bank
of America Corp.’s Bank of America
Merrill Lynch, Bing Wang, has re-
joined the bank as its head of China
corporate finance, according to a
memo reviewed by Dow Jones News-
wires. Before his departure in Octo-
ber, Mr. Wang was with the bank’s
private-equity division. In his new
capacity, Mr. Wang will be responsi-
ble for originating and executing
transactions across all market sec-
tors for Chinese corporate custom-
ers, according to the document. It
said he will report to Erh Fei Liu,
China country executive and head of
China global corporate and invest-
ment banking.

Air France-KLM SA

European air-safety regulators
told world airlines they will have
to replace hundreds of air-speed
sensors of the type that may have
contributed to the Air France Air-
bus A330 crash in June. The an-
nouncement came after Airbus, a
unit of European Aeronautic De-
fence & Space Co. recommended
airlines exchange some of the
speed sensors manufactured by
Thales Corp. for another model. In-
vestigators have focused on the
possibility the external monitors
on the A330 iced over and gave
false speed readings. Air France is
a unit of Air France-KLM SA.

BAE Systems PLC

Four European countries signed
Friday a Œ9 billion ($12.65 billion)
deal to build 112 more Eurofighter
Typhoon fighter planes, a boost for
the companies involved in produc-
tion of the advanced jet. The Ger-
man Defense Ministry said the deal,
also signed by Spain, Italy, and the
U.K., will see its air force receive 31
of the planes. It didn’t break down
how many aircraft the other coun-
tries involved will be receiving. It
said the overall contract also in-
cluded the purchase of 241 EJ 200
type jet engines. The plane is built
by a consortium of European mili-
tary manufacturers, including BAE
Systems PLC, European Aeronautic
Defence & Space Co. NV and Italy’s
Finmeccanica SpA. Currently in use
by the German, Italian, Spanish, Brit-
ish and Austrian air forces, the
plane has had its share of criticism.
The Eurofighter Typhoon program
has been dogged by delays and cost
overruns and criticized as better
suited to the Cold War.

By Matthew Dolan

Ford Motor Co.’s sales in-
creased in July, the first year-over-
year jump for the auto maker in al-
most two years, according to the
company’s sales analyst.

The increase was the first by
any of the six largest auto makers
since last summer and the first
bump up for Ford since November
2007, sales analyst George Pipas
said in an interview Sunday.

Ford’s news came as uncer-
tainty continued to swirl about the
future of the popular “Cash for
Clunkers” government voucher
program for new-car sales. U.S.
Transportation Secretary Ray La-
Hood said the government would
honor any clunkers-program car
sales through Tuesday. But he
warned that unless the Senate ap-
proves a $2 billion funding exten-
sion this week, the White House
would be forced to pull the plug on
the program that rewards owners
of older, gas-guzzling cars for turn-
ing their vehicles in for a new car
or truck.

“I am not sure we would have got-
ten the bump except for the last
week,” Mr. Pipas said, referring to
the start of the clunkers program on
July 24. The program was so suc-
cessful that the administration
feared on Thursday that the $1 bil-
lion in funding was about to run out.

Mr. Pipas declined to say how
much Ford’s gain was expected to
be when the results are officially re-
ported on Monday. He said retail
sales would increase amid a con-
tinuing decline in fleet sales to gov-
ernment and other, large commer-
cial customers. He described the re-
tail bump only as “notable” and the
overall increase in monthly sales as
less than that.

But any monthly gain from a
year earlier could be one of the
strongest indicators yet that the
trough in auto sales has been
reached and that the industry may
be on its way to a recovery, how-
ever slow. The last time any of the
six largest auto makers reported a
year-over-year increase in
monthly sales was in August 2008
by Nissan Motor Co., according to
Mr. Pipas.

At Ford, the most-traded-in ve-
hicle last month was the Ford Ex-
plorer sport-utility vehicle and
most buyers drove out with new
Ford Focus compact car.

“The two goals of the program
were to jump-start auto sales as a
way to start the recovery and to get
buyers into more fuel-efficient
cars,” Mr. Pipas said. “On both
counts, it’s going to be a home run.”

Ford sales rise
for first time
in two years

Merck KGaA

German pharmaceutical and
chemicals company Merck KGaA
Friday said it is appealing a Euro-
pean Union panel decision not to ap-
prove its leading oncology drug Er-
bitux for use in non-small-cell lung
cancer. The CHMP, a committee of
the European Medicines Agency,
last week issued a so-called nega-
tive opinion on the use of Erbitux in
non-small-cell lung cancer, saying
the benefits of Erbitux in treating
that disease didn’t outweigh its
risks and that the benefits of Er-
bitux were modest in terms of sur-
vival times. “Merck is committed to
making Erbitux available to NSCLC
patients,” Merck said Friday in a
statement. The panel’s July 24 opin-
ion surprised investors and, cou-
pled with Merck’s weaker-than-ex-
pected second-quarter earnings,
had sent shares in the German com-
pany sharply lower that day. Er-
bitux is currently approved for
some types of bowel cancer and
head and neck cancer.
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All Nippon Airways Co.

All Nippon Airways Co. reported
a fiscal first-quarter net loss after
suffering from a drop in business
travel amid the economic slowdown
and canceled vacations following
the outbreak of the H1N1 influenza.
However, Japan’s second-biggest
airline by revenue aims to meet its
net profit target for the current fis-
cal year by implementing additional
cost-cutting steps. The Tokyo-
based carrier reported a net loss of
29.20 billion yen ($308.6 million) in
the three months ended June 30,
compared with a net profit of 6.65
billion yen a year earlier. Revenue
dropped 22% to 269.90 billion yen.

Michelin SA
French tire and rubber company

Michelin SA said Friday it swung
into the red in the first half after the
recession caused tire sales to drop
sharply, but said it still managed to
generate cash. Blaming restructur-
ing costs in France and North Amer-
ica, the company reported a first-
half net loss of Œ119 million ($167.4
million) compared with a net profit
of Œ430 million a year earlier. Reve-
nue fell 13% to Œ7.13 billion from
Œ8.24 billion. Michelin’s sales to ve-
hicle manufacturers have nose-
dived over the past year as the auto-
mobile industry has suffered its big-
gest collapse in more than 60 years.
At the same time, sales of replace-
ment tires have been hit as car and
truck owners postpone replacing
tires, drive fewer miles or switch to
cheaper brands. Michelin noted,
however, that original-equipment
car-tire markets “showed signs of
stabilizing in the second quarter.”

OAO Mobile TeleSystems

Control of sister company
is sought for $1.28 billion

Russian mobile operator OAO
Mobile TeleSystems is seeking to
buy 51% of sister company OAO Com-
star United TeleSystems in a deal
valued at $1.28 billion that would
transform MTS into Russia’s biggest
integrated telecommunications op-
erator by sales, a person familiar
with the matter said, confirming re-
ports of the offer in Russian newspa-
per Kommersant. Analysts said the
deal would benefit both parties as
well as conglomerate AFK Sistema,
which controls the two operators.
But some cautioned that MTS,
which is listed in New York, will only
be able to reap the full reward of a
tie-up with Comstar if it buys the
whole company. Sistema declined to
comment. The move would mirror a
similar transaction by MTS rival
OAO Vimpel Communications,
which paid $4.3 billion for fixed-line
provider Golden Telecom last year.

Reliance Communications Ltd.

Reliance Communications Ltd.
Friday said net profit for the fiscal
first quarter rose 8.3%, boosted by
interest income and foreign-ex-
change gains. The Indian telecom op-
erator’s key operational parame-
ters, such as average revenue per
user, and average minutes of usage
per user, continued to decline as the
company tapped low-revenue-gen-
erating rural subscribers to boost
its customer base in the world’s fast-
est-growing telecom market. Net
profit for the April-June period rose
to 16.37 billion rupees ($342.3 mil-
lion) from a year earlier. Total reve-
nue rose 15% to 61.45 billion rupees,
helped by the addition of 6.95 mil-
lion customers and revenue from
non-telephony services, the com-
pany said. ARPU dropped 6.3% to
210 rupees from the previous quar-
ter ended March 31, while the num-
ber of minutes of use per wireless
customer fell 1.9% to 365 rupees per
month.

Roche Holding AG

Roche Holding AG said the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration ac-
cepted the Swiss drug maker’s sec-
ond submission of documents to
win approval for its rheumatoid ar-
thritis drug Actemra. Roche said Fri-
day that the resubmission includes
a proposed risk evaluation and miti-
gation strategy to ensure that
health-care professionals prescribe
and administer the drug correctly,
and that patients understand the
known and potential risks. The Euro-
pean Union granted approval for the
drug in January. The FDA will take
around six months to review the ap-
plication. Actemra could eventually
generate annual sales of $1 billion or
more. But in March, it emerged that
Actemra might have been a factor in
the death of 15 out of nearly 5,000
people who took the drug in Japan.
Actemra was developed by Japan’s
Chugai Pharmaceutical Co., which
is controlled by Roche.

Schneider Electric SA

French electrical-equipment
maker Schneider Electric SA on Fri-
day posted a 59% drop in net profit for
the first half of the year, but said the
industrial market is bottoming out.
Net profit fell 59% to Œ346 million
from Œ851 million the previous year,
which was in line with a Œ350 million
forecast. Revenue dropped 13% to
Œ7.75 billion, which was below an aver-
age forecast of Œ7.9 billion. Chief Fi-
nancial Officer Emmanuel Babeau
said he was optimistic about the sec-
ond half as market trends are ex-
pected to improve slightly and the
group has reined in costs and adapted
to the difficult economic environ-
ment. The company has made cost
cuts of more than Œ300 million of a to-
tal Œ450 million target for 2009, Mr.
Babeau said. Its plans to save Œ1.6 bil-
lion by 2011 will be achieved ahead of
schedule, he added. The company’s
shares surged because its earnings be-
fore interest, taxes and amortization,
animportant profit figure for the mar-
ket, fell less than analysts forecast.

AOA Severstal

Russian steelmaker OAO Sever-
stal’s second-quarter crude-steel
production fell 28% from a year ear-
lier and was essentially flat from
the first quarter as poor sales from
its overseas assets outweighed a
pick-up in domestic demand. The
company, which has assets in Rus-
sia, U.S. and Italy, produced 3.81
million metric tons of steel glo-
bally, down from 5.27 million tons a
year earlier. Output of rolled prod-
ucts dropped 29% from a year ear-
lier and 1% from the previous quar-
ter to 2.87 million tons. Severstal
said Friday that its crude-steel pro-
duction in Russia, its main produc-
tion base, fell 31% to 2.12 million
tons from a year earlier but rose
2.6% from the first quarter. Prices
for semifinished steel products in
Russia fell 60% from a year earlier
and fell 9.7% from the first quarter
to $289 a ton.
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Australia aims to keep housing bubble at bay
Demand outpaces
residential supply,
sparking concerns

CDC Software, Avago act to offset weak revenue
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By James Glynn

SYDNEY—While much of the
world grapples with a housing
slump, Australian policymakers are
starting to worry about the opposite
problem: A housing bubble.

Fueling concerns are a lack of
supply of new housing in Australia,
along with interest rates at their low-
est levels since the early 1960s, en-
couraging homebuyers to invest.

At the same time, evidence is
mounting that Australia’s economy
will sidestep a recession, with re-
cent indicators pointing to an accel-
eration in economic activity, boost-
ing buyers’ confidence.

Home values have started rising
again, after falling in 2008, and are
slightly above their all-time high
reached in February last year.

The median price of a dwelling in
major Australian cities recently hit
471,818 Australian dollars
(US$394,661) and has risen 4.5%
since the end of 2008, according to
Rismark International, a Sydney-
based research firm.

While those gains are far from
the price surges that occurred in the
U.S. and other countries during bub-
bles earlier this decade, policymak-
ers are worried that home prices
may be rising faster than consum-
ers’ ability to afford them, an early
sign of a bubble in the making.

Reserve Bank of Australia Gover-

nor Glenn Stevens highlighted the
concerns in remarks to economists
last week, when he warned that Aus-
tralia faced “a very real challenge in
the near term” in ensuring there
were enough low-cost homes avail-
able to keep low-cost financing from
pushing prices too high. If steps
aren’t taken to ensure the develop-
ment of more housing, it could
“pose elevated risks of problems of
over-leverage and asset-price defla-
tion down the track,” he said.

In Epping, a middle-class suburb
of Sydney where a growing Asian

population is boosting housing de-
mand, the supply is down by about
30% compared with a year earlier, ac-
cording to Bruce Lyon, a local real-
estate brokerage. Some of the area’s
homes—which include a large num-
ber of single-story bungalows on
large plots of land—are selling the
first week they go on the market, the
firm says.

“There are more buyers in the
market than there are properties
available,” says Tim Cale, a director
at Bruce Lyon. Prices have risen a
few percentage points in recent
months and now are back to where
they were before the latest down-
turn began, he says.

The firm recently completed the

sale of 98 residential apartments in
a new development at “prices that
have never been obtained in this
area before,” Mr. Cale says, includ-
ing a penthouse apartment that sold
for A$1.2 million.

Australia’s property-price turn-
around highlights how real-estate
markets can rebound, especially
when economic growth stabilizes in
places where it is difficult to add sup-
ply quickly. Although overall
growth is still somewhat sluggish in
Australia, some economists say the
outlook is better here than for the

U.S. and Europe—in large part be-
cause of the country’s trade ties
with China and the rest of Asia.

With billions of dollars of eco-
nomic stimulus flowing through
Asia, analysts are watching for po-
tential bubbles, including the possi-
bility of stock-market speculation in
China and Vietnam.

It remains unlikely that the U.S.
will follow in Australia’s footsteps
soon, though even the U.S. housing
market has shown tentative signs of
bottoming out, with cities register-
ing their first monthly gain in prices
in nearly three years in May. If U.S.
economic conditions continue to im-
prove, analysts say, the overall hous-
ing market could recover more

quickly than anticipated, though the
market still must deal with high lev-
els of unemployment and other prob-
lems.

One reason that Australia’s hous-
ing market is comparatively tight
right now is that it didn’t get too out
of control during flush years. Al-
though Australia had its property
boom between 1997 and 2003, poli-
cymakers were able to prevent
prices from getting too far out of
whack with underlying economic
fundamentals in part by raising in-
terest rates. That made homes less
affordable and cooled the market
earlier than in other parts of the
world, including the U.S. Eventually,
prices fell in several cities but not
nearly as much as in some devel-
oped countries.

Now, the excess housing left over
from the last boom has been worked
off. Demand for new homes has
grown to an estimated 190,000 units
a year, while current construction
trails at 130,000 a year, according to
Australia’s Housing Industry Associ-
ation. For the most part, Australian
banks have remained healthier than
their counterparts in the U.S. and Eu-
rope, allowing them to keep extend-
ing home loans throughout the
downturn.

Harley Dale, an economist at the
Housing Industry Association, says
he fears the gap between supply and
demand will continue to grow given
the low interest rates, especially if
there is isn’t a focus on opening new
stretches of land for building. Red
tape for building approvals and
poor planning can delay the release
of land for new housing by three to
five years in Australia, he says.

While he doesn’t see a bubble
yet, “if we don’t succeed in address-
ing the supply-side issues, that
would considerably increase the
risk that we have a house-price prob-
lem again,” Mr. Dale says.

Other factors putting pressure
on supply include population
growth driven in part by migration
of skilled workers, and a govern-
ment program that offers first-time
homebuyers grants of as much as
A$14,000 to buy existing homes.
The government expanded the pro-
gram in late 2008 as part of efforts
to keep the economy growing in the
face of a global slump.

Approvals for new housing units
have been building momentum
since the start of the year, and a fur-
ther rebound in housing construc-
tion is expected over the next year.
But economists say it will take years
to rebalance the market given the
gap between demand and output.

“It’s a simple matter of demand
and supply,” says Craig James, chief
equities economist at Common-
wealth Securities in Sydney. “De-
mand for homes is increasing and
supply isn’t keeping pace, leading to
higher prices and tight rental mar-
kets.”

Economists say that if house
prices start to accelerate, the Re-
serve Bank of Australia will move
earlier and more aggressively to
raise interest rates. The central
bank slashed its cash rate target by
4.25 percentage points between Sep-
tember 2008 and April 2009. The
overnight benchmark now stands at
3.0%.
 —Patrick Barta

contributed to this article.

By P.R. Venkat

SINGAPORE—CapitaLand Ltd.
raised 1.1 billion Singapore dollars
(US$764.3 million) from a seven-
year convertible-bond issue to re-
tire debt and to fund new invest-
ments and working capital.

Chief Executive Liew Mun Leong
said Friday that CapitaLand’s next
phase of growth includes expansion
in China and Vietnam.

The Singapore dollar-denomi-
nated bonds, which carry a coupon
of 2.875% a year, are convertible
into new CapitaLand ordinary
shares at S$4.79, a 25% premium
over Friday’s closing price of
S$3.82.

CapitaLand gets
$764.3 million
from bond issue

By Lynn Cowan

Two Asian technology compa-
nies that are slated to go public on
the Nasdaq this week are betting
that cost-cutting measures and the

potential for an up-
turn will help over-
come recent reve-
nue slumps.

CDC Software
Corp., a Hong Kong maker of soft-
ware for midsize businesses, and Av-
ago Technologies Ltd., a Singapore-
based chip designer, operate in cut-
throat tech sectors that have been
buffeted by weaker sales, a trend
that could continue if the global
economy doesn’t recover. Both
firms reported revenue declines for
the early part of 2009, and both
warn that their customers won’t be
spending more if the business envi-
ronment doesn’t improve.

However, each has aggressively
cut costs, through layoffs or out-
sourcing, and each has a substantial
chunk of production in lower-cost
emerging economies—moves that
could create lean profit machines if
the markets turn in their favor.

“If revenues start to go up, [the
expense trimming] is going to be a
big help to their bottom line,” said
Tom Taulli, who operates research
Web site IPOProfiles.com.

The initial public offerings are ex-
pected to price Wednesday and be-
gin trading Thursday.

Of the two, Avago is expected to
attract more attention, analysts
said. The company, which is seeking
to raise as much as $540 million and
trade under the symbol AVGO, be-
gan as part of Hewlett-Packard Co.
40 years ago. H-P spun it off as Agi-
lent Technologies Inc. in 1999, and a
part of it was purchased by private-

equity firms Silver Lake Partners
and Kohlberg Kravis & Roberts &
Co. in early 2005. It holds more than
5,000 patents and patent applica-
tions and began outsourcing more
of its manufacturing in 2007.

Semiconductor companies,
which make chips used in goods
such as cellphones and computer
servers, have been issuing generally
positive long-term earnings out-
looks lately, with an eye toward an
upturn in 2010. The Dow Jones U.S.
Semiconductors Index has jumped
since the middle of July, though it re-
mains below 2008 levels.

The outlook for software compa-
nies that focus on business custom-
ers hasn’t been as optimistic, al-
though stock prices of some major
software makers have been trend-
ing higher since the beginning of the
year. There also has been a recent
string of software-company acquisi-

tions by giants like International
Business Machines Corp.

CDC Software, which is trying to
raise $62.4 million and will trade un-
der the symbol CDCS, slashed its op-
erating costs in the first quarter of
the year and is estimating that sec-
ond-quarter revenue will be about
the same as in the first quarter. The
company, which is being carved out
of CDC Corp., has been on a buying
spree in recent years, and plans to
continue its acquisitive path.

Software-company IPOs have
produced good first-day perfor-
mances this year, as have companies
with significant production in the
Far East. Most of CDC Software’s re-
search and development is done in
China and India, and it plans to out-
source even more R&D to those na-
tions.

—Jessica Hodgson
contributed to this article.
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Policy makers are worried that home prices
may be rising faster than consumers’
ability to afford them, an early sign of a
bubble in the making.
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Euro zone consumer prices continue to fall

European economists say they hope for a revival in the U.S. economy to help stir
a global recovery. Above, people enter a government job center in Madrid in June.

Court upholds Deripaska ruling
Britain to allow former business partner to sue Russian magnate over disputed Rusal stake
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By Nicholas Winning

And Christopher Emsden

LONDON—The latest euro-zone
unemployment and consumer-price
data underscore the threats bedevil-
ing the 16-nation bloc as it tries to re-
cover from recession.

The annual contraction in euro-
zone consumer prices accelerated in
July, increasing the risk of deflation.
The annual CPI rate fell 0.6% in July
from a year earlier, the European
Union’s official statistics agency said.

Separately, the euro zone’s unem-
ployment rate rose to its highest level
in a decade, Eurostat added. The job-
less rate rose to 9.4% in June, the high-
est level since June 1999.

The continued rise in the number
of people out of work darkens the
outlook for consumer spending and
suggests it may take longer for the
region to recover from recession.

Europe’s woes echo trends in Ja-
pan, where analysts say Friday’s re-
ports of falling prices and increas-
ing unemployment could hurt the na-
tion’s economy.

European economists say they
hope for a revival in the U.S. econ-
omy to help stir a global recovery
and renewed demand for Europe’s
sagging export trade. But the combi-
nation of rising joblessness and fall-
ing prices at home risks delaying
consumer spending, as households
either economize or hold out for
lower prices on purchases.

Retailers are feeling the effects.

Pedro Feduchi, who runs a Madrid
store that sells high-end furniture, re-
ports business has been lackluster.
“People are coming in but nobody is
buying anything,” the 50-year-old re-
tailer says. “Everybody seems to
have decided that now the thing to
do is boost savings.”

The bent toward frugality—and
uncertainty about the future—was
emphasized by Milan architect Gio-
vanni Contro. “I have a job but there’s
no security right now,” he says.

Fiscal strains are growing. With
more people out of work, rising wel-
fare costs put more strain on budget

deficits as tax receipts melt away.
The strains are familiar to Kevin

Barry of Dublin, who runs a recruit-
ment company specializing in plac-
ing engineers, architects and
project managers. For Mr. Barry,
2008 “for me and my company was
fantastic, it was probably the best
year we’ve ever had,” the 36-year-
old says. By contrast, 2009 “has
been a complete disaster. …People
are very cautious and my clients are
keeping their cash very tight.”

The jobless data show 158,000
people joined unemployment lines
across the euro zone in June, bring-

ing the number of jobless to 14.9 mil-
lion—more than the populations of
Austria and Ireland combined. The
unemployment rate among those un-
der age 25 was 19.5% in June.

The annual CPI rate remains well
below the level of around 2% that
the European Central Bank targets
in the medium term. The data aren’t
expected to prompt an immediate
policy response by the ECB, which
previously has said it expects con-
sumer prices to decline for several
months before beginning to in-
crease by the end of the year.
 —Joe Parkinson

and Nina Koeppen
contributed to this article.

ECONOMY & POLITICS

Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin, left, in June, chided Oleg Deripaska for conditions at his factory in Pikolyovo, Russia.

Deeper deflation
Euro zone’s consumer-price index, 
year-to-year percentage change

Source: Eurostat via Thomson Reuters
Datastream
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By Joel Sherwood

And Clare Connaghan

Iceland’s central bank on Friday
outlined plans to begin lifting capi-
tal controls later this year, a day af-
ter the International Monetary
Fund said it postponed a meeting to
review its funding for the country.

Elsewhere, Standard & Poor’s
Corp. said it raised Ukraine’s for-
eign-currency rating outlook to pos-
itive from stable, reflecting what it
said was the government’s progress
in implementing budget and finan-
cial-sector changes to comply with
IMF conditions.

In Iceland, the central bank said
it will begin lifting capital controls
once foreign-currency reserves are
adequately stocked, which it said
should happen by November. Re-
strictions on capital flows were in-
stalled late last year in an effort to
support Iceland’s krona after banks
virtually collapsed and the country
tottered on the brink of bankruptcy.

The news followed a plan by Ice-
land to apply to join the European
Union, which would require even-
tual euro adoption, and measures to
recapitalize the banking sector—
both steps toward reintegrating
with Western economies.

Restrictions on foreign-currency
inflows for new investment will be
removed first. Provided that goes
well, the central bank said, the next
phase will be removing capital-out-
flow restrictions, an action that will
unlock foreign capital trapped in Ice-
land since the crisis erupted.

Further details of the program
will come Aug. 5, the central bank
said.

Efforts to revive Iceland’s bank-
ing industry received a blow when
the IMF said it had postponed a
meeting to review funding for the
country. Iceland received an initial
$827 million from the IMF when
the deal was agreed to in Novem-
ber, and eight further payments
are subject to review. Iceland’s Nor-
dic cousins have pledged an addi-
tional $2.5 billion in aid, also sub-
ject to IMF review.

“As Iceland has fulfilled all the
conditions set for the program re-
view, it is regrettable that its ap-
proval by the executive board will
now be postponed,” Iceland’s Prime
Minister Jóhanna Sigurdardóttir
said Friday. She said she hopes the
review vote will happen soon.

Meanwhile, despite S&P’s up-
grade of the outlook on Ukraine’s
debt rating, the ratings agency said
parliamentary elections due to be
held in January mean that economic
and political risks will persist. The
agency rates Ukrainian long-term
foreign-currency debt at CCC-plus,
among the riskiest credits around.

“The predictability of policy
making continues to be poor due to
Ukraine’s weak institutions, and the
high turnover rate among key deci-
sion makers,” S&P credit analyst
Franklin Gill said. Ukraine has been
battered by the tumbling price of
steel, its chief export, along with
currency and fiscal crises.

But Ukrainian politics have re-
cently stabilized, and these factors
encouraged the IMF on Tuesday to
approve the immediate release of an
additional $3.3 billion to Ukraine, the
third tranche of a $16.4 billion loan
package announced late last year.
 —Ayse Ferliel

contributed to this article.

Iceland will lift
capital controls
later this year

By Alan Cullison

A British court upheld a ruling
that could shed light on the origins
of the empire of Kremlin-connected
magnate Oleg Deripaska, who
amassed large stakes in Russia’s
metals plants in the 1990s.

Britain’s court of appeals ruled
Friday that Michael Cherney, who
says he is a former Deripaska busi-
ness partner, may sue him in Britain
over a disputed stake in Mr. Deripas-
ka’s holding company, Rusal.

Mr. Deripaska tried to have the
case thrown out of court on jurisdic-
tional grounds. The case has re-
quired him to reveal in pretrial mo-
tions details of his business dealings
in the 1990s. While both sides could
settle before the case goes to trial,
the revelations thus far could compli-
cate Mr. Deripaska’s efforts in recent
years to buff his reputation and turn
his company into a global player.

A spokesman for Mr. Deripaska
in London on Friday called the accu-
sations in Mr. Cherney’s lawsuit
“vexatious.”

The spokesman said Mr. Deri-
paska was “disappointed” in the
court ruling, but said that he would
continue to fight Mr. Cherney’s
claims in the U.K. Mr. Deripaska’s
lawyers had argued that the dispute
between thetwo men—both Russian—
should be settled in a Russian court.

The London appeals court ruled
that Mr. Cherney, now residing in Is-
rael, had well-founded fears of assas-
sination or arrest on trumped-up
charges if he returned to Russia.

The appeals-court judge also
noted that there was “a close link be-
tween the Russian state and Mr. Deri-

paska” and that there could be a sig-
nificant risk of government interfer-
ence in any trial.

In a statement, Mr. Cherney said
he was pleased with the ruling. “I
hope that Mr. Deripaska will now fo-
cus on the real issues between us and
I look forward to moving towards an
early trial of them in London,” he said.

Mr. Deripaska says he never
broke any laws in the 1990s, al-
though he has said the operating en-
vironment in Russia was a difficult
one. During the period, contract kill-
ings were commonplace in Russia’s
newly privatized and profitable alu-
minum industry.

Mr. Deripaska has been denied a
visa to the U.S. because of State De-

partment concerns about his possi-
ble connections to organized crimi-
nal groups. Mr. Deripaska has de-
nied any links to organized crime.

In the lawsuit, Mr. Cherney says
he was a business partner of Mr. De-
ripaska in various metals enter-
prises, and that the metals titan
broke an agreement struck at a Lon-
don hotel in 2001 under which Mr.
Deripaska paid him $250 million
and agreed to hold in trust a 20%
stake in Mr. Deripaska’s Rusal. Mr.
Cherney says Mr. Deripaska paid
him the $250 million but didn’t
grant him the 20% stake in Rusal.

In a decision handed down by Brit-
ain’s High Court of Justice, where Mr.
Cherney initially filed his suit, the

judge recounted Mr. Deripaska’s posi-
tion, as the magnate represented it in
proceedings filed with the court.

Mr. Deripaska said Mr. Cherney,
who also grew rich in the metals
business in the 1990s, was never a
business partner in a normal sense
of the word, the judge wrote in his
representation of Mr. Deripaska’s
pleadings, but someone Mr. Deri-
paska was forced to rely upon who
ran a “protection” racket.

According to the same earlier-
court decision, Mr. Deripaska said he
agreed to pay Mr. Cherney $250 mil-
lion at the London meeting as a kind
of severance fee to end his relation-
ship with him. Mr. Cherney denies any
relationship with a protection racket.
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By Joy C. Shaw

SHANGHAI—Everbright Securi-
ties Co. hopes to raise as much as
10.96 billion yuan ($1.6 billion) in
what would be the latest big initial
public offering in China.

Everbright Securities, China’s
11th-largest brokerage by assets,
Sunday set an indicative price
range for the deal of 19 to 21.08
yuan per share. The company is con-
trolled by state-owned financial
conglomerate China Everbright
Group.

The IPO follows several others
that surged in their first day of trad-
ing. Last week, shares of China
State Construction Engineering
Corp. rose 56% on their first day in
Shanghai trading, while shares of

Sichuan Expressway Co. tripled on
their first day. The activity has
some market watchers worried
about a bubble fueled by China’s ef-
forts to keep banks lending to shore
up the economy.

Earlier, Everbright Securities
said it planned to sell up to 520 mil-
lion yuan-denominated A shares
ahead of a listing on the Shanghai
Stock Exchange. The sale would be
the second IPO by a Chinese broker-
age, following Citic Securities Co.’s
December 2002 deal.

The firm’s price guidance is
higher than the 14.80- to 20-yuan
range some analysts predicted dur-
ing a roadshow last week. The
range set Sunday is about 53 times
to 59 times Everbright Securities’
2008 per-share earnings based on
its enlarged capital, the company
said.

The valuation is higher than
that of its peers, reflecting institu-
tional investors’ enthusiasm for
the IPO and their view that the com-
pany may outperform other broker-
ages as its revenue growth and prof-
itability improve, Everbright Secu-
rities said.

Orient Securities Co. is han-
dling the deal.

In a prospectus published July
26, the brokerage said it will use all
the proceeds from the IPO to supple-
ment its capital. It also said its un-
audited January-June net profit
rose 20.2% from a year earlier to 1.2
billion yuan.

In Japan, too, lenders
are facing headwinds
Nation’s top bank
reports rise in profit,
but analysts see risks
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By Brad Frischkorn

And V. Phani Kumar

Japan’s benchmark index set a
2009 closing high Friday and had
its best July performance since
2003 as the market gained support
from encouraging quarterly earn-
ings reports that helped over-
power worsening economic data.

Relatively good April-June busi-
ness results from blue-chip compa-

nies such as Sony,
Fujitsu and NEC re-
leased late Thurs-
day triggered
fresh buying and

short covering, with futures buy-
ing adding to the momentum.

The Nikkei Stock Average of 225
companies rose 1.9% to 10356.83.
For the week, the Nikkei added
4.1%, closing July with a 4% gain.
Since the start of the year, stocks
are up 17%.

Markets throughout the region
rose to build on weekly and
monthly gains. Stocks were
boosted by an overnight advance
on Wall Street, which lifted export-
ers, while a rebound in crude-oil
and metals prices propped up re-
source and shipping shares.

In Tokyo, Sony gained 6.8%,

Fujitsu added 4.7%, Sharp ad-
vanced 2.3% and NEC closed up
1.5%.

Real-estate firms and oil devel-
opers were also strong. Mitsui Fu-
dosan rose 5%, while Inpex gained
2.4%.

In Hong Kong, July’s 12% gain
for the Hang Seng Index marked its
fifth consecutive monthly advance.
It was up 1.7% to 20573.33 Friday,
paced by market heavyweight
HSBC Holdings ahead of its results
this week. HSBC ended up 4.6%.

Independent power producers
played catch-up after lagging the
broad market recently. Datang In-
ternational Power Generation’s
upbeat first-half profit projection
gave its stock a 5.4% lift, while
China Resources Power Holdings
rose 5.5%.

China’s Shanghai Composite
added 2.7% to 3412.06, continuing
its rebound from Wednesday’s
slump on hopes of moderately
loose monetary policy. It has risen
every month this year for a gain of
87%.

Among metals companies, in
Shanghai, Aluminum Corp. of
China gained 8.2%, while Yunnan
Copper surged 10% in Shenzhen.

Among resource stocks, BHP Bil-
liton gained 1.9% in Sydney.

China brokerage
Everbright sets
$1.6 billion IPO

The price guidance
is higher than the
range some analysts
predicted last week.
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ASIAN-PACIFIC
STOCKS

By Aries Poon

HONG KONG—The Hong Kong
government plans to sell local-cur-
rency bonds as early as September,
its first bond sales since 2004, two
people familiar with the matter said.

The first tranche of the offering,
which targets only institutional in-
vestors, will kick-start the govern-
ment’s plan to sell 100 billion Hong
Kong dollars (US$12.9 billion) of
bonds in the next few years, the peo-
ple said Friday.

The bond sales are aimed at de-
veloping the local bond market. The
government aims to finalize the size
of the first tranche in a few days, the
people said, adding the government

will invite interested investors to
submit bids about a month later.

The yield will be determined dur-
ing the bidding process, they said,
adding the instruments will be sold
to bidders who submit the lowest
yield. “Institutional investors have
shown very strong interest for the
government bonds. They want the
government to issue them as soon
as it can,” one of the people said.

One person said the government
plans to decide the issuance size,
timing and coupon rate of the retail
tranche after the institutional
tranche is launched. Hong Kong’s
sovereign debt is rated double
A-plus by Standard & Poor’s and dou-
ble A by Fitch Ratings.

Hong Kong sets first bond sale
since ’04 to develop local market

By Atsuko Fukase

TOKYO—Japan’s banks showed
some signs of recovery in their fis-
cal first-quarter results, but while
the nation’s biggest lender reported
profit gains, other results showed
that a difficult operating environ-
ment persists.

Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group
Inc. said its net profit for the quarter
ended in June rose 48% from a year
earlier, mainly due to an increase in
revenue from overseas lending and
gains from making consumer lender
Acom Co. a subsidiary.

Aozora Bank Ltd., meanwhile, re-
ported an 88% gain in net profit for
thefiscal first quarter, the first rise in
two years. The Tokyo-based midsize
lender’s bottom linewas boostedby a
sharp rise in commission revenue for
newlyextended loansand adeclinein
bad-loan write-offs.

The figures, including the 25%
net profit rise reported Thursday by
No. 3 lender Sumitomo Mitsui Finan-
cial Group Inc., show that Japan’s
banks may be heading out of the
woods after a terrible financial year.

Most of Japan’s major banks bled
red ink during the fiscal year ended
in March, posting losses on their eq-
uity holdings and inflated bad loans
due to the economic downturn and
global financial crisis.

Mizuho Financial Group Inc., Ja-
pan’s second-biggest lender by as-

sets, swung to a first-quarter loss as
valuation losses from trading credit-
default swaps and other derivatives
mounted. Mizuho posted a net loss of
4.49 billion yen ($47 million), com-
pared with a year-earlier netprofit of
132.99 billion yen.

Japan’s fourth-largest bank, Res-
ona Holdings Inc., reported a 33%
drop in quarterly net profit from the
year-earlier period, when it booked
a special profit from the sale of its
Tokyo headquarters.

Analysts highlighted the risks
that remain for Japan’s banks until
business conditions stabilize. “I
wouldn’t be that optimistic [just be-
cause of first-quarter profits],” an an-
alyst at a European brokerage firm
said, noting that high credit costs
could weigh on banks’ profitability.

Tokyo-based Mitsubishi UFJ re-
ported a group net profit of 75.94 bil-
lion yen for the quarter, up sharply
from 51.2 billion yen a year earlier.
Group revenue came to 1.336 trillion
yen, compared with 1.438 trillion yen.

Mizuho, also based in Tokyo, said
its revenue sank 27% to 703.47 billion
yen from 957.37 billion yen. It said val-
uation losses of 88 billion yen on de-
rivatives trading, mainly of credit-de-
fault swaps, weighed on earnings.

Mizuho booked CDS valuation
losses of 60.6 billion yen, because of
a sharp fall in swap prices.

Separately, Resona said it will buy
back 350 billion yen of preferred
shares from Bank of America Corp.’s
Merrill Lynch. Also Friday, Japan’s
second-largest brokerage firm,
Daiwa Securities Group Inc. said its
net profit soared to 17.87 billion yen
from 5.89 billion yen a year earlier,
as commission revenue grew on
more corporate fund-raising.
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Businesses key to ending recession
Investment cuts slow,
inventories decline
in signs of an upturn
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From bad to worst
With the announcement of 2009 second-quarter GDP and the revision 
of the historical data by the U.S. Commerce Department, the current 
decline in U.S. GDP became the steepest peak-to-trough decline since 
the end of World War II. Charts show change in gross domestic product 
from its peak in each economic cycle:

By Jess Bravin

WASHINGTON—U.S. Treasury
Secretary Timothy Geithner said
signs were emerging of an economic
recovery, but that a health-care over-
haul, tighter regulation of financial
markets and “hard choices” to pay
down the deficit were needed to as-
sure future prosperity.

“We need to make sure that we
are making the kind of investments
that will build a more pro-
ductive economy, gains of
growth more broadly
shared,” Mr. Geithner said
on ABC News’s “This
Week,” which aired Sun-
day. “That’s why it’s so im-
portant as we focus on re-
covery that we’re making
investments in health-care
reform, in education, in in-
frastructure, fixing our fi-
nancial system.”

In addition to such ef-
forts, he said, the U.S. needs
to “have the will to bring these defi-
cits down once recovery is firmly es-

tablished.” Mr. Geithner added,
“That’s going to require some very
hard choices. And we’re going to
have to do that in a way that does not
add unfairly to the burdens that the
average American already faces.”

Asked whether that included the
possibility of new revenue—presum-
ably through raising taxes—Mr.
Geithner didn’t rule it out. “Well,
we’re going to have to look at—
we’re going to have to do what’s nec-

essary,” he said.
The Congressional Bud-

get Office has projected the
federal budget deficit will
grow to $1.8 trillion for the
current fiscal year, which
ends Sept. 30.

Sen. John McCain (R.,
Ariz.), appearing on CNN’s
“State of the Union,” ex-
pressed doubt that the ad-
ministration was con-
cerned about the deficit.
While “it’s very clear that
the stimulus has had some

effect,” he said, “what I worry more
than anything about is the long-

term effects because we are commit-
ting generational theft.”

Several other administration offi-
cials appeared on the Sunday news
programs with message similar to
Mr. Geithner’s: President Barack
Obama’s economic policies were be-
ginning to show results, but long-
term economic growth would de-
pend on broad policy changes.

Christina Romer, head of the
Council of Economic Advisers, said
she expected gross-domestic-prod-
uct growth by year’s end but that “it
will be awhile after that before we
see employment actually going up.”

With unemployment benefits set
toexpireforabout1.5millionpeopleby
year’s end, according to the National
Employment Law Project, Ms. Romer
toldCNNthatanextensionofthebene-
fits was “absolutely on the table.”

Lawrence Summers, director of
the National Economic Council, said
on NBC News’s “Meet the Press”
that “the economy is no longer in
free fall,” and that “people are specu-
lating about when the recession is
going to end,” rather than whether

it will become a depression.
Asked whether the administra-

tion planned to seek additional stim-
ulus funds, Mr. Summers said the
money already allocated had yet to
achieve its full effect. Funding from
the $787 billion stimulus package
was moving into the economy, and
its impact would “increase with the
passage of time,” he said.

He also said the administration
wasn’t planning to seek more fund-
ing for the Troubled Asset Relief Pro-
gram, which was set up last year to
help troubled financial companies.

Mr. Summers played down ques-
tions about health legislation’s
chance of passage. The House shut
for August recess last week without
approving any legislation, and Senate
leaders have indicated that little addi-
tional progress was likely to be made
on the issue in the chamber before it
recesses toward the end of the week.

“Yes, there are continuing contro-
versies,” Mr. Summers said, “but
let’s not forget that we are closer to
comprehensive health-care reform
than this country has ever been.”

Geithner sees ‘hard choices’ ahead on deficit

Timothy
Geithner

ECONOMY & POLITICS

By Justin Lahart

After registering its steepest
downturn since the end of World
War II, the U.S. economy looks
poised to start growing again. But
with consumers expected to keep a
tight lid on spending, a recovery
hinges greatly on how businesses be-
have in the months ahead.

If they stop slashing their inven-
tories and investment, it could mark
the first legs of an upturn. Business
showed some signs of healing in the
government’s report on second-
quarter gross domestic product, but
executives remain very cautious.

Investment in equipment and soft-
ware contracted at a 9% annual rate
for the quarter after collapsing at a
36% rate during the first three
months of the year and a 26% annual
rate in the final three months of 2008.
Exports contracted at a 7% rate, after
tumbling by 30% and 20% in the two
previous quarters, respectively.

And executives might have
moved about as far as they can go to
pare their inventories, cutting them
at an annual rate of $141 billion in the
second quarter and $114 billion in the
first. By selling off goods they held in
inventory, companies needed to pro-
duce much less. Now with stocks run-
ning bare, firms could be in a posi-
tion to increase production again.

In a conference call with inves-
tors Thursday to discuss its second-
quarter results, boat maker Bruns-
wick Corp.’s CEO, Dustan McCoy,
said the company’s fiberglass-boat
production amounted to just 13% of
what dealers sold. All the rest came
out of stockpiles.

The auto sector is one area where
inventory cutting might have set the
stage for an upturn. Published pro-
duction levels suggest an increase of
about 60% in auto production in the
third quarter from the second,
enough to raise GDP by about two
percentage points, according to esti-
mates by Goldman Sachs.

Group 1 Automotive Inc. CEO Earl

Hesterberg said in a conference call
Tuesday that the auto retailer’s used-
car inventories have fallen below nor-
mal “as we’ve been challenged to ac-
quire enough vehicles in the open
market at competitive prices.”

Dave Lerman, CEO of South
Bend, Ind.-based Steel Warehouse
Co., said inventories had been re-

duced to “even slightly uncomfort-
ably low levels” in the industry.
“This uptick we’ve seen in the steel
business is an attempt to start buy-
ing at least at the level of sales.”

Mr. Lerman, whose firm sells
steel to manufacturers, has slashed
his stockpiles of steel by 50% from
last year, when he was caught with

too much inventory as the commod-
ity boom quickly turned to bust.
Lately, he has seen business im-
prove. One sign: Steel mills are start-
ing to take longer to make delivery
on his orders. In response, he has
hired back 20 workers after laying
off more than 100 and has started or-
dering above his sales levels.

But executives are broadly cau-
tious about the outlook, and many
doubt a robust upturn is at hand.

“We’re chasing every nickel,”
says Ron Mager, president of ma-
chine-tool dealer Machinery Sys-
tems Inc., in Schaumburg, Ill. When
his orders dried up last year, he cut
his work force down to 68 people
from 78 people. Conditions are look-
ing up now, but not enough to con-
vince him to start rehiring aggres-
sively. “I expected July to be a disas-
ter,” he said. “It’s always our slow-
est month—there are plant shut-
downs even in good times. And July
was our best month of the last four.”

Though not yet convincing, im-
provements in the business land-
scape stood in contrast to consumer
behavior in the second quarter. As
the unemployment rate soared to
9.5%, households cut back. Con-
sumer spending contracted at a 1.2%
annual rate after rising slightly in
the first quarter.

I don’t go out to eat like I used to,
I don’t go on trips like I used to,” said
52-year-old Donald Folks, who runs
a lawn-care business in Coatesville,
Pa. “You’re afraid to spend what
money you’ve got. You’re holding on
until something turns around.”

The combination of consumer
and business caution means that the
economy will grow only slowly, said
Goldman Sachs economist Edward
McKelvey. On the one hand, consum-
ers will remain wary of spending un-
til they see the labor market stabi-
lize and paychecks increase. On the
other, companies tend to take their
cues from consumer spending.

“We’re not going to have a
strong recovery,” Mr. McKelvey
said. “It’s likely going to be a pretty
sluggish affair.”

Several firms raised estimates in
response to the decline in invento-
ries, including Deutsche Bank,
which now forecasts 2% growth, up
from a previous forecast of 0%.

By Alistair MacDonald

LONDON—The U.K. government
is planning to review its immigra-
tion policies, in a move likely to
make it more difficult for foreigners
to become British citizens.

The country’s Home Office on
Monday plans to announce new pro-
posals that could see foreigners
have to score a certain number of
points to become British citizens—a
requirement already in place for peo-
ple entering the country to work or
study. This would extend a system,
modeled after one in use in Austra-
lia, which was introduced last year
and which grades workers and stu-
dents hoping to enter the U.K. on cri-
teria including education, age and
need for their skills.

Further details of the new pro-
posals weren’t immediately avail-
able, but a Home Office spokes-
woman said their aim would be to
“provide flexibility for the govern-
ment to respond to the changing eco-
nomic needs of the country.”

The move comes at a time when
unemployment has hit a 12-year
high and concerns about terrorism
have fueled a surge in protectionist
sentiment in the U.K., long one of
the world’s most open countries.
Earlier this year, workers at a num-
ber of refineries staged large-scale
strikes to protest the use of foreign
workers. Meanwhile, once-marginal
anti-immigration politicians have
been gaining ground.

The U.K. has already been tight-
ening its immigration policies, start-
ing several years ago. The points-
based system has raised hurdles for
all but the most highly skilled work-
ers to enter and live in the country.

The Home Office said its propos-
als will be put out for public and po-
litical consultation. The spokes-
woman said the proposals would
aim to strengthen the country’s cur-
rent citizenship process, which al-
ready requires candidates to display
good conduct, speak English and
demonstrate that they are making a
contribution to the community.

“The points-based system has al-
ready proved to be a powerful tool
for controlling migration for the
benefit of both British people and
the economy,” she said.

In 2009, England, which receives
the majority of the U.K.’s immi-
grants, is expected to overtake the
Netherlands to become the most
densely populated country in Eu-
rope. According to government cal-
culations, immigration will add
seven million people by 2031 to the
U.K.’s population of nearly 61 mil-
lion. Critics say recent increases are
placing a huge burden on public ser-
vices, as hospitals and schools face
increased demand but no increase
in their budgets.

In elections last June, two mem-
bers of the British National Party
won seats in the European Parlia-
ment, the first electoral success for
the anti-immigration party.

Other European countries also
are clamping down on new immigra-
tion as their economies slow and citi-
zens complain that too many people
are being allowed in. Britain, how-
ever, with France and Germany, was
among the first to open its borders
to large-scale immigration from non-
European countries after World
War II.

Some industries, including the
catering and banking sectors, have
complained about the increased re-
strictions.

U.K. may tighten
official policies
on immigration
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Regulators get tougher
with ailing U.S. banks

Oil, gas ETFs face spotlight
CFTC asks whether
huge tracking funds
influence the market

*For 2009, Fed figures are as of June 30, OCC as of July 27 and FDIC as of June 1
Sources: FDIC, Federal Reserve and OCC

On probation
Number of banks hit with memorandums of understanding, by regulator.
The 2009 crackdowns are on pace to exceed 2008.
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And Dan Fitzpatrick

U.S. regulators have escalated
the number of wounded banks they
have essentially put on probation,
with some of the targeted banks
complaining that the action is too
harsh.

The Federal Reserve and the Of-
fice of the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency, two of the primary U.S. bank-
ing regulators, have issued more of
the so-called memorandums of un-
derstanding so far this year than
they did for all of 2008, according to
data obtained from the agencies un-
der Freedom of Information Act re-
quests.

At the current rate of at least 285
so far, the Fed, OCC and Federal De-
posit Insurance Corp. are on track to
issue nearly 600 of the secret agree-
ments for the full year, compared
with 399 last year. Memorandums of
understanding can force financial in-
stitutions to increase their capital,
overhaul management or take other
major steps.

Such sanctions typically aren’t
publicly disclosed to avoid possibly
rattling depositors and sharehold-
ers. Institutions hit with memoran-
dums this year range from giant
Bank of America Corp. to regional
bank Colonial BancGroup Inc.,
based in Montgomery, Ala., to Berk-
shire Bancorp Inc., a New York bank
with just 12 branches.

The sharp increase comes as Con-
gress considers changes proposed
by the Obama administration that
would overhaul the way the U.S. gov-
ernment oversees banks. Many
bankers and analysts believe those
changes would result in an even
more assertive regulatory appara-
tus. Regulators have been criticized
for going too easy on banks and secu-
rities firms.

Regulators say getting tougher
now could prevent some struggling
banks from failing as borrowers fall
behind on their payments and the
U.S. economy slogs through reces-
sion. A total of 64 banks have failed
this year, up from 25 in 2008.

“Regulators’ natural response is:
Oh my goodness, we’ve got to
toughen up,” Charles Plosser, presi-
dent of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Philadelphia, said.

Some bankers counter that the
regulatory squeeze is making it
even harder for them to make good
loans that would help them recover.
Others say banks are being forced to
meet arbitrary standards that ex-
ceed what regulators normally re-
quire.

“It’s frustrating and aggravat-
ing,” said Pat Sheaffer, chairman
and chief executive officer of River-
view Bancorp Inc., which has
$920 million in assets and 18
branches.

In January, the Office of Thrift Su-
pervision issued Riverview a memo-
randum of understanding that re-
quires the bank to increase its total
risk-based capital, a measurement
of financial strength, to 12% from
10.7% as of Dec. 31. Mr. Sheaffer said
there was little dialogue with the
agency before the requirement was
imposed.

The OTS didn’t return phone
calls seeking comment.

James Miller Jr., CEO of Fidelity
Southern Corp., said he was sur-
prised to be hit with a memorandum
of understanding in December be-
cause the Atlanta bank’s exposure to
residential real estate is low in com-
parison to other banks in the area.

Regulators want Fidelity to re-
duce its residential real-estate con-
struction lending to no more than
100% of total capital, down from
about 120%. Since the agreement,
the bank has lowered its exposure to
110%.

“I am not about to say anything
about my regulators,” Mr. Miller
said. The bank got $48.2 million in
capital from the taxpayer-funded
Troubled Asset Relief Program right
after it signed the memorandum. “I
concluded that regulators were sat-
isfied with how we were running
our bank,” he added.

Steven Rosenberg, Berkshire’s
chief executive, disagreed when reg-
ulators approached him about a
memorandum of understanding
that would change how certain as-
sets are classified and the amount of
reserves set aside to cover potential
losses. He relented and then dis-
closed the agreement publicly.

“You don’t fight with the guys
who regulate you,” Mr. Rosenberg
said.

Bank of America declined to com-
ment. Colonial BancGroup didn’t re-
spond to a request for comment.

The increase in memorandums
of understanding has been espe-
cially sharp at the Fed. Through
June 30, the agency has issued 99
memorandums, compared with 94
for all of 2008.

Fed governor Daniel Tarullo, a
close adviser to President Barack
Obama during last year’s campaign,
now heads a committee in charge of
the Fed’s bank-supervision division.
Mr. Tarullo has pushed for the Fed’s
12 regional banks to take a more har-
monized approach to bank regula-
tion, according to people familiar
with the matter.

In the past, the Fed has faced crit-
icism that its regulation was too un-
even, with examiners in some areas
of the U.S. accused of being too easy
on banks, while examiners in other
regions were much tougher.

Memorandums of understand-
ing can lead to sterner, public sanc-
tions if a bank is seen as not doing
enough to correct problems.

MONEY & INVESTING

By Carolyn Cui

The two big oil and natural-gas
exchange-traded funds will be in the
hot seat this week amid the escalat-
ing debate over the role of specula-
tion in the commodities markets.

The chief investment officer of
the widely watched funds known as
U.S. Oil Fund and U.S. Natural Gas
Fund is one of several people ex-
pected to testify Wednesday at a
Commodity Futures Trading Com-
mission hearing as part of the agen-
cy’s efforts to curb speculation. The
CFTC released a witness list Friday.

The two funds have caught the at-
tention of regulators and market
players as they swelled in the past
year. They now account for signifi-
cant buying in their respective mar-
kets. A concern is whether they are
influencing the price of the commod-
ities they are designed to track. The
U.S. Natural Gas fund accounts for as
much as 30% of the gas futures mar-
ket, according to Citigroup analysts.

The agency generally considers
speculators to be those that invest
in commodities for financial rea-
sons and do not take physical deliv-
ery of the commodities underlying a
futures contract.

John Hyland, chief investment of-
ficer of U.S. Commodity Funds LLC,

which runs the ETFs, said he has yet
to see evidence that his passively
managed funds are moving prices.
The hearing, he said, “will hopefully
help put this nonsense to rest.”

ETFs are mutual-fund-like invest-
ment vehicles that trade like stocks
on exchanges. As new investors pur-
chase shares, the ETF buys the under-
lying assets, oil and gas futures con-
tracts in this case, but don’t take phys-
ical delivery of the commodities.

The U.S. Natural Gas fund has bal-
looned to $4.5 billion assets under
management from $727 million just
four months ago. The U.S. Oil fund is
now at $2.3 billion, having peaked at
$4 billion in February.

That explosive growth has come
against a backdrop of increasing con-
cern over volatility in oil and gas
prices, prompting the CFTC’s new
chairman, Gary Gensler, to seek to
rein in speculators. Hedge funds are
among the top holders of both
funds. In 2008, nearly 324,000 indi-
vidual investors also invested in
these funds, according to U.S. Com-
modity Funds.

In July, the CFTC said it was con-
sidering imposing position limits on
exchange-traded funds. The agency
started an investigation into trad-
ing activities around the U.S. Oil
fund in February.

In a letter to the CFTC in June,
the chief executive of U.S. Commod-
ity Funds, Nicholas Gerber, wrote
that empirical data showed the
funds’ buying or selling of energy fu-
tures contracts resulted in “little or
no price disruption even as the over-

all size of the funds’ positions have
increased dramatically.”

The U.S. Natural Gas fund in
early June sought approval from the
Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion to issue new shares. The fund
has run out of new shares to sell,
which means it hasn’t had new
money to buy natural-gas contracts.
An SEC spokesman said the applica-
tion is pending.

Lately, Wall Street analysts have
been writing about the energy ETFs’
influence. Analysts at Raymond
James in Houston wrote in a recent
note that U.S. Natural Gas has grown
“well beyond its critical mass” and
has become “a bigger market influ-
ence than planned.”

Teri Viswanath, director of com-
modities research at Credit Suisse
Group, estimates that the natural-
gas fund pushed up prices by 50
cents per million British thermal
units from May through early July.

Others expected to testify
Wednesday include Michael Mas-
ters, a money manager who has
waged a campaign against specula-
tors; John Arnold, whose Centaurus
Advisors hedge fund trades in the
natural-gas market; as well as en-
ergy users.

Paul Cicio, president of the Indus-
trial Energy Consumers of America,
a lobbying group that represents
manufacturers, is expected to tes-
tify that oil and gas ETFs are disrupt-
ing the market. Energy consumers
“are concerned about what these
growing ETF volumes will have on
prices and fundamental questions
are raised as to whether they help or
hurt price discovery,” Mr. Cicio said.
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